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A lot of our culture is lost in our lives - the old stories that were told by mothers and fathers who 
would go into the bush and then return to tell the others what they had seen .... We have no stories 

to tell our children. We have nothing to pass on. 

We will have to find the strength to make a place for ourselves in this world. Otherwise there will 
soon be no more of us. We will all be gone. And so will our memories. Only our paintings will 

remain behind to remind you of us. 

Quote .from Mario Mahongo, a !Xu Bushman 
National Geographic 

(Godwin,2001) 
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Abstract 

This dissertation explores virtual storytelling for conveying cultural stories effectively. We set out to 
investigate: (1) the strengths and/or weaknesses of VR as a storytelling medium; (2) the use of a 
culturally familiar introductory VB to preface a VB presenting traditional storytelling; (3) the 
relationship between presence and story experience. We conducted two studies to pursue these aims. 
Our aims were stated in terms of effective story experience, in the realm of cultural heritage. This 
was conceptualised as a story experience where story comprehension, interest in the story's cultural 
context and story enjoyment were achieved, and where boredom and confusion in the story were 
low. This conceptualisation was empirically validated by our studies. Three storytelling scenarios 
were created to tell a traditional San story: text (1'); a storytelling VB with no introductory VB 
(VR+NI); a storytelling VB with a hip-hop themed introductory VB (VR+I). These scenarios 
comprised our experimental conditions. Questionnaires, measuring interest in hip-hop and the story 
experience aspects identified above, were developed and psychometrically validated. Study 1 was 
conducted with a sample of 44 high-schoolleamers and Study 2 with 98 university students. Both 
studies used a between-subjects design. Study 2 was a refined version of Study 1, improving Study l's 
questionnaires for use in Study 2 and considering two additional variables: attention to the story and 
perceived strangeness of the story. 

For our first aim, story experience in the text and VR storytelling scenarios were compared. In Study 
1 and 2, comprehension was significandy higher in the T condition than in the two VR conditions 
combined and attention was higher in Study 2's T condition. Therefore, we conclude that text is 
better for achieving story comprehension. In Study 1, interest and enjoyment were significandy 
higher in the VR condition, while boredom was higher in the T condition. But, no significant 
differences between text and VR were noted for these variables in Study 2. Comparisons of the T 
and VR conditions across Study 1 and 2 showed a particularly poor story experience in Study 1's T 
group; we speculate that this was due to differences in Study 1 and 2's samples and procedures. 
Barring this, there were no interest, enjoyment or boredom differences between T and VR across 
Study 1 and 2. Thus, we conclude, conservatively, that text and VR are equally good in terms of 
interest enjoyment and boredom. Confusion was higher in Study 1 's T condition, but this result was 
counter-intuitive since this condition had also shown higher comprehension. In contrast, Study 2's 
VR condition showed significandy higher confusion and lower strangeness. We conclude that Study 
1's participants had reported strangeness rather than confusion and, while virtual storytelling resulted 
in more confusion, it also resulted in less perceived strangeness of the story. Presence and story 
experience in the VR+NI and VR+I storytelling scenarios were compared for our second aim. The 
introductory VB only had an effect for participants who showed a pre-existing interest in hip-hop. In 
Study l's VR+I condition, hip-hop interest was a significant predictor of enjoyment. In Study 2's 
VR+I condition, those who identified hip-hop as a favourite music genre showed significandy higher 
presence than those who identified other genres as a favourite. This suggests that strongly themed 
introductory VB's do not benefit virtual storytelling, and that content fumiliarity and preference 
interact with VB content to influence virtual experiences. Regarding our third aim; we did not find 
strong evidence of a relationship between presence and story experience since presence only 
correlated significandy with interest in Study 1. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Many papers on virtual storytelling begin by emphasizing the importance of storytelling as a 
cultural phenomenon and then base the importance of virtual storytelling on this fact. It is true 

that stories are one of the remarkably universal attributes of cultures the world over and are a 
fundamental way of preserving culture (fumer, 1993). But, much of what is termed 'virtual 
storytelling' is very little like the storytelling, the cultural phenomenon, which occurs in real life. 
A great number of media have been used to tell stories historically, starting with the most 
fundamental - oral storytelling, and progressing through print, radio, fUm and television. Each 
medium evolved over time and each added new characteristics to the art of storytelling (11adej, 
2003). The rapid development of computer technology has brought with it our latest storytelling 
medium: virtual reality (VR). Consistent with the vast scope a digital medium offers, the ways in 
which VR has been used for storytelling so far are diverse. From digital books to systems which 
allow users to become autonomous story characters to complex artificial intelligence created to 
generate narrative structure automatically (Hayes-Roth, 1999; Madej, 2003; Reid!, 2003; Szilas, 
2003). This diversification may be interpreted as virtual storytelling attempting to 'find its feet' 
as past media before it have done: evolving into an established medium and discovering what 
new aspects it has to offer the tradition of storytelling. 

Another area in which VR has become very popular is that of preserving cultural heritage. VR 
has been used to produce a number of compelling museum displays and has shown its potential 
for resurrecting past sites and cultures virtually and preserving currently fragile sites and 
cultures. Though virtual cultural heritage has received relatively little attention in Mrica, VR in 
storytelling and cultural heritage has been embraced by the international research community, 
resulting in a proliferation of applications of both kinds. Unfortunately, the bulk of the research 
in these areas seems to focus on the technologies used rather than how the applications are 
received by users. Where user evaluation is considered, the techniques used are usually not very 
rigorous and the outcomes are not highly generalisable. We believe that in order to utilise VR 
optimally for both storytelling and cultural heritage it is important to gain an understanding of 
its capabilities and effectiveness from the point of view of a user. This underlying aim 
influenced and informed the approach adopted in our research. We were not interested in trying 
out a new variation of virtual storytelling but rather in pausing for a moment to consider the 
nature of virtual storytelling and explore whether VR really is capable of telling stories properly 
in the first place. 

We attempted to achieve this by looking at virtual storytelling in a literal, simple way and 
conducting a rigorous investigation of user experience in virtual storytelling. Additionally, we 
wished to conduct our research in the context of cultural heritage: another area where VR may 
be of great importance. We therefore undertook an investigation of VR as a medium for 
conveying existing cultural stories, specifically San stories. The San, a hunter-gatherer people 
indigenous to southern Africa, have a rich tradition of oral storytelling which has long served as 
a means for passing their culture on through generations. Today there are very few San living 
the traditional hunter-gatherer lifestyle, and their stories are not told nearly as widely as they 
once were. Recognition and preservation of San culture is essential lest this early Mrican culture 
be lost. Since their stories are able to give invaluable insight into the San culture, it is important 
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to, not only preserve the stories themselves, but also to bring them to the attention of the 
general public in an engaging way. We feel that VR has an important role to play in the 
preservation of fragile cultures, whose cultural heritage is on the verge disappearing. The San is 
such a culture and, as with many indigenous African cultures, preservation poses a particular 
challenge since their culture and narratives have traditionally survived through an oral 
storytelling tradition. Such a tradition is difficult to fully capture with text, but may well be aptly 
portrayed in a virtual environment (VE). 

San stories also pose an interesting challenge for virtual storytelling: they are unique and 
different from the stories to which most contemporary audiences are accustomed. We were 
interested in how well a VE could convey these narratives given that their style and content 
were likely to be unfamiliar to most audiences. This ties into another major aspect of this 
research: an investigation of how to improve the effectiveness of virtual storytelling where 
potentially unfamiliar content, such as San stories, must be conveyed. We explore priming as a 
means of achieving this. In short, priming is a technique where users are exposed to material 
related to a VE's content before they experience the VE that may place them in the correct frame 
of mind for receiving the VE (Nunez & Blake, 2003). Priming material is usually related to the 
content of the VE. We wished to examine whether this technique would be useful for making a 
potentially culturally remote VE more familiar and engaging. In this dissertation we explore 
whether priming in the form of a culturally familiar introductory VE can make virtual 
storytelling more effective as a whole. 

1.1 Aims and Hypotheses 

In this dissertation we present research which inquired into what it means for a story to be 
experienced effectively and whether VR is capable of achieving this. Additionally, we explored 
the use of priming, in the form of an introductory VE, to increase the effectiveness of 
storytelling in VR, particularly where a traditional cultural story must be conveyed. And, since 
we wished to understand virtual storytelling better, we also investigated the relationship between 
presence, a fundamental subjective experience in VR, and story experience. 

Three main aims were pursued: 

1. To investigate the strengths and/or weaknesses ofVR as a storytelling medium. 

2. To investigate the effectiveness of using a culturally familiar introductory VE to preface 
a VE presenting traditional storytelling. 

3. To investigate the relationship between presence and story experience in virtual 
storytelling. 

Three hypotheses were posited regarding these aims: 

1. Virtual storytelling will result in a more effective story experience than reading a story 
text. 

2. A contemporary, culturally familiar introductory VE used to preface a VE presenting 
traditional storytelling will improve story experience. 

3. Presence will be related to an effective story experience. 
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In order to evaluate VR as a storytelling medium, we compare it to another ubiquitous 
storytelling medium - text. San stories are only available as text today, however traditionally 
these stories would not be read but told by a storyteller. Most of these texts are close to the 
stories transcribed directly from the San and, thus, retain much of the spoken rhythm and 
diction (Lewis-Williams, 2000; Parkington, 2002). We believe that recreating San oral storytelling 
in VR would enable a San story to be brought to life in a way that text is not able to do by 
capturing something of their original, performative spirit. Therefore, we hypothesised that VR 
will lead to a better story experience than reading a story text and, in the case of San stories, 
prove a valuable means for preserving oral storytelling heritage. 

Our second aim stemmed from two concerns, firstly creating a good VB requires a great deal of 
effort and a range of skills, thus it would be useful to know if there are ways to boost the fmal 
effectiveness of a storytelling VB. Secondly, we were concerned that the historical nature of the 
San story might be too culturally remote to most users and, thus, fail to engage them. As 
mentioned earlier, we decided to explore the use of priming in the form of an introductory VB, 
experienced before a San storytelling VB, as a means of increasing the effectiveness of the San 
storytelling VB. We further speculated that presenting the introductory VB in a theme which 
was culturally familiar to users would 'grab' their attention and allow them to experience the 
virtual San storytelling more effectively. 

Our final aim forms part of understanding virtual storytelling better. Presence has long been 
deemed an important characteristic of virtual experiences (Lombard & Ditton, 1997; Schuerrue 
et aI., 2001). In past research there has been uncertainty regarding the link between presence and 
task performance in VR (IJsselsteijn et aI., 2000; Schuemie et aI., 2001). Given that we deemed 
an effective story experience as an important goal in virtual storytelling we were interested in 
seeing how this related to presence, another important goal of most VBs. Since both of these 
imply favourable experiences, we hypothesised that presence and story experience would be 
related to each other in a virtual storytelling. 

1.2 Overview of the Research 

A first step in achieving our aims was to develop an understanding of what it means to convey a 
story well or effectively. This understanding was necessary so that we could have criteria on 
which to judge, the strengths and weaknesses of VR as a storytelling medium and the benefits of 
using an introductory VB in virtual storytelling. Therefore, we developed a conceptualisation 
which proposed a number of desired and undesired properties of a so-called 'effective story 
experience'. In this research, an effective story experience was defined as being one in which 
story comprehension was achieved, an interest in the story's cultural context was generated and 
the story was enjoyed; boredom and confusion were considered undesirable (this is presented in 
full in Section 3.1, Chapter 3 ). 

Two studies were conducted, one with a sample of 44 high-schoolleamers and another with a 
sample of 98 undergraduate university students. In both studies participants experienced one of 
the following three storytelling scenarios, each conveying the same traditional San story: 

1. Story Text. The story printed on a page. 

2. ViriNai Storytelling with No Introductory VB: A visual and audio desktop VB in which a San 
storyteller avatar tells the story to a San gathering and the user around a fire in a cave. 

3. ViriNal Storytelling with Introductory VB: Same as the scenario described above, but is 
preceded by a hip-hop themed introductory VB which conveys information about the 
San and their storytelling tradition. 
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Story experience was measured in each of the above three storytelling scenarios and presence 
was measured in the virtual storytelling scenarios. Since the story experience properties we 
wished to examine were fairly unique, there were no pre-existing questionnaires we could use to 
measure them. Therefore we developed questionnaires to measure these story experience 
properties, each of them evaluated for psychometric soundness. Over the course of this research 
these questionnaires were refined to produce a set a valid and reliable questionnaires for 
measuring the various aspects of story experience. A questionnaire was also developed to 
measure participant's interest in hip-hop culture, another factor considered in our research. 

In order to evaluate VR's performance as a storytelling medium against text, we set out to 
compare the first two storytelling scenarios. To judge the benefit of prefacing a San storytelling 
VB with a contemporary-themed introductory VB, the last two storytelling scenarios were 
compared. Note that hip-hop was chosen as the contemporary theme of the introductory VB; in 
order to control for any effects this choice of theme may have had on story experience, we also 
measured each participant's interest in hip-hop. For those participants experiencing a virtual 
storytelling scenario, the relationships between presence and the story experience properties 
were investigated. We also checked whether our conceptualisation of an effective story 
experience was empirically supported by looking at the correlations between the various story 
experience properties proposed by our conceptualisation. 

1.3 Outline of Dissertation 

Chapter 2: 

Chapter 3: 

Chapter 4: 

In Chapter 2 we present background literature used in formulating our research 
on virtual storytelling. Storytelling and VR are first discussed separately. 
Storytelling as a cultural phenomenon and the evolution of storytelling in 
different media from oral to digital is discussed. Some VR fundamentals are 
presented including the notions of presence and priming. Next we discuss past 
work on virtual storytelling, paying special attention to the different kinds of 
virtual storytelling applications that exist and distinguishing between linear and 
non-linear storytelling. We also look at the similarities and differences between 
narration in film and VR and methods that have been used to evaluate virtual 
storytelling applications. The evaluation of story experience outside the realm 
of virtual storytelling is also presented. Next, the recent use of VR for 
preserving cultural heritage is detailed. Lastly, the state of San cultural heritage, 
and specifically San folklore, is addressed. 

Chapter 3 constitutes our synthesis of the literature presented in Chapter 2 and 
we show how our approaches to investigating virtual storytelling and research 
aims (as outlined in Section 1.1 above) were derived from this. Since our three 
aims all involve story experience in some way, the so-called 'effective story 
experience' conceptualisation developed in Chapter 3 is central to our research. 
We also discuss our aims and approach to achieving these aims: evaluating VR 
as a storytelling medium by comparing it to text; evaluating the benefits of a 
culturally familiar introductory VB by prefacing a San storytelling VB with a 
hip-hop themed introductory VB and evaluating the relationship between 
presence and story experience. 

The theoretical approach and research aims discussed in Chapter 3 are 
formalised into an experimental design in Chapter 4. Our aims were used to 
formulate research questions, experimental variables and hypotheses. Two 
studies, labelled Study 1 and Study 2, with the same design but different 
samples and slightly different procedures are described. Three storytelling 
scenarios were required to answer our research questions: story text, virtual 
storytelling without an introductory VB and virtual storytelling with an 
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Chopter 5: 

Chopter6: 

Chopter 7: 

ChopterR: 

Chopter 9: 

introductory VE. The questionnaires used in our studies are detailed, paying 
special attention to those which were specifically created to measure interest in 
hip-hop and story experience. The remainder of this chapter outlines the 
equipment, samples and experimental procedures used in the two studies. The 
next two chapters deal with our two chief research tools: the storytelling 
scenarios and the custom-made questionnaires. 

Chapter 5 details the three storytelling scenarios used in our experiments. The 
San story presented in all three scenarios is discussed and the two virtual 
storytelling scenarios are described from the user perspective. Both virtual 
storytelling scenarios feature a San storytelling VE: one scenario includes a hip
hop themed introductory VE, while the other does not. Thereafter more detail 
is given regarding the design and implementation of the virtual storytelling 
scenarios including the storyboarding technique used and basic implementation 
details. 

In Chapter 6 we present detailed psychometric analyses of the questionnaires 
which were created specifically for this research. These include questionnaires 
for measuring interest in and familiarity with hip-hop subculture and the 
various factors identified in our story experience conceptualisation (outlined in 
Chapter 3). The concepts of validity, reliability and skew along with the tests 
used to evaluate these are described. The results of psychometric analysis for 
Study l's questionnaire are presented first; these were used to refine the 
questionnaires for use in Study 2. The amendments made to the questionnaires 
and the psychometric results for the refined questionnaires are also presented. 
The questionnaires and the extent to which they were successful measures are 
discussed. A summary of the psychometric outcomes is also provided. 

The results of the experiments in our two studies are presented in Chapter 7. 
First, the statistical procedures used to analyse the data obtained from our 
experiments are described. Next the results of both studies are presented. For 
each study we tested the influence of demographic factors, the validity of our 
story experience conceptualisation, the effect of storytelling medium (text or 
VR) and the introductory VE on story experience and the relationship between 
presence and story experience. A summary of our major finding is provided at 
the end of this chapter. 

The findings detailed in Chapter 7 are discussed in Chapter 8. The results of 
Study 1 and 2 are considered in conjunction. We begin by discussing the 
influence of demographic factors and the validity of our story experience 
conceptualisation. Next, the effect of storytelling medium on story experience, 
the effect of an introductory VE on story experience and the relationship 
between presence and story experience are discussed. 

This chapter concludes the dissertation; our aims and experimental design are 
summarised and our final conclusions regarding our findings are made. The 
novel contributions of this dissertation are pointed out and suggestions for 
future research are put forward. 
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Chapter 2 

Background 

All societies tell stories; it is intrinsic to cultural experience (Turner, 1993). Storytelling is an 
everyday practice and exists in many different fonns, such as myths, films, novels, songs, plays, 
rituals and folklore (Turner, 1993). All these narratives play an integral role in the formation of 
cultural identity and allow us to gain valuable insight into a culture's values, ideals and subtleties. 
In this chapter we discuss the background literature which influenced the virtual storytelling 
research presented in this dissertation. First, storytelling and virtual reality (VR) are discussed 
separately. Next, background on virtual storytelling is presented, including a synthesis of how 
virtual storytelling experiences have been evaluated in past studies. We also present ways in 
which story experience has been evaluated outside of virtual storytelling research. Next, we 
discuss the use of VR for preserving and presenting cultural heritage. Finally, the cultural 
heritage and folklore of the San are discussed. 

2.1 Storytelling 

Storytelling serves a number of purposes; it preserves culture by passing cultural narratives on to 
future generations, teaches moral lessons and entertains audiences. By investigating the 
narratives of different cultures, the similarities and differences across cultures may be noted. 
Stories have long been the subject of research in a field called narratology (Turner, 1993). 
Famous folklorist Vladimir Propp, who analysed Russian folk-tales, discovered that structural 
similarity existed in many different folk-tales; this led to the formulation of a basic structure that 
many folk-tales and modem narratives possess (Turner, 1993). Anthropologist Claude Levi
Strauss investigated the myths of ancient cultures and found that they were often used as a 
means of making sense of the world and explaining it contradictions. For instance, primitive 
myths would often attribute natural disasters to the anger of a god. Strauss also noted that 
cultural specificity played a role in how common structures in narratives, such as those 
formulated by Propp, were transformed in different cultures (Turner, 1993). 

2.1.1 Storytelling Media 

Historically, many different media have been used to convey stories, the oldest known being 
spoken or oral storytelling. With the invention of new technologies, such as the printing press 
and camera, a diversity of media came to be used for telling stories, for example print, radio, 
film, television and, most recently, computer (Madej, 2003). Madej (2003) discusses the 
development of these media within the context of narratives for children and shows that, as 
each medium developed, it evolved to add its own distinctive contribution to the tradition of 
storytelling. Printed stories allowed publishing houses to edit stories as desired and, eventually, 
for story text to be accompanied by illustrations. With radio, fllm and television stories began to 
incorporate an audio aspect as well as visual movement. Computers enabled stories to be 
textual, visual, audio, as well as interactive (Madej, 2003). Digital and virtual storytelling will be 
discussed further in Section 2.3 below. 
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2.2 Virtual Reality 

Virtual Reality (VR) has rather wide ranging definitions, but in essence it refers to a mediated 
representation of a real space or situation (Lombard & Ditton, 1997). Typically, computer 
technology is used to create and mediate this representation and users are enabled to interact 
with it. Usually VR also seeks to immerse users' senses in a simulated world or space (Schuemie 
et aJ., 2001). Overall, VR may be described by three defining characteristics: it allows users a 
certain amount of autonomy to control their virtual experience; it interacts with users; and it, 
usually, produces a sense of presence (see Section 2.2.1) in users (Zeltzer, 1992). Some hold an 
even broader view of VR to the extent that books, in particular fiction works, may be 
considered a form of virtual reality insofar as it aims to create a simulated world mediated 
through paper and text (Lombard & Ditton, 1997). In this research we will consider VR as a 
simulation of reality created and mediated by computer technology. VR in this form has found 
many uses in a broad range of fields such as entertainment, education, flight simulators and as 
aides in clinical and behavioural therapies (Lombard & Ditton, 1997). 

There is a common perception that expensive and sophisticated equipment is required to run 
VR applications. The term "immersion" is used as an objective description of the extent to 
which a VR system encases a user's senses in a virtual environment (VE) (Lombard & Ditton, 
1997; Slater & Wilbur, 1997). Indeed, many VR applications may make use of sophisticated 
equipment such as data gloves, head-mounted displays or motion tracking devices. However, 
low-cost VR is also important in making the implementation and deployment of VR 
applications practical. Often the expensive and exclusive nature of VR technology places it out 
of reach of the general public (pausch et aJ., 1996). Pausch ct. al. (1996) point out the importance 
of "building high quality, low cost VR systems". Furthermore, the need for high-fidelity VR 
applications can be decreased by providing engaging content and tasks within a VE (pausch et 
ai, 1996). In fact, compelling VEs may also be displayed using ordinary desktop computers, 
which are much less costly than the more high-profile VR hardware (Mania & Chalmers, 2001; 
Brown ct aI., 2003). In the South Mrican context, the expense of high fidelity equipment may 
put VR out of the reach of the general public. Therefore, a low-budget approach to VR, which 
makes use of affordable, accessible equipment, such as desktop computers may be more 
appropriate for reaching a wide audience. 

An important consideration when creating VR applications is that of user experience. A VE, 
after all, is developed to be used efficiently by people (Lombard & Ditton, 1997). It is useful, in 
creating VEs, to understand the goals of potential users, as well as users' strengths and 
weaknesses (Wickens & Baker, 1995). It is particularly important to consider users who are 
novices to using VR and computers and ensure that VEs are easy to use (pausch et aJ., 1996). 
Users who are unfamiliar with computers, may find interacting with a VE difficult, possibly 
hindering their virtual experience (Lombard & Ditton, 1997). It has been found that a VR 
experience can be overwhelming for novice users and that sometimes that content and 
experience is sometimes more to novice users than the VR technology (pausch et aI., 1996). 
Additionally, novice users tend to have high expectations of VR experiences (pausch et aI., 
1996). It is important to take this into account; if a VE does not come close to meeting 
expectation, it may fail to convey content as intended (pape et aI., 2001). Compared with 
research on VR technology, there has been little work regarding users and VR. While there have 
been some good studies exploring users and VR (see Pausch et aI., 1996; Dinh et aI., 1999; Mania 
& Chalmers, 2001; Murphy & Pitt, 2001; Brown et aI., 2003 for examples), few rigorously focus 
on users. 
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2.2.1 Presence and Task Performance 

Presence is the most widely used metric of subjective experience in a VE (Lombard & Ditton, 
1997). A great number of defInitions exist for presence but the most common and simple is that 
it is the feeling of being in a place, often described as 'being there' (Lombard & Ditton, 1997; 
Witmer & Singer, 1998). For good reviews of the presence concept and research see (IJsselsteijn 
et al, 2000; Freeman et aI., 2001; Schuemie et al, 2001). It might be said that a person generally 
feels present in their real environments such as their offIces or homes. However, people can also 
feel a sense of being in place that is not real, for instance someone watching a ffim or reading a 
book may forget, to an extent, about their real surroundings as they become absorbed in the 
world of a ffim or book. Ideally, VR applications seek to make users completely forget their real 
environments by immersing them in a VE (Lombard & Ditton, 1997). The extent to which a 
VE is experienced as a real environment may be interpreted as a reflection of how well a VE 
creates the illusion of reality. 

Unfortunately, presence is not a simple matter of experiencing something as real or not. The 
nature of presence is imprecise and there is significant debate around this phenomenon and its 
contributing factors (Freeman et al, 2001; Schuemie et aI., 2001). A number of researchers agree 
that presence is a multi-dimensional phenomenon but there is, as of yet, no agreed upon model 
of presence (IJsselsteijn et aI., 2000; Schuemie et aI., 2001). Also, since presence is subjectively 
experienced, some people experience presence more easily than others (Lombard & Ditton, 
1997; Witmer & Singer, 1998). A number of studies have shown that high fidelity and immersive 
VR results in higher levels of presence (Lombard & Ditton, 1997). A highly immersive VR set
up might make use of a head-mounted display so that a visual VE fills users' fIeld of view. But 
low or non-immersive VR systems are also capable of achieving presence (Obeysekare et aI., 
1996; Brown et al, 2003; Whitton, 2003). However, there is still some debate as to whether it is 
the fonn of a VE or the content that contributes more greatly to presence or how fonn and 
content might interact to bring about presence (Lombard & Ditton, 1997). 

Theoretical contention aside, presence is often used as a metric of a VE's success with users. 
However, a number of studies have undertaken to measure presence together with measures of 
a VE's usefulness, such as task perfonnance or recall of content (pausch et al, 1997; Mania & 
Chalmers, 2001; Schuemie et aI., 2001). Studies which experimentally investigate presence and 
task perfonnance often make use of VEs featuring very specifIc tasks to be completed; this 
limits the extent to which fIndings may be broadly generalised to VR However, a number of 
factors which increase presence have been found to also enhance learning and task performance 
in VEs (pausch et aL, 1997; Witmer & Singer, 1998). But, there is no surety as to specific task 
characteristics where presence facilitates perfonnance (Lombard & Ditton, 1997). In fact, some 
researchers speculate that certain kinds of tasks in VR may benefIt from low presence (Schuemie 
et aI., 2001). Additionally, features intended to increase the realism of a VE might also increase 
the cognitive load placed on users, resulting in a decreased sense of presence (Wickens & Baker, 
1995). All in all, a direct link between presence and task perfonnance has not been proven and 
results regarding this relationship are varied and unclear (Witmer & Singer, 1998; Schuemie et aI., 
2001). 

2.2.2 Priming 

The notion of priming draws from cognitive psychology and a small number of VR studies have 
made use of it (Brown et aI., 2003; Nunez & Blake, 2003). In essence priming involves exposing 
users to some kind of infonnation before they experience a VE. The infonnation might be in 
the fonn of printed text or a video and is usually related to the VE's content (Nunez & Blake, 
2003). Priming is intended to create a cognitive awareness of and predisposition toward a 
forthcoming experience (Nunez & Blake, 2003). Pausch et aI (1996) refer to a similar concept, 
namely a "pre-immersion background story", which is intended to give users a context before 
experiencing a VE and reduce the severity of moving from a real to virtual world. 
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The idea behind priming is based on the theory of schemas which proposes that people do not 
interpret the world based solely on information obtained by their senses but also by information 
already stored in long-term memory. It is believed that this information is encoded as schemas -
simple ideas connected to each other by associations (Nunez & Blake, 2003). For instance, in a 
'television' schema the concept 'television' might be associated with the concepts like 'remote' 
and 'television show'. In practice, when we encounter a television, the television schema would 
be activated, creating certain expectations such as expecting to find a remote to operate the 
television and expecting to experience a visual and audio television show. Thus, there is already 
awareness of what to expect from a television, based on information stored in the 'television' 
schema. So, interacting with a television is not discovered and learned afresh each time we 
encounter a television! In the context of VR, priming can be used to activate appropriate 
schemata in order to make it easier to process a forthcoming VE and place users in a correct 
frame of reference for receiving the VE's content (pausch et ai, 1996; Nunez & Blake, 2003). 

2.3 Virtual Storytelling 

Earlier, in Section 2.1, different storytelling media used historically were described. The advance 
of computer technology has introduced a digital medium for storytelling which combines the 
properties of past storytelling media (Madej, 2003). Digital storytelling is able to use text, the 
visual and audio aspects of television and radio storytelling and the interactivity that may have 
been possible during live, oral storytelling performances (Madej, 2003; Silver et ai, 2003). In 
addition to this, digital storytelling may also incorporate the engagement and interactivity of 
computer games and VR (Madej, 2003). In essence, virtual storytelling may be defined as the use 
ofVR technology to tell stories. This rather broad definition actually allows for a broad range of 
virtual storytelling applications. For instance, it includes story creation applications some of 
which use artificial intelligence to generate stories that conform to traditional narrative 
structures (Reidl, 2003; Szilas, 2003) and others which allow users to create their own stories 
(Machado et ai, 2000). There are also many different ways a narrative might be presented in 
virtual and digital storytelling ranging from digital books (Madej, 2003) to virtual characters 
acting as human storytellers (Roussou, 2001; Brown ef ai, 2003), some virtual storytelling 
systems even allow storytelling agents and users to interact (Silver ef ai, 2003; Geigel & 
Schweppe, 2004). 

2.3.1 Linear and Non-linear Storytelling 

Traditionally stories are linear, consisting of a predefined beginning, middle and end (pearce, 
1994). Although a story may change slightly when conveyed by different storytellers or writers, 
essentially the same narrative is presented at each retelling (pearce, 1994). Non-linear, or 
interactive, storytelling allows those experiencing the story to influence the course of the 
narrative. This may happen in a number of ways, for instance, they might be required to choose 
from a number of activities or story branches at various points, or they may be allowed to enter 
the story as a character (Hayes-Roth, 1999). The end result is that eventual story delivery is 
variable with each retelling (pearce, 1994). VR has been used to convey both linear (Bimber ot 
ai, 2003; Brown ef ai, 2003) and non-linear narratives, and interactive storytelling has become 
popular in virtual storytelling research (Bers et ai, 1998; Murphy & Pitt, 2001; Geigel & 
Schweppe, 2004). Particularly those in which users, often school children, can collaborate in 
either experiencing or creating narratives (Benford ot ai, 2000; Jackson & Fagan, 2000; Machado 
ot ai, 2000). 

There is speculation that interacting with a story's narration increases engagement in the story, 
but this link is by no means well-established (Schell, 2005). In terms of presence, it is a widely 
accepted assumption that interactivity increases presence, however a link between these two has, 
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also, not been proven empirically (Lombard & Ditton, 1997). Schell (2005) suggests that 
inter activity is a means of increasing user's psychological proximity in an entertainment or game 
experience. Psychological proximity refers to the extent to which users are compelled to use 
empathy and imagination to place themselves into an entertainment experience (Schell, 2005). 
The higher one's psychological proximity or the closer one feels to a narrative, the more it 
should hold one's interest. However, introducing interactivity into narration also means that the 
storyteller loses full control of the narrative (Schell, 2005). 

On the one hand, interactivity offers the potential benefits of involving an audience in the 
storytelling process. But, on the other hand, interactivity limits the control a VE author has over 
the narrative that is eventually delivered to users (Clarke & Mitchell, 2001). In some cases, 
interactivity may compromise good storytelling by complicating the narration and losing touch 
with the author's intended narrative (Oarke & Mitchell, 2001; Roussou, 2001). Consider the case 
where a narrative is pre-determined and must be conveyed as is, in other words a traditional 
linear story. Ideally, we still wish convey such a narrative in an engaging way that invokes a 
user's empathy and imagination, but without allowing the audience to influence the course of 
narrative events. Here, it may be that realistic simulation, a fascinating story and a compelling 
storyteller character are more important in creating the illusion of storytelling in VR (Roussou, 
2001). But, is it worthwhile using VR to convey a narrative, without exploiting its ability to 
provide interactivity? Virtual storytelling should not be seen only as an interactive storyteller or a 
means for simulating existing linear storytelling media. In the realm of linear storytelling, VR 
may be able to offer something distinct as a storytelling medium. We will now discuss virtual 
storytelling in comparison to another well-known, linear storytelling medium: film. 

2.3.2 Film and Virtual Storytelling 

Virtual storytelling may be viewed as a descendant of filin; both of these are able to combine the 
use of visual, audio and even text in telling stories (Madej, 2003; Zagalo, 2003). This is very 
useful since techniques, such as storyboarding, narration, cinematography and characterisation, 
which have been honed in film, may be used to inform the creation of compelling storytelling in 
VR (Clarke & Mitchell, 2001). As a narrative form, film consists of a number of conventions, i.e. 
common traits found in different filins, particularly within filin genres (Bordwell & Thompson, 
2001, p.39-58). Audiences' prior experience of film allows conventions to be learnt and accepted 
so that they act as cues for what audience should expect in future filin experiences. New 
conventions are created by introducing innovative elements into films (Bordwell & Thompson, 
2001). Similarly, an eventual goal for VR as a storytelling medium is to develop a set of 
communication techniques which are shared and understood by VE authors and audiences 
(pausch et a!., 1996). 

While very similar, film and VR differ in a fundamental way. In film a viewer's experience 
consists of visual and audio scenes edited together, all completely determined by a director. 
Whereas in VR, users have greater control over what they experience by using the interface to 
control their movement and point of view within a virtual space (Clarke & Mitchell, 2001; 
Zagalo, 2003; Schell, 2005). Even where users do not directly influence a VE's narrative as in 
interactive storytelling, they have more control over their experience than in film. This has been 
referred to as an intrinsic conflict between pre-constructed narrative and user exploration in 
VEs (pausch et aI., 1996). Allowing users free reign to navigate a virtual space is an essential part 
of simulating a real space and it adds to enjoyment of a VR experience (pausch et aI., 1996). But, 
the uncertainty of what VR users will choose to explore may concern VE authors, since the 
virtual space must look good from all possible viewpoints and the narration is partially 
controlled by the user (pausch et a!., 1996; Schell, 2005). Schell (2005) suggests that VE authors 
can still control user experience, not by taking control away from users, but by indirectly 
influencing users. A VE's layout can influence where users will look by drawing their attention 
to certain areas and they are more likely to explore areas which catch their attention (Schell, 
2005). Virtual characters may also be used to direct the attention of users (pausch et a!', 1996). 
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Furthermore, navigation may be influenced by using barriers consistent with reality, for instance 
a virtual fence or closed door (pausch et aI., 1996). Thus, storytelling in VR, whether linear or 
non-linear, has the ability to become a less deterministic and passive experience than that of filin 
and more of an experience in which users may feel like participants. Furthermore, this is 
possible without necessarily sacrificing control over narrative. 

2.3.3 Evaluating Virtual Storytelling 

Content has been identified as a key driver in the field of digital storytelling (Brown et aI., 1999). 
Additionally, Pausch et al. (1996) found experience and content to be of greater importance than 
technology among novice users of a virtual storytelling system. However, many virtual 
storytelling studies focus largely on virtual storytelling architectures and technology, rather than 
user experience or quality of storytelling; for examples of this kind of work see (Machado et ai, 
2000; Bimber et aI., 2003; Geigel & Schweppe, 2004). While there are studies which measure 
user experience, many of these are conducted as a means of evaluating a particular storytelling 
system, more akin to a usability evaluation (Bers et aI., 1998; Bimber et aI., 2003; Silver et ai, 
2003). This limits the extent to which their results may be generalized to other storytelling 
systems and VR as a storytelling medium. 

Among the techniques used to measure user experience of virtual storytelling are informal user 
studies, retrospective surveys and questionnaires. Many user studies of virtual storytelling 
systems provide anecdotal evidence, such as noting participant's behaviour and comments 
during or after system use (for example Machado et aI., 2000; Silver et aI., 2003 and to a lesser 
extent Pausch et aI., 1996). In addition to observation, some studies make use of surveys 
completed after a user's virtual storytelling experience. Retrospective surveys have been used to 
collect information about aspects of a VE which participants liked or disliked, presence and 
acceptability of user control levels (pausch et ai, 1996). Surveys have also been used, in the 
context of pilot study, to assess overall user impressions of a virtual storytelling prototype 
(Bimber et aI., 2003). Presence is often used as a measure of user experience in virtual 
storytelling. A high sense of presence is generally interpreted as an indication of a storytelling 
VE's success (Dinh et ai, 1999; Brown et aI., 2003). In addition to presence, some studies have 
measured factors such as spatial memory of a VE, user's patterns of exploration and ratings of 
enjoyment in a VE (pausch et aI., 1996; Dinh et ai, 1999; Murphy & Pitt, 2001; Brown et aI., 
2003). However, none of these studies have focused on user's experience of the narrative 
conveyed in a VE. Brown et al. (2003) tested the effects of visual and audio mediation on VE 
and story presence, story enjoyment and involvement. 

Schell (2005) describes a framework for assessing the entertainment value of a story or game 
experience by evaluating the extent to which it is able to hold an audience or user's interest. This 
approach consists of plotting the interest value of each event in the experience on an interest 
curve which spans the duration of the experience. Three factors which determine the interest 
value of an event are discussed: 

.. Inherent intlmlst. refers to the fact that some events are, by their nature, more interesting 
than others. For instance, unusual events are more interesting than ordinary ones, so a 
story about a world-wide invasion by giant talking lobsters would likely be more 
interesting than one about someone brushing their teeth. Within a story plot, events 
may also derive inherent interest based on how they relate to other events. 

.. Poetry of presentation: describes aesthetics; the more beautifully and creatively an event is 
presented, the more engaging and interesting it will be. For instance, a beautifully filmed 
movie scene can hold an audience's interest even though is may not be depicting an 
inherently interesting event. 
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.. P!Jchologicai proximity: the extent to which a user is compelled to place themselves into an 
experience or a narrative. This concept has been discussed in Section 2.3.1 above. 

A story or game which rates highly on these three factors is likely to hold one's interest, but an 
excess of one factor can make up for paucity of another. For instance, the simple shapes falling 
downward in the Tetris videogame may not hold much inherent interest or poetry of 
presentation, but a player can still derive much entertainment from the psychological proximity 
of directly manipulating the shapes (Schell, 2005). 

2.4 Evaluating Story Experience 

Though virtual storytelling research has not typically focused on story experience, there is a long 
history of evaluating how people experience stories in traditional media. Many of these studies 
investigate recall and understanding of story content and, sometimes, enjoyment of stories. 
Studies involving storytelling and story experience have been used to gain insight into human 
memory. Bartlett (1932) conducted a series of experiments which investigated participants' 
memory of a North-American folk-tale entitled The War of the Ghosts. Participants read the story 
and then attempted to reproduce the story in writing after a fifteen minute interval and after that 
at increasing time intervals as much as six and a half years. The aim of these experiments was to 
see how accurately the story was remembered and identify patterns in how the memory of story 
changed over time (Bartlett, 1932). A number of reasons are cited for using a folk-tale in these 
experiments; Bartlett wished to assess how participants handled the cultural and social 
unfamiliarity of the story as well as the lack of rational order in the story events. Additionally, 
Bartlett was interested in observing how the vivid visual imagery and supernatural elements in 
the story were dealt with (Bartlett, 1932). 

In the context of educational research, a number of studies have focused on storytelling with 
young school children. Here the goal is usually to understand how stories are received and 
understood by children for the purposes of informing educational techniques used in schools. 
Carlise & Felbinger (1991) compared results on comprehension tests given to children who had 
either listened to or read a story. The aim of their study was to gain insight into comprehension 
difficulties and performance across these two modalities. In their study comprehension was 
measured using the sentence verification technique (SVI), considered applicable for measuring 
both listening and reading comprehension (Carlisle & Felbinger, 1991). A SVT test consists of a 
number of sentences derived from story sentences so that they are either true or false according 
to the story; participants are required to identify the sentences as true or false (Royer, 2001). The 
SVT will be revisited in Section 4.5 , Chapter 4. 

A number of these studies also compare across different storytelling media. For instance Ricci & 
Beal (2002) compared children's story memory across the following media: audio cassette, 
audiovisual digital book, audiovisual digital book with direct interaction and passive observation 
of another's interaction. The interactive version could be classified as a form of virtual 
storytelling as it allowed children to click on certain objects and click to go to the next page of 
the story (Ricci & Beal, 2002). Story memory was measured using free recall of the story, 
sequencing story pictures correctly and testing memory for story facts and ability to make 
inferences about the story (Ricci & Beal, 2002). The children were informed, before 
experiencing the story, that there would questions about the story afterward. Thus, explicit 
learning, which occurs consciously, was measured (Reber, 1995). This is different from 
incidental learning which "takes place in the absence of intent to learn or instructions to that 
effect" (Reber, 1995). Incidental learning would be measured where participants are unaware 
that there will be a test of story comprehension. Ricci & Beal's study found that the only 
medium which differed significantly from the others was audio cassette, where children 
consistently performed worse. The children were also asked to rate their enjoyment of the story; 
this did not vary across the different media (Ricci & Beal, 2002). A similar study investigated 
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young children's attention to story meaning (de Jong & Bus, 2002). Here, a story was presented 
to children repeatedly in three different ways: read out loud by an adult, reading and listening to 
a digital "talking" book and a digital "talking" book interspersed with interactions and games. 
They observed that, particularly for young children, the interactions and games distracted them 
from the story content and resulted in a more fragmented experience of the story, depending on 
which interactions were chosen (de Jong & Bus, 2002). 

From this research, we see that people'S experience of stories, in both traditional and digital 
storytelling media, has been studied in educational and psychological research. The techniques 
used to evaluate story experience in these kinds of studies may be useful in studies that seek to 
better understand virtual storytelling. 

2.5 VR and Cultural Heritage 

In their review of research challenges and opportunities in information technology for 2010, 
Brown et a!. (1999) suggest cultural heritage as one of three main application domains for 
human-centred computing and VE's. So far VR has been used to create quite a number of 
cultural experiences and has certainly shown a capacity for producing compelling displays and 
promise as a keeper of history. At a very practical level, computer and VR technology allows for 
historical artefacts and facts to be permanently recorded and can be used to reconstruct past 
sites and civilizations digitally. A major benefit of using VR is that it allows users to visit places 
and experience events which would not be possible in the real world (Bowman et a!., 1999; 
Jackson & Fagan, 2000). For instance, VR can be used to present past events which the general 
public would not be able to otherwise experience today. An example of this is Virtual Harlem, 
which allows users to experience key events of the Harlem Renaissance during the 1920's and 
1930's Gohnson eta!., 2001). 

We have already discussed the unique characteristics VR is able to bring to storytelling, namely 
the ability to immerse users in a simulated world and provide an interactive experience. These 
characteristics are also able to lend innovation and value to the processes of preserving cultural 
heritage and creating of museum exhibits (Anstey et a!., 2000). This makes for a change from 
traditional museum exhibits, which typically present culture statically either as visual and text 
material or as a collection or artefacts. VR presents the opportunity to people to create their 
own experiences of cultural heritage. The first-hand interaction provided by VR can allow users 
to actively learn and construct cultural knowledge rather than passively experiencing cultural 
heritage Gackson & Fagan, 2000; Johnson et aI., 2001). Virtual Harlem, mentioned above, was 
used as part of a university English Literature course to encourage students to understand and 
engage critically with the historical context of the Harlem Renaissance and its artistic effects 
Gohnson et a!., 2001; Park et aI., 2001). Another interactive VE of North Main Street Cork City 
in Ireland was created in order to stimulate interest and exploration of local ruins (Murphy & 
Pitt, 2001). This application allowed users to switch between current-day and 17th century 
versions of the area. However initial user testing showed that, especially children, showed more 
interest in the interactive features as opposed to the VE content (Murphy & Pitt, 2001). 

Authenticity is an important consideration for VR applications aimed at preserving cultural 
heritage since the goal is often to create an accurate record and educate users. The majority of 
work in this area strives toward, at least some level of authentic content, particularly where 
archaeological sites and artefacts are reconstructed (Devlin & Chalmers, 2001; Baracchini et a!., 
2004; Sundstedt et a!., 2004). However, VR may be used to present both realistic and abstract 
content G ackson & Fagan, 2000) and some virtual museum exhibits do not always aim for 
authentic reconstruction. For instance, a virtual reconstruction of the ancient city of Miletus and 
the Temple of Zeus in Olympia chose to focus on interactive educational features rather than 
authentic reconstruction (Gaitatzes et a!., 2001). 
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2.6 San Cultural Heritage 

The San (also known as the "Bushmen'') are an indigenous hunter-gather people considered 
amongst the earliest hwnan inhabitants of southern Africa. Sites of their famous rock art 
tradition date back over 20 000 years (parkington, 2002). Since the start of colonialism in the 
late 1400's, San populations were dramatically diminished by European settlers (Smith et al., 
2000). Additionally, their hunter-gatherer lifestyle became increasingly difficult to sustain and, 
today, very few San practice this traditional lifestyle (Godwin, 2001). In fact, the San have been 
described as being on the brink of "cultural extinction" (Godwin, 2001, p.94) and, consequently, 
preservation of San cultural heritage is of utmost importance to ensure that this fascinating 
culture is not lost. 

One of the most famous and contentious musewn exhibits of the San is the San diorama, a 
collection of full-body casts of San figures set in a hunter-gatherer camp. The diorama was 
displayed at the South African Musewn in Cape Town for 42 years, and became one of the 
musewn's most popular exhibits. In 2001, the diorama was closed down since it was believed 
that it reflected South Africa's past apartheid ideology which considered white people superior 
to so-called black and coloured groups (Rall, 2001). The newsletter announcing the diorama's 
closure is shown in Figure 2.1. The creation of the diorama in 1911 was intended to be an 
anthropologically correct preservation of the San and their hunter-gatherer lifestyle. Throughout 
its public life, the diorama featured more prominently as natural history exhibit than a cultural 
one (Rall, 2001; Sachs, 2001). Additionally the display represented an idealised version of the 
San's hunter-gatherer lifestyle without depicting their history of struggle with colonialism (R.all, 
2001). In the context of apartheid's end in South Africa, there has been considerable and 
contentious debate as to whether diorama's representation of the San was appropriate, which 
ultimately led to its closure (Gosling, 2001; RaIl, 2001). However, San cultural heritage should 
still be available to the public. In order to fill the gap left by the diorama's closure, and to 
improve where it fell short, new ways of representing the San authentically and sensitively are 
needed. In particular, it is important to allow musewn goers to form their own opinions about 
the San, this can be achieved through exhibits which are objective and impose no particular 
viewpoint on the audience (Singer, 2001). 

Sachs (2001) points out that the full diversity of a country's people should be represented in its 
musewns. Furthermore, it is important to depict cultures' ordinary, everyday aspects and 
creating a sense of discovery and theatre while imparting knowledge (Sachs, 2001). It was hoped 
that this research would produce an application to convey a fundamental, everyday, part of San 
lifestyle, that of storytelling. 

2.6.1 San folklore 

The Bleek and lloyd collection at the University Cape Town is one of the most extensive 
archives of San folklore. The collection is a meticulous recording, conducted by Wilhelm Bleek, 
Lucy Lloyd and Dorothea Bleek, of San stories told by some of the last traditional San living in 
Cape Town, South Africa during the late 19th century (Lewis-Williams, 2000 p.1-41; Parkington, 
2002 p.8-13). Records such as these illustrate the extensive oral storytelling tradition of the San 
and give readers invaluable insight into their culture (parkington, 2002). We have already 
discussed storytelling's universal cultural significance, in Section 2.1 above, and in San culture it 
is no different. Telling stories is a fundamental way of passing culture and values onto future 
generations and storytellers playa highly esteemed role in African societies (Russel, 1998). 

A vast majority of San stories describe an early time when hwnans and animals co-existed, 
sometimes as hybrid hwnan-animals beings. These stories often contain supernatural elements, 
such as shape-shifting beings and an intermingling of the real and spirit worlds (Bleek, 1923; 
Lewis-Williams, 2000 p.8; Smith et al., 2000 p.81). A common figure found in mythology the 
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world over is that of the trickster. In San mythology, the trickster is regarded as a magical god or 
sorcerer. He is embodied as a praying mantis and is most commonly called Kaggen. Kaggen is 
considered both malevolent and heroic and is credited with cunning, malicious pranks as well as 
the creation of the earth's present elements and animals (Bleek, 1923; Lewis-Williams, 2000 p.8; 
Smith et al., 2000 p.80). 

Today San folklore is almost exclusively accessible through texts such as the Bleek and Lloyd 
collection, of whic..'1 only a small subset was initially published (Lewis-Williams, 2000 p.33-35). 
Some commercial publications of San folklore are also available; for instance (Lewis-Williams, 
2000) which presented previously unpublished stories from the Bleek and Lloyd archive. In 
some cases, San stories have been adapted by contemporary poets into anthologies, see for 
instance (Watson, 1991; Krog. 2004). Brown ct. aL (2003) developed a San storytelling 
application in which a user was able to enter a cave and sit around a fIre with a group of hunters 
and listen to a traditional San story told within a group of San hunters. The work presented in 
this thesis continues on from this work. 

Even 
APRIL 2001 "lI' Volume 2 "lI' Number 3 

WEBIoDI:lRESS: ht!p://www.m\l.MW.lll&.org~hIm 

~ SOIJfH AFRICAN Mt..SEUM 
The South NvIclIIfo~ .... piIIIt 0I11111lO ~ ole. "IboM 

Debatl D rama 

Figure 2.1: The April 2001 South African Museum newsletter announcing the closure of 
the San diorama at the South African Museum in Cape Town. 
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Our proach: Telling a Story Properly 

What does it mean to tell a story well? In the Chapter 2 we presented literature on storytelling, 
virtual reality (VR) and virtual storytelling. We also looked at how past studies have evaluated 
virtual storytelling (see Section 2.3.3) along with research from other fields that focused more 
purely on investigating subjective experience of stories (see Section 2.4). In this chapter we will, 
very briefly, discuss our synthesis of the background literature and derive from this our 
approach to investigating virtual storytelling. Overall, we were interested in looking at whether 
VR is capable of delivering stories effectively, particularly where indigenous Mrican stories are 
concerned. As pointed out in Section 2.3, many virtual storytelling applications, particularly in 
the realm of cultural heritage, have already been created. We were interested, not in creating 
another example of virtual storytelling in practice, but rather in pausing for a moment to 
consider the nature of virtual storytelling, explore whether VR has the ability to tell stories 
properly and how its storytelling facilities might be maximised. 

Before we could begin evaluating VR's capability as a storytelling medium, we had to revisit the 
first question posed in this chapter: what does it mean to tell a story well? Our conceptualisation 
of a so-called effective story experience is presented in Section 3.1. Our approach to evaluating 
VR as a storytelling medium is discussed next, in Section 3.2. The notion of using an 
introductory VB as priming in virtual storytelling is discussed in Section 3.3. Finally, the 
potential relationship between presence and story experience in virtual storytelling is discussed 
in Section 3.4. 

3.1 An Effective Story Experience 

Describing something as intangible as story experience is not an easy task given its subjective 
nature. Like presence, it is most likely a multi-dimensional phenomenon (IJsselsteijn et al, 2000), 
influenced by a number of factors. Therefore, our conceptualisation of story experience 
considers a number of properties that might characterise an effective story experience. The 
purpose of this research was not to provide an exhaustive list, but to derive a number of 
benchmarks by which to evaluate VR's performance as a storytelling medium and the benefits 
of using an introductory VB. The properties we have considered in this research were based on 
the literature presented in Chapter 2 (see Sections 2.3 and 2.4), intuition and, in some cases, 
mere curiosity as to what role certain factors might play in story experience. 

3.1.1 Comprehension 

We have mentioned that an important social function of stories is to pass culture on through 
successive generations (see Section 2.1) (Turner, 1993). Also, educational and psychological 
studies have long examined comprehension and how story content is retained (see Section 2.4). 
A number of VR studies which deal with task performance have also used recall of VB content 
as a measure of a VB's effectiveness (see Section 2.2.1). Thus, it seems that much of the goal of 
telling a story is to convey a narrative so that recipients understand the content. Like Bartlett 

28 
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(1932), we were also interested in noting how the unusual nature of a traditional San story would 
be received by a modem audience (see Section 2.4). San stories are very different from the folk
tales and fairytales with which most western audiences are accustomed (Lewis-Williams, 2000). 
As with much African storytelling and some conventional fairtytales, San stories are fantastic 
rather than realistic, often containing supernatural elements and featuring humans and animals 
as characters (Bleek, 1923; Russel, 1998; Lewis-Williams, 2000). Additionally, since the stories 
were translated from the San's native tongue into English the grammar may seem incorrect and 
there is also often repetition of phrases which adds a sometimes rhythmic quality (Bleek, 1923; 
Lewis-Williams, 2000). 

3.1.2 Interest 

In our research, we were focused not only on conveying a story, but doing so in the context of 
cultural heritage. In light of this, we felt that is was not only important that users comprehend 
the content, but that a subsequent interest in the cultural context of the story is generated. In 
this project, the cultural context is that of San folklore and culture. After all, the preservation of 
cultural heritage revolves around ensuring that such heritage is not forgotten as the examples 
given in Section 2.5 show. As such cultural heritage and museum exhibits should engage visitors' 
attention but also foster a genuine interest beyond the experience. Here, education is not 
necessarily the goal, but rather an enduring interest in and desire to find out more about the 
culture. The idea of fostering interest exists in the literature, for example (Murphy & Pitt, 2001), 
but not as a formal measure and, to the best our knowledge, has not been operationalised in the 
context of VR and cultural heritage. 

3.1.3 Enjoyment 

There are many examples where an effort is made to present stories in an enjoyable way. In 
story books for children, story content is often accompanied by pictures; in oral storytelling 
additional dramatic elements are often incorporated such as dramatic pauses, exaggerated 
character voices and physieal gestures (Hayes-Roth, 1999; Madej, 2003; Schell, 2005). This idea 
is illustrated in the cartoon strip in 
Figure 2.1 (Cham, 2005). Furthermore, writers, playwrights and poets endeavor to tell stories in 
a skilful, engaging ways. Filmmakers make use of special stylistic and narration techniques to 
present entertaining stories to their audiences (Bordwell & Thompson, 2001, ps9-92, 156-350; 
Schell, 2005). In short, telling stories in an engaging way may be considered a craft where an 
important goal is often (though not necessarily always) the creation of an entertaining, enjoyable 
experience. Furthermore, enjoyment indicates a focus of attention (Csikszenttnihalyi, 1991). 
Therefore we felt that enjoyment should also be considered as part of an effective story 
experience. A number of studies on storytelling, both in the realm of traditional media, such as 
oral and text stories, and VR, have measured enjoyment of stories (see Sections 2.3.3 and 2.4). 

3.1.4 Boredom 

Using the reasoning given in Section 3.1.3 above for considering enjoyment in story experience, 
we decided to also take boredom into account. It stands to reason that boredom might be 
considered as occurring when an experience is not enjoyable or engaging. As such we considered 
it in this research to verify the validity of the enjoyment construct (see Section 3.1.3 above) by 
means of discriminant validity (Anastasi, 1982). Discriminant validity checks the validity of the 
measures of two theoretically inversely associated factors, in this case enjoyment and boredom. 
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3.1.5 Confusion 

Another pot<ntiilly negative "pect of ,tory =perience j, that of confu,ion. \l:'hen One wi,he' 
to ronvey a .cory ,uch tlat the content i. und.,..tood, it rnak<> ,ro .. th. ,cory should be 
coh«rot and m.k< ",rue to th. ~udimce. Therefo<e, we comide, confusion in the "Dry .. 
W1demabk. Af, with comprehen,ion, we "."re intere,ted in oocing confmio<l, given thot Son 
,cori"" ~re likely to he p<tc<ived '" unuswl by toodet~ we"an .udi=, C''''' Sec60" 3.1.1). 

Figure 3.1: An illusmnion of the idea of e><perience in otorytelling. " Jorge Cham 2005 

3.2 Storytelling Medium 

In o,der to o"e" YR', co.pobiliri<' .. 0 s.totytdling medium we ",t out to comp.rt it to a 
common .Jtem.ti,·e meilium, nomely text. A moj or motivation for in""'dgo<ing VR'. obility to 

de.lh-er o.n effeccive .tory exp<ri<nc. w:u th. b".hUlct hetw= effOrt and pay-off. Creating a 
virtllilJ . nvttooment (VE) ?'te.o.tiaJly require, • gre~t <leo.! of effort ond 0 wid. nnge of . ill 
.uch a; 3D modelling, onim~tion, sound',,"ck recording ""d editing, VE 'cripring and 
progt"lUTIffiing. VE ",,,,,cion i, .... 'Whly f"" more time and re,ource con,umLng th.n reproducing 
• story a; lext. So, we wished CO <xomin.""r,ether virtuo.! ,torytelling i. ~ worthwhile endeavour 
in comp~ri50n IO !:he more wid. .p<M medium of text. The ?"yble btnefit of illowing users CO 
intenct ",uh narracive in virruol ,corytelling h .. o.!",,""y been di,cu'''''' in 5tction 2.3./. 
However. in thj, te,e:uch we have focused on line.r 8Iorytelling for "'00 ",,,on,, f,,,tiy, w< 

wish<d to ""'''I' tho VR N. tat compari,on ,imple ond, ,econdl)', we di<! 00< w.m u,"" m h< 
.ble to manipulot< tho con"""t of th. San story. The San storie, ""e • culturu heritage which 
W<I<. largely, recorded as the S.n told tIltm, thw it dId >«m .ppmpri.", to.!low u,,," to o.!<"," 
th.m .;""" it would likdy rompromist the authenticity .nd ,tyle of tho cont<nt. 

We felt thot San folklore w", on .. p<cclly opt ~ppllc.tion are. for comp.nng t=t and YR. 
Tod..y S"" folklore;' mostly .vailable a, te~t, ""ch .. tho O<lg=o1 Bl« k and Uoycl coll.ction. 
selec«d publlc.tiom frO<Il thj, roIkctioo. and ad.pted anthologi .. C,'''' Stction 2.6.1). How<v«, 
£ill >to'ytcliing. ~, WIth most Afric"", ;wrytdling, wa> lro.JiOOnally aD. oral puc<io.;e (Ru"el, 
1998; Parkingron. 2002). In fo.ct. ""'U . uch ., the BLed< and Uo)"d collection wert tt>n>cribed 
olmost exactly a, tilt San told them (1.e'Wl'_Wil.lirum, 2000; Parlcirtgton. 2002). So while to"", 
Son '(I)ri .. h.v~ hem pre;erved .. text, their originil delivery would hove been 0 live, oml 
welling by 0 """itionL!l '(I)rytclIer. We ""ticip.ted th.t the use of YR would en.ble the 
«=tioo of . tuditio=! on! ,corytelling eXper1ence. I! "'" hoptd thu pr«. nting ~ San 'wry 
using. S.n ,corytell<r ~vu:u within ~ VB might be closet to a true representation of the .totie. 
and rupture ,omtth;ng of th.i< original, perfOO:ffiuiv. ,pirit. if out cotop.ruon of text ""d VR. 
.r,ow<d thot ~ more effective ,tory exp<rience i, achieved using YR, then it would bt proven .. 
a vo.!uoble L!lrem~te ,co')"t<lling medium =d, in the aL'e of indigenou, folklort., an imporu.nt 
tool for prt'e",ing oral 'totj~elling heri,og< 
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3.3 Using an Introductory Virtual Environment 

Since the creation ofVBs requires a great investment of effort and skill (as mentioned in Section 
3.2 above), we wanted to explore how to optimise the effectiveness of virtual storytelling. If one 
is going to undertake the creation of a virtual storytelling application, it makes sense that one 
should make best use ofVR's resources and impart the most effective story experience possible. 
We were partiCU:ady interested in boosting the quality of story experience given the 
unconventional style of San folklore (see Sections 2.6.1 and 3.1.1). In general, content is 
interpreted and u.,derstood subjectively, based on an individual's previous experiences and 
knowledge (Bruner, 1990). So, if the content of a VB is too unfamiliar or obscure, users may fail 
to extract enough meaning in order to have an effective story experience or achieve a sense of 
presence. Since we were attempting to convey a kind of story that was likely to be unfamiliar to 
most users, we felt is was important to seek ways in which to make the experience more 
accessible and interesting. We thought that it may be useful to introduce San storytelling (the 
unfamiliar content) in more familiar terms, following the principles of constructivist learning 
(Resnick,1991). 

In Section 2.2.2, we discussed the concept of priming and pre-immersion background stories as 
ways of placing users into an appropriate frame of mind before experiencing a VB. We 
therefore decided to investigate the use of a similar tool in our San storytelling VB. Instead of 
using text or video as priming material, we wished to explore the use of an actual VB as priming 
material. The VB would operate just like more conventional priming by providing information 
on the content of a forthcoming VB, in our case a San storytelling VB. We will refer to a VB 
used as priming as an introductory VB. 

Furthermore, since we were aiming to convey culturally unfamiliar content, we also wished to 
see if using a culturally familiar and contemporary VB might improve the effectiveness of the 
San story experience. We theorised that using familiar material to prime users might provide a 
scaffolding of activated, pre-existing cognitive constructs upon which unfamiliar content might 
be understood. Furthermore, we were curious as to whether the use of an introductory VB with 
a contemporary, well-known cultural context might act as a bridge to the San VB, whose 
cultural context was more historical and possibly unknown. In order to test the effects of such 
an introductory VB we compared a scenario in which users experienced a San storytelling VB vs. 
a scenario in which the San storytelling VB is preceded by an introductory VB with a 
contemporary theme. We wished to test the effect of the introductory VB on both story 
experience and presence. 

3.3.1 A Hip-hop Theme 

As for a contemporary, familiar cultural theme for the introductory VB; hip-hop was chosen 
since it is a contemporary subculture with a distinctive and easily recognisable style. However, 
this choice may be considered arbitrary and any other well-known, contemporary subculture 
might have been appropriate. We felt that hip-hop was appropriate here as it showed some 
similarity to San culture. Key aspects of San culture is their storytelling, rock art, music and 
dance traditions (Bassett, 2001; Parkington, 2002). These may be seen to correspond to the key 
aspects of hip-hop culture: rapping, graffiti, dj-ing and break dancing, respectively (Ards, 1999). 
Rapping refers to a musical style where lyrics are spoken or chanted over music, which often 
consists of samples from existing music recordings (Shusterman, 1992). Rap has been described 
as a hybrid cultural expression which incorporates a great number of expressive systems, 
including African storytelling (Mitchell, 1996). Additionally, some rap functions as "street-smart 
moral fables" (Shusterman, 1992). Thus, rap may be considered as means of telling stories orally. 
Graffiti, reminiscent of San rock art, involves the creation of spray painted art and tags in urban 
spaces (Ards, 1999). Dj-ing is the practice of making music and break dancing is a dance style 
distinctive to hip-hop (Ards, 1999). 
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3.4 Presence and Story Experience 

Presence is widely considered a defining characteristic and goal of a VR experience. Our 
discussion of presence in Section 2.2.1 points out that it is an important consideration when 
creating a VB and ways of maximising presence have been widely studied. We felt, given how 
fundamental prese:lce is to a VR experience, that it was important to look at the role it might 
play during a VR experience specifically created for storytelling. The uncertain relationship 
between presence and task performance was discussed in Section 2.2.1. Wbile presence is an 
important goal in VR, its usefulness in terms of a VB's goals and task performance is uncertain. 
We wished to the explore presence in relation to story experience, in our view the chief goal of 
virtual storytelling. 

We were also interested in the effect an introductory VB (see Section 3.3) might have on 
presence. Of course, there was the possibility, where the introductory VB was used, that moving 
between two VB's with different environmental and time settings might compromise the reality 
of the overall experience and thus decrease presence while still improving the story experience. 
In general, we wanted investigate whether the goals of achieving presence and conveying a story 
in a VB could be mutual or if creating a convincing VB might compromise the intended story 
experience. 
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Chapter 4 

Experimental Design: Two Studies 

In Chapter 3 we discussed the theoretical approach and aims of this research, namely 
investigating virtual reality (VR) as a storytelling medium, the use of an introductory virtual 
environment (VE) and the relationship between presence and story experience. In this chapter 
we formalise our experimental design. The ideas discussed in Chapter 3 are used to formulate a 
number of research questions (Section 4.1) and define our experimental variables (Section 4.2). 
Two studies, called Study 1 and Study 2, were designed to answer our research questions (4.3) 
and a number of hypotheses regarding the outcomes of these experiments were formulated 
(Section 4.4). Full details of these two studies are also described in this chapter, namely the 
questionnaires (Section 4.5) and equipment (Section 4.6) used and the experimental samples and 
procedures used in each study (Sections 4.7 and 4.8). 

4.1 Research Questions 

A number of research questions were formulated according to the ideas presented in Chapter 3. 
These correspond to the evaluation of VR as a storytelling medium by comparing it to text, 
testing the effect of using a culturally familiar introductory VB to preface a VB containing 
historical, traditional storytelling and testing for a relationship between presence and story 
experience. Note also that all of these research questions are defined in terms of our 
conceptualisation of an effective story experience: 

1. Can a virtual storytelling environment produce an effective story experience? In terms 
of our definition of an effective story experience (see Section 3.1, Chapter 3), this 
question comprises a number of parts: 

a. Can story comprehension be achieved using virtual storytelling? 

b. Can interest in a story's cultural context be generated using virtual storytelling? 

c. Can enjoyment of a story be achieved using virtual storytelling? 

d. Can boredom in a story be minimised by using virtual storytelling? 

e. Can confusion in a story be minimised by using virtual storytelling? 

2. Does a contemporary, culturally familiar introductory VB used to preface a VB 
presenting traditional storytelling improve the effectiveness of the story experience 
and/ or presence? In terms of story experience, this question comprises a number of 
parts: 

a. Does the introductory VB improve story comprehension? 

33 
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b. Does the introductory VE lead to a greater interest in the story's cultural 
context being generated? 

c. Does the introductory VE improve enjoyment of the story? 

d. Does the introductory VE decrease boredom in the story? 

e. Does the introductory VE decrease confusion of the story? 

3. Is presence related to an effective virtual. story experience? 

4.2 Experimental Variables 

Three independent variables and four dependant variables were defined for our studies. These 
variables are described below along with the codes that were used to identify them during 
statistical analysis. 

4.2.1 Independent variables: 

The following independent variables were manipulated in our research in order to observe the 
effects on the dependent variables (Howell, 1987). 

II Storytelling Medium: This variable has two levels and is manipulated by using either virtual 
reality (VR) or text (I) to convey a story. 

II Introductory VB: This variable has two levels and is manipulated by either including the 
introductory VE in a storytelling VE (I) or not (NI). 

The following independent variables were not manipulated. They were recorded in order to 
augment the results obtained in the dependant variables and allow more control. 

II Hip-hop Interest (HI): a measure of participants' level of interest in hlp-hop music and 
culture. 

II Interest Baseline: consists of two parts: 
o Tendenry to Interest (tIB): a measure of participants' tendency to show interest in 

folklore and South Mrican cultures. 
o San Awareness (sIB): a measure of participants' existing awareness of the San 

and their folklore before their storytelling experience in this study. 

HI was included since the choice of a hlp-hop theme in our introductory VE could well have 
been substituted with some other contemporary, well-known culture. Therefore, we wished to 
control for any effects arising from using hip-hop specifically. For instance, if participants did 
not like hlp-hop, the introductory VE might actually detract from the San VE. 

Interest baseline information was collected so that we could more accurately interpret results for 
dependant variable Interest (IN1). By taking tIB into account we were able to conduct a more 
complete analysis of how much interest arose as a result of the San story experience, as opposed 
to a participants' inherent tendency to show interest in folklore and South African cultures. 
Similarly, we hoped to control for any effects that participants' existing knowledge of the San 
(sIB) might have on the levels of interest prompted by the story experience. 
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4.2.2 Dependant variables: 

For our first study we looked at the following dependant variables: 

.. ComprBhension (q: a measure of understanding of the story. 

35 

.. Intmst (IN1): the level of interest in and desire to find out more about San culture and 
folklore. 

• Enjoyment (EN]): the extent to which the story experience was enjoyable. 
• Bom/om (BaR): the level of boredom during the story experience. 
• Cotifusion (CON): the extent to which the story was confusing. 
.. Presence (P): a measure of the presence experienced during the virtual story experience. 

In the second study we added the following variables to our investigation; the reasons for 
adding these will be described in Chapter 8, Sections 8.3.1 and 8.3.3 respectively: 

• Attention (ATf): the extent to which the story held participants' attention. 
• Strangeness (STR): a measure of how strange the story seemed to participants. 

4.3 Design 

Our research questions required that VR be evaluated as a storytelling medium, the effect of an 
introductory VE in virtual storytelling be gauged and the relationship between presence and 
story experience be observed. This called for two main comparisons: text VS. VR and not using 
an introductory VE VS. using an introductory VE. Therefore, the following three storytelling 
scenarios, all conveying the same traditional San story, were created: 

1. Story Text (1): The story printed on a page. 

2. VirlNai Storytelling with No Introductory "VB (VR+Nl): A visual and audio desktop VE in 
which a San storyteller avatar tells the story to a San gathering and the user around a fire 
in a cave. This VE has no introductory VE. 

3. VirlNai Storytelling with Introductory "VB (VR+l): Same as the VR+NI scenario described 
above, but is preceded by a hip-hop themed introductory VE which conveys 
information about the San and their storytelling tradition. 

The design and implementation of the virtual storytelling scenarios is described in Chapter 5. 
These scenarios represent an operationalisation of the independent variables, Storytelling Medium 
(VR/1) and Introd1l&tory "VB (NI/l), outlined in Section 4.2.1 above. In order to judge the effect 
of storytelling medium we intended to compare the T (text story) and VR + NI (virtual 
storytelling) scenarios. To judge the effect of the introductory VE we intended to compare the 
VR + NI (no introductory VE included) and VR + I (introductory VE included) scenarios. This 
design is presented in Table 4.1. 

Two studies were conducted to test our hypotheses (these are presented in Section 4.4 below) 
via these comparisons. Both studies consisted of one experiment each; the fIrst with a sample of 
high-school learners and the second with a sample of undergraduate university students. A 
between-subjects design was used in both studies, thus, each participant experienced only one of 
the three storytelling scenarios outlined above. Allowing participants to experience more than 
one of the storytelling environments would, most likely, have introduced extraneous learning 
effects on comprehension (q. Participants in both studies were divided randomly and as evenly 
as possible into three experimental conditions, one for each of the storytelling scenarios: T, 
VR+NI and VR+I. 
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Storytelling Medium 
Text (I) 

V u:tual Reality (VR) 

36 

Introductory VB 

No Introductory VE (N!) 
Introductory VE (I) 

Table 4.1: Factorial design for studying the difference between the three storytelling 
scenarios: T, VR+NI and VRH. The effect of storytelling medium is judged by 
comparing the Text Storytelling (T) and Virtual Storytelling with no Introductory VB 
(VB. + N1) scenarios. The effect of using an introductory VB is judged by comparing the 
Virtual Storytelling with No Introductory VB (VB.+N1) and Virtual Storytelling with 
Introductory VB (VB. + 1) scenarios. 

4.4 Hypotheses 

It was expected that virtual storytelling would offer an improvement over the more ubiquitous 
storytelling medium of text. This prediction was based on the fact that desktop VE would offer 
more sensory, namely audio and visual, stimulation over words on a page. Additionally, VR 
allowed for the simulation of San oral storytelling using a storyteller avatar and culturally 
appropriate setting. We felt that this way of telling a San story would be more true to the 
original oral storytelling tradition and might thus prove more compelling to users, resulting in a 
more effective story experience (see Section 3.2, Chapter 3). 

The use of a contemporary, culturally familiar introductory VE to preface a VE presenting 
traditional San storytelling was expected to improve participants' overall experience of the San 
story. It was thought that the use of such an introductory VE might act as a bridge to the more 
culturally unfamiliar content of the San storytelling VE. We hoped that this introductory VE 
would pique participant's interest at the outset of their experience, allowing them to become 
more engaged in the virtual San storytelling and leading to improved story and presence 
experiences (see Section 3.3, Chapter 3). 

Further, we expected that presence would be positively related to an effective story experience. 
In other words, if people were highly present in the storytelling VE then they would also have 
an effective story experience and vice versa. We theorized that if an audience found the VE 
convincing and realistic enough to feel present, they were likely to also become engaged in the 
storyteller and the story (see Section 3.4, Chapter 3). 

Stated formally, our hypotheses are as follows: 

1. Virtual storytelling will result in a more effective story experience than reading a story 
text. This implies: 

a. Virtual storytelling will result in greater story comprehension (C), interest 
(IN1) and enjoyment (EN]) than reading a story text. 

b. Virtual storytelling will result in less boredom (BOR) and confusion (CON) 
than reading a story text. 
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2. A contemporary, culturally familiar introductory VB used to preface a VB presenting 
traditional storytelling will improve story experience. As above this implies: 

a. The introductory VB will result in greater story comprehension (C), interest 
(IN'!) and enjoyment (EN]). 

b. The introductory VB will result in less boredom (BOR) and confusion (CON). 

3. Presence~) will be related to an effective story experience. In other words: 

a. Presence (P) will relate positively to the comprehension (C), interest (IN'!) and 
enjoyment (EN]) variables. 

b. Presence (P) will relate negatively to boredom (BOR) and confusion (CON). 

In Study 2, two new variables were added: attention (A17) and strangeness (STR). We expected 
that virtual storytdling would result in less attention being paid to the story since a VB may 
contain many objects which can distract one's attention from the narrative being presented In 
representing oral San storytelling in a VB, a cultural context for the San story was provided in 
the form of a culturally appropriate storytelling setting and characters. We hypothesized 
therefore that virtual storytelling would result in people finding the story less strange in 
comparison to those reading the story text. Thus the following two hypotheses were formulated 
for attention and strangeness: 

1. Reading a story text will result in greater attention (A 17) being paid to the story than 
experiencing the story in a VB. 

2. Virtual storytelling will result in less perceived strangeness (STR) of the San story than 
reading t.~e story text. 

4.5 Questionnaires 

Questionnaires were required to measure the following dependent and control variables: 

411 Hip-hop Interest (HI) 
411 Comprehension (C) 
411 Tendency to Interest (tIB) 
411 San Awareness (sIB) 
411 Interest ~'!) 
411 Enjoyment (EN]) 
411 Boredom (BOR) 
411 Confusion (CON) 
411 Presence (P) 

Additionally, in Study 2 we measured the following variables: 

411 Attention (A 17) 
411 Strangeness (STR) 
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A particular challenge in this study was obtaining reliable and valid questionnaires for the 
dependent and control variables. This was since all the variables we wished to examine, with the 
exception of presence, were relatively unique to our study. As such, there were no existing 
standard questionnaires for these variables. For example, there were no questionnaires for 
measuring interest in hip-hop culture, comprehension of a San story or interest in San culture. 

In this section we will elaborate on each questionnaire, paying particular attention to the content 
of the questionnaires which were specifically created for this research. Recall that two studies 
were conducted for this research (see Section 4.3), using data from the first study we conducted 
psychometric analyses of the questionnaires we had created in order to test their validity and 
reliability. Using these results, amendments were made to the questionnaires for the second 
study in order to improve them. The psychometric analyses for the questionnaires used in both 
studies along with the rationales for the questionnaire amendments are presented in Chapter 6. 
The complete questionnaire sets used for the first and second studies, with annotations are 
presented in Appendix B and Appendix C respectively. 

4.5.1 Hip-hop Interest (HI) 

Two measures of HI were used. First, a multiple choice item asking participants to select their 
favorite music genre from the following options: classical, hip-hop, alternative, rhythm and 
blues (RnB), rock and jazz. The same multiple choice item was used in both studies. 

Second, a number of items on a seven-point Likert-type response scale (with 'fully agree' and 
'fully disagree' as anchors). In the first study, the Likert-type scale consisted of two items which 
measured general interest in music, two items which measured enjoyment of hip-hop and rap 
music and one item which measured awareness of hip-hop popular contemporary subculture. In 
the second study, the items relating to general interest in music were removed since they 
decreased the reliability of the Likert-type scale (as measured by Cronbach's alpha coefficient -
see Section 6.3.1, Chapter 6). Three new items were added: two measured enjoyment of hip-hop 
music and fashion and one measured participants' opinion on classical music's current 
relevance. This last item was included out of a curiosity as to how hip-hop interest might relate 
to participants' opinion of classical music. See Section B.2, Appendix B and C.2, Appendix C for 
the HI questionnaires from both studies. 

4.5.2 Comprehension 

Recall that a major goal of this study was to investigate the difference between text and VR as 
storytelling media. Therefore we were not only looking at a difference of medium but also a 
difference in sensory modality; as text the story content was conveyed visually via reading and in 
a VB the story content was taken in aurally, by listening to the storyteller avatar. For this reason, 
we required a comprehension measure that was appropriate for measuring both reading and 
listening comprehension. Although there were no existing questionnaires that would test 
comprehension for our particular San story, educational research and theory has a long history 
of reading and listening comprehension measures from which we were able to draw (Sarroub & 
Pearson, 1998). A number of techniques for creating comprehension tests were examined and 
four were ultimately employed: 

C/o:{! Test 

In a cloze test, sentences from the story text are presented with every fifth word deleted and 
participants are required to fill in the missing words (Sarroub & Pearson, 1998). We modified 
this technique slightly and made use of cloze items which had important noun words eliminated. 
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We also allowed a certain amount of leniency by accepting synonyms for the correct words as 
correct answers as suggested by Sarroub & Pearson (1998). 

There is a fair amount of contention regarding the doze test's aptness for measuring 
comprehension (Sarroub & Pearson, 1998). We therefore employed it minimally and used only 
the following doze sentence in our first study: 

The story was about how the Mantis made the 
_______ and the ________ ' 

This question derives from the title of the San story: 'How the Mantis Made the Eland and the 
Moon'. It was our intention that the answers given in this sentence would indicate whether 
participants had grasped, at a very basic level, what the San story had been about. Since this 
sentence required two answers to be filled in this doze test consisted of two items. However, 
these items gave a mixed outcome in our psychometric analyses (see Section 6.3.2, Chapter 6). 
We attempted to improve its use in the second study by extending the item above and adding 
three more doze sentence items (see Section C.3, Appendix C). 

S cqucnce Test 

This test measures how well participants understood the narrative flow of events in a story. 
Each question presents a list of events from the story and participants are required to answer an 
accompanying question by choosing one of the events in the list (Sarroub & Pearson, 1998). 
Five sequence questions were created for our first study (see Section B.3, Appendix B). Here is 
an example of one: 

What happened first in the story? 

a. L1.e mantis went to find some honey. 
b. The mantis rubbed sweet honey into the Eland's ribs. 
c. The mantis picked up a piece of Kwammang-a's shoe and soaked it in the 

water by the reeds. 

For the second study we added two more sequence items (see Section 6.4.2, Chapter 6). 
However, adding these items required that some of the existing five items change slightly to 
ensure that all the items remained independent and that the options given in each item did not 
inadvertently imply the answer to any other item. The sequence test items used in both studies 
may be compared by referring to Appendix B and Appendix C respectively. 

Sentence Verijication Technique (SVT) 

The SVT is a means of constructing a comprehension test using sentences from the story text. It 
works by deriving four sentences from any sentence in the story text: 

1. Original: The sentence as it appeared in the story. 
2. Paraphrase: Constructed by changing as many words as possible in the original sentence 

without altering the meaning of the sentence. 
3. Meaning Change: Constructed by changing one or two words in the sentence such that 

the meaning is changed. 
4. Distractor. Appears similar to the original sentence and fits in with the story content, but 

is unrelated in meaning to any of the story events. 
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Participants are presented with the sentences and required to state for each whether they were 
true or false according to the story. The original and paraphrase sentences are always true, 
whereas the meaning change and distractor sentences are always false (Royer, 2001). The SVT is 
one of the few comprehension testing methods considered applicable for measuring both 
reading and listening comprehension (Carlisle & Felbinger, 1991). Royer (2001) points to a 
nwnber of reasons for the SVT's applicability to reading and listening comprehension, such as: 

• SVT tests measure story comprehension rather than sentence comprehension 
• SVT performance varies in accordance with working memory capacity 
• SVT listenL1g and reading comprehension are related in a manner predicted by 

comprehension theory 

Furthermore, nwnerous studies have proven the validity and reliability of the SVT (Royer, 
2001). 

In the first study, three sets of the above sentence types were created using the SVT. For the 
second study, an extra set of sentences was added and minor changes were made to existing 
sentences in an attempt to improve this scale's reliability (see Section 6.5.2, Chapter 6). In both 
studies the sentences were presented in their sets of four on the questionnaire but the ordering 
of sentence types was randomised to ensure that participants would be unable to detect a 
consistent answering pattern. For instance if the sentences were always placed in the order 
specified in the explanation above, participants might notice that the order of answers are always 
true, true, false, false. They might then use this perceived pattern in answering rather than their 
own understanding of the story. The SVT items used in both studies are presented in Sections 
B.3 and C.3 in Appendix B and Appendix C, respectively. 

Specific Content Questions 

Ricci and Beal (2002) made use of specific questions to test the extent to which children were 
able to retain explicit story information and make inferences regarding implied story 
information. We used specific questions in a similar way: 

1. Inference Questions: These questions required participants to use story information to 
make inferences about the story 

2. Fact Questions: These questions tested participants' recall of information explicitly 
presented in the story. 

The inference questions simply required a 'Yes' or 'No' answer, while the fact questions required 
a written content answer. A score of two was given if the answer to a fact questions was 
perfectly correct, one if the answer was partially correct and zero if the answer was incorrect. 
Three inference and three fact questions were included in the first study's questionnaire. Specific 
content questions were only used in the first study due to the lack of variance participant 
responses to the inference questions and the lack of reliability in the fact questions (see Section 
6.5.2, Chapter 6). 
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A questionnaire was devised to collect data for two control variables, dB and sIB (see below), as 
well as dependant variable, INT. Thus, this questionnaire consisted of the following subscales: 

1. Interest Baseline: consisted of two parts: 
a. tIB: a measure of tendency to be interested in folklore and South African 

cultures. 
b. siB: a measure of existing awareness of the San and their folklore. 

2. Interest (INT): a measure of the level of interest in the San and desire to find out more 
about the San. 

The questionnaire consisted of two dB items, one gauged a tendency to enjoy myths and 
fairytales and the other, a tendency to show interest in South African cultures. sIB was also 
measured using two items which measured the extent to which participants had heard of the San 
and San folklore respectively before the study. The INT variable was measured using eight 
items; these inquired into how interesting the participants thought the San were and whether 
they might take part in activities related to finding out more about the San, such as attending a 
museum exhibit. All items were presented as statements and participants were asked to rate how 
much the statement applied to them on a seven-point Likert-type scale. Reverse items were also 
used so that there was no answer bias in participant responses (Anastasi, 1982). The same 
interest questionnaire was used for both studies and is shown in Sections B.4 and C.4, Appendix 
B and Appendix C. 

4.5.4 Enjoyment, Boredom, Confusion, Attention and Strangeness 

The questionnaire items measuring enjoyment, boredom, confusion, attention and strangeness 
were presented as statements which participants were required to rate on a seven-point Likert
type scale. In order to keep the entire questionnaire set at a reasonable length, relatively few 
items were used for these variables. 

In the fIrst study, two items required participants to rate their level of enjoyment of the San 
story and one item each on how boring and confusing the San story was (see Section B.4, 
Appendix B). The items used for measuring enjoyment were based upon an enjoyment measure 
employed by Brown et al. (2003) in their study of virtual San storytelling. In the second study, 
the same items were used to measure enjoyment, boredom and confusion. The results of our 
fust study prompted the addition of an item for measuring confusion along with two more 
dependent variables for investigation in our second study: attention and strangeness (see 
Sections 8.3.1 and 8.3.3, Chapter 8). One item was used to measure attention, and strangeness 
was measured using four items. 

4.5.5 Presence 

An existing questionnaire, the IGroup Presence Questionnaire (lPQ), was chosen to measure 
presence (P) (lgroup, 2000). While there is no standard questionnaire for measuring presence, a 
number of questionnaires exist in the fIeld of VR research (\Vitmer & Singer, 1998; Schubert et 
aJ., 1999; Schuemie et aI., 2001). However, most of these questionnaires have not been proven 
statistically valid and reliable. Two questionnaires have been shown to be valid and reliable: the 
ITC Sense of Presence Inventory (lTC-SOP!) and the IPQ (Schuemie et aI., 2001). The ITC
SOPI may be applied to a wide range of media while the IPQ applies specifIcally to presence in 
a VB (lgroup, 2000). The IPQ focuses on measuring three factors: the sense of being physically 
present in a VB (spatial presence), attention given to the VB and realism (lgroup, 2000). We 
chose to use the IPQ since it has been proved valid and reliable, was applicable to desktop VR 
and we had used it successfully in past research (Brown et aI., 2003). 
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Four desktop computers were used to run the virtual storytelling scenarios for the experiments 
in both our studies; two computers were used to run the VR + NI scenario (virtual San 
storytelling with no introductory VB) and two for the VR + I scenario (virtual San storytelling 
with introductory VB). Their hardware details are given in Table 4.2 below. 

Processor Graphics Card Memory 
VR+NI, Machine 1: Intel Pentium 4, GeForce FX 5200 512MB RAM 

2.4GHz with 64 RAM 
VR+NI, Machine 2: Intel Pentium 4, RADEON 9500 PRO 512MB RAM 

3.0GHz with 128 MB 
VR +I, Machine 1: Intel Pentium 4, GeForce FX 5700 512 MB RAM 

2.8GHz with 218 RAM 
VR+I, Machine 2: Intel Pentium 4, GeForce FX 5700 512MB RAM 

2.8GHz with 218 RAM 

Table 4.2: Hardware details for the four desktop computers used to the run the virtual 
storytelling scenarios in both studies. Two computers were used to run the VR+NI 
scenario (virtual San storytelling with no introductory VE) and two for the VR +I 
scenario (virtual San storytelling with introductory VE). 

From Table 4.2 above, we can see that there were some differences in the two machines used 
for the VR+NI scenarios. Differences in hardware pose a potential extraneous variable since 
certain tnachines might have run a VB slower or faster than another. Ideally, identical machines 
would be used, however due to limited aVailability of equipment we were constrained to making 
use of different computers. We were fortunate to have seven computers from which to select 
the four required for our experiments. In order to minimise the possibility of differing hardware 
affecting our experimental results, we selected machines whose hardware was as similar to each 
other possible, particularly with regards to their processing power and graphics cards. 
Furthermore, we ensured that the machines used ran the VB's at approximately the same 
average frame rate. The frame rate recorded during the VB run-time varied between 25 and 30 
fps for all four computers. Thus there was no significant difference in the performance at which 
the computers ran the VR storytelling scenarios. The VB's were all displayed on identical 17" 
monitors at the same resolution; audio was output through stereo headphones. Participants each 
used a keyboard and optical mouse to navigate the VB's. All peripherals used, namely keyboards 
mouse and headphones, were also identical. 

4.7 Study 1 

4.7.1 Sample 

Many studies involving human participants often rely on university students to make up their 
samples. However, university students form a particular group within the greater population so 
results from such studies may be limited in generalisability (Smart, 1966). Furthermore, we 
wished to conduct one of our studies using a sample for which we felt storytelling and cultural 
education was important: high-schoolleamers. Hence, a sample of high-school children aged 15 
to 17, from The Settlers High School, Bellville, partook in Study l's experiment. The study 
design was reviewed and approved by the University of Cape Town's Science Faculty Ethics 
Approval Board. 
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Twelve learners experienced the virtual San storytelling with no introductory VE (VR+N1) 
scenario and 12 experienced the virtual san storytelling with introductory (VR + 1) scenario. Two 
participants were unable to complete their questionnaires due to class time running out; one 
from the VR+NI group and one from the VR+I group. A total of 64 children experienced the 
text storytelling (T) scenario. Twenty-two questionnaire responses from the T group were 
selected at random to match the number of VR subjects for VR vs. T comparative analysis. This 
made for a total sample of 44. 

4.1.2 Procedure 

Study 1 's experiment was conducted with three different high-school classes, in the same 
classroom (shown in Figure 4.1), during one school day. Each consisted of thirty children on 
average. It was our intention that some of the children in each class would read the San story (T 
scenario) while others would be taken to a computer room to experience one ofVR storytelling 
scenarios: VR+NI or VR+I. The experiment was conducted as follows for each of the three 
classes: 

Introduction to the Stu4J 

At the start of each class an experimenter was introduced to the class by their teacher. The 
experimenter explained that the class would be taking part in a study dealing with San stories 
and that some learners would be staying in the classroom to do something while others would 
be going elsewhere. The learners were given no further information regarding what exactly they 
would be doing so as to decrease the chance of them forming expectations about their own or 
each other's forthcoming experiences. 

Experimental Group Assignment 

There were three experimental conditions in this study: T, VR+NI and VR+I. Four computers 
were used to run the VR scenarios, two for VR+NI and VR+I each (see Section 4.6). These 
were set up in one experimental room, which meant that four participants were able to 
experience the VR scenarios simultaneously, each at their own computer. During each forty-five 
minute class, we estimated that we could safely accommodate two such groups of four learners. 
Thus, after the experimenter's introduction to the study, 8 learners from the class were 
randomly chosen to form the VR+NI and VR+I groups. 

However, each class consisted of thirty learners on average. Thus, to ensure even sample sizes in 
each condition, we did not require all of the remaining students in the class to experience the T 
scenario. However, we wished to keep all the students occupied during the class time to 
eliminate the chance of unoccupied students interfering with those taking part in the 
experiment. Therefore, we arranged for the full remainder class to read the San story. As 
mentioned in Section 4.7.1 above, a subset of the questionnaires completed by those who read 
the text was randomly selected to form the T group considered in our analyses. 

Story Experience 

Participants in the T condition were informed that they would be reading a San story. Each 
learner was given a text copy of the San story and asked to read it through once and then tum 

the text face down on their desks. When everyone had finished reading the story, the texts were 
collected by the experimenter. 
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Those in the VR conditions were taken to the experimental computer room in groups of four. 
The students were asked to take a seat at any of the four computers, this constituted random 
assignment into the VR+NI or VR+I conditions. Once seated, they were told that they would 
be experiencing a San story in a VE. The navigational principles and controls (keyboard and 
mouse) were explained and they were provided with a training VE on their computers. This 
training VE consisted of a house with a number of doorways and levels to explore; navigational 
controls were reiterated as onscreen text during the running of this VE. Screenshots of the 
training VE are shown in Appendix H. The learners were allowed to practice navigating the 
training VE until they felt comfortable with the controls. 

After the training VE, participants were informed that they would be experiencing the main VE 
and that they were free to explore this VE as they wished. They were also informed that they 
could walk up to and look at anything that they found interesting in the VE and if they saw 
people in the VE they could walk up to them to see what they might have to say. The learners 
were then asked to put on the headphones provided at each computer. The experimental room 
was darkened by closing the curtains and switching off the lights and the students experienced 
the storytelling VE's under the supervision of an experimenter. When the virtual San storytelling 
was complete, the learners were escorted back to their classroom by an experimenter. 

Questionnaires 

After their story experiences, all participants were informed that they would be completing a set 
of questionnaires regarding their experience of the San story. The learners were informed that all 
questionnaires would be anonymous and that they would in no way be used as a reflection of 
their abilities by their school or otherwise. They were asked to read the questionnaire 
instructions and informed that they could ask the experimenter for further explanation required. 
The learners were also instructed to fill out their questionnaires independently and not to talk to 
each other during this time. This was to prevent them from influencing each other's answers. 

Additionally, participants were not informed that a questionnaire would follow their story 
experience; this was to ensure that any story comprehension attained would be incidental, rather 
than explicit (see Section 2.4, Chapter 2). Informing participants in our experiments that a 
questionnaire would follow their story experience might have implied a test on story 
comprehension. This might have resulted in forced attention to the story whereas we wanted to 
measure the story comprehension attained passively, since we felt that this was a more 
appropriate reflection of real world story experiences. 

The questionnaires were completed in the following order, with the exception that those in the 
T condition were not given the IGroup Presence Questionnaire: 

• Hip-hop Interest Questionnaire 
• Comprehension Questionnaire 
• Interest, Enjoyment, Boredom and Confusion Questionnaire 
• IGroup Presence Questionnaire (IPQ) 

See Appendix B for the entire Study 1 questionnaire set. Both groups started with the hip-hop 
interest questionnaire. In addition to measuring hip-hop interest (HI) we used this questionnaire 
as a distraction task to eliminate the chance that participants might recall the story from short
term memory in the comprehension questionnaire. Ricci & Beal (2002) used a similar distraction 
task to ensure that responses to their comprehension tests are not rehearsed from short-term 
memory, which would soon be forgotten. 
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CHAPtER 4: E)(PERJMEI'"TAf~DESIC.I\': 
7WO STIJDIFS 

FUully. participants w<:r~ thank<"<l for their cOCOI"'r.tion and were r<"quested not to d.iscu," ili~ 
eI~men' wi<h ocher, in <he .cbooI until tk end of <h~ .cbooI d~y w ~, not I:l} ',poi!' th~ 
"'....,n~n<X fo t lit= p.tticip..rinK d~>_. Since W~ w= ~ondU<.-rinK out expnim<rlt with mono 
thon ~ do" during the d~y, "'" whb<od to control fot the f>O"ihili<:y that childr"" in the =lier 
clas,,,, might tdl thme in the later class", about the experiment and bias their t~'f>Omo to tho 
<xperiment. p,rticipan .. wero ~lso informed that if they felc uncomfnrtabJ.,.boot anything they 
had c'l.F~tion=:l during the ~xperiment Ot had any '1u~,tio"" th.:y could P"" tho.e 0<1 to th~ 
experimenters through their d .. , '""c]~. 

Fig>J.re 4.1: The cla ... oom in which ~"ch of the 'hre~ cl~>s~. pa"icipatin:; in Study 1 m~t 
at the start of the experiment. 

Figure 4.2, The experiment".u con!pmet mon! set up in d,e high-school. at which Study 1 
was conducted. In ,his room, four rn,slttop computers were used to the run the virtuol 
storytelling scenario.; two fot the virtual San storytelling with no introductory VB 
scenario (VR+NI) and two for the virlual San Storytelling wid! introductory VE (VR+I). 
Four participants experienced the virtual storytelling scenarios simultaneously. We 
ensured that participants could not see any other computet monitors in the mom by 
using the computers a. partitioo. between adjacent monitors. While running the virtual 
ocenarios, the roan! was darkened by drawing the curtains and turning off the lights. 
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CHAYITiR4: EXPERlMTh'TAL DESIGN: 
TWO .ITVDIEf 

4.11 Study 2 

4.8.1 Sample 

Srndy 2'" experiment w" W<lducwd with a .:unple of 98 Computer ~ .nd P'ychDlogy 
undergpduote univcnoity , tudon", fmm the Univenity of C.p" Tmvn, Thirty ,tudom, 
experit:nced thc text storytelling (I) !.CenariD, 33 eXp"ri=d the virtuol San ,torytdling with nO. 
imroouctory VE (VR+Nl) "conario ... d 35 eXp",ionced the virtuol San ,torytnling with 
introductory VE (VR + I) !.Cermio. Three parricip1I1ts' questionnaire, frum the VR+)JI group 
.nd 8 from the VR+I we'e <xdudod from OflOlJy,;, dllC to tcchnicol f,jluro of the VE ond 
incomplet~ '1ue.tionnairr,. Thl; left u.< with 1 ,:unple Df.30 in the T ,cenario, 30 in the VR+NI 
",enuio and 28 in the VR + I scenario. 

4.8.2 Procedure 

11.£ in Study I, on oXp"'OLmentaJ room wos .ct up with four computeno to rnn the VR storytelIioj; 
.ce""rio.'; two o.cb fm the VR +NI =d VR +I conditioru. Study 2 took pI.ce over 1 p<riod of 
fou.t wY'; twenty ",,,iDn< in the experimentol room were de.ignated for the VR conditiD"', 
Two ,e,OOn." =mmod.ring 13 to 20 p:u:ticipmts were de,ign~ted foc the T condition. 

Parriciponts were fim introduced to the Study 2 during participont recruitment. An 
oxpcnmentcr vi,ited a number of Computer Sci= onti P. ychology undergndu1t< lecturc,. At 
the "ott of each hture. thc ""p"nll"lCntt:t inf,}!t"ed thc "",d~nt' th.t. 'tudy Oll S"" .torytdling 
w"' taking pto.<. tnd tho.t partioptnU! wore needed. They were ol!oO infonned th1t particip1I1U! 
would be paid R20. Tho experimenter rctumed at the ond of the lecture 10 tint ""yon<: who 
wished to partake In the ,tudy could ,ign up. 

Exper;",,,,'ai G roNP .rungnm"" 

1hcrc were three exprtimental condition; in thi, study: T. VR+NI =d VR+1. A. tnontioaed 
"""lior, . <"lio"" for ill tho amdition. were p<e-dctcrrnined Students .ign<:ti up for time. which 
.cited them be,~ th"" foiling nmdomll' into eithor 0 VR or T ,e""ion. 

1he .tor), experience for all the condition, were haodl.d 0, in Smdy 1 (.ee Section 4.72 above). 
Unfortun~tcly, tho VR . totytelling <a:n:uios foiled to work .. expecred in nine in,rance. due to 
software foiln<e, in the,. ca,o. the VE = rc.urted. Some pllrticipam, olso ... ked the 
experimenter pre,en! for navigationol 1"i,unce during their VE experience , In both these 
cr.,",. particip=t'. que,tionnaires wt= excltxled fran con,ide"tioa in ou.t d.til ana.i)",i,. "rbi, 
WOJI .ince both tho,e . iruadom involved • break from the VB and conuct \1Iith the 
experimenter; we thought thi, might introduce extI1meous effects. Once the V"irtuol Son 
storytelling w:IS rumple",. VR p:u:tlcip.nts were escDned to 1I1 t:mpry room with tie"'. in orrlcr 
ro compkte thcir'lllC.ttonnilie,. 
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Aft"" thc:ir ,tory <:<pcticnccs, pnticipan" completed the following que.tionnoi<~1: 

• Hip-hop Int., .. t 
• Comprohcrukm 
• Intereot. En)oymen,. Bordom, Confu,ion, 1I ,, ";1l'0;1 ,;)<1 ~lmngen<"s 
• lGroup Pre,once Qucstionnoire (IPQ) 

n,.,,,, questionmir .. ,,-ere ~ rdinM venk>n of tho« u",d in Study 1. S<e Appendix C for tho 
ontir. Study 2 questionnaire ,et. The in,rructiOllS gi'= to the 'tudont< were the lome "-' thos~ 
given to Study 1', panicip.m, (,ee S<ction 4.7.Z) :md porcicipant< in the T condition did not 
compl~e u., IPQ. 

D,hriefing 

On« u., complewl qU<stionnoi<e, 1=1 he"" coll=ted from p><<icipo.nt', 'hey were thanked for 
their time and poid R20 for partiling in the l tudy. 

Figure 4.3, The e'o/crimental computet room set up in the univenity at which Study 2 
was conducted. In this mom, fom d eoktop compute".~", uoed to the <un the virtual 
.torytelling ",,~arios; two for the virtual San otory-telling with no introduCtoty VE 
scenario (VR+NI) and twO for the virtual San Storytelling with introductory- VE (VR+I). 
Four participants e'o/cricnccd one of the virtual otory-tclling scenarios sirnult~neouoly. 
We enoured that participants could not see any of the other computer monitor. in the 
room by uoing paniti"". in our Set-up. During the running of the virtual scenario., the 
room waS darkened by cl""ing the blinds and turning off the light>. 
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Chapter 5 

Creating the San Storytelling Scenarios 

Before the two ,tL>die; de,cribed In OI.pte! 4 could be conducted, we requiw.l tl",. ,h,"" 
following Son .tor;~elling ,,,,,n.,-io.: 

1, TfXl J"1/)/jl.1Ii"!, (r} The San ,to'), prim.d OIl ~ poge. 
2 V~I ,r;"',yl,1lm,; ",ilb N. InlnililukifJ VB (VR+NI): A visual and audio de'hop VE in 

which • Son sloryteller \<110 th< S"" ,tnt}' tn ~ gath. ring and tho ill« IUmrnd a fi r<_ Th. 
VE h"" no introdlle'my VF. 

3. VirlmJ/ ,r;/oryk!JinJ. wifh 1ntroJl/d'IJ VE (\'R-tI): Sam. IlS tho VR+ NI ,C""arlO described 
.bove, bu~ i, p,..,=:I.d by a bip.hop th.med introductory VE. 

In thi. ch2pttr ,' .. " will d=nbe the San SIDry used in th.se scenarios and th< 'irtwl storytelling 
,een.,-"', "" . xp<rlrnc.d by. _r, an: described Nat, we dok" deeper and deta.il the deoign 
and implelnentation of the two \irtual storytelling scen~no,. VR+NI and VR ~ L 

5.1 The San Story 

Tho >:lIne S"" ,tory ",", ",ed in oil three of th< storytelling ,e<n1ri01! descri1>od ,Jx" ... Since 
Mggen the <=n';, i, coooid. red such "" impocunt figw:e in SID folklore (sce Section 26.1, 
Ch~pter 2). we ckcided to 'eek out ~ story abou( thi. eM"",,,,r and his magical po","rs, T1le 
Story chosen w>s ",ken from one of the ear];"" publbh. d cou.ctinn, taken fmln tho Bl«k & 
lloyd ",chi""" Th, maft/;, afld bit jri.",": BNJ/m;"" jdkk" ",/J,,/,d by tht hit )),_ W_Hl. Btu;' ~nd Dr. 
f.fl() C I J']d (Sle<k, 1923). 'I'h..is mlkction contain, two v<:.rs>uru of. story ~bout how Kalll,'en 
erea\<d the eland ""d th< moon. The .J""d, • hr:ge ,pecic, of .ntdq><; i, tbe In",t rrvt=d of 
hunted .nitnili to the San. ,ine< it i, consid<r.d to be KIIggen's f~vouri(. (BI<.k, 1923)_ 

Th. two v.,.,i"", nf the 'mry WHO VHy ,imilar but each :01"" cunnUned unique clemen". The 
two """OOns ",ere, tberefo!e. combined and ,lightly .dapted to form the '1D'l'- '''''' used in tho 
ten ""d virtwd ",orytdling ,cenario<_ Prof, J. P-arkingl:oo, on archaeolo:gist at the Umve"it)' of 
C~pe Town ond ""pert on the SIUl w"" co",ulted to cmure tha, thi. ' tory acioptatinn did not 
cumprOtnl'" tho con\<nI or styl. of the o-riginlli ,\Dr;",_ n.. full ,tn'}' text i, p""rnted in 
App<n<lixA. 
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CHAPTER 5: CREATll\'G THE SA.;\, 
srORYI'ElLIJ'.'G SCENARIOS 

5.2 Virtual San Storytelling D,,~cription 

5.2.1 S,,,,Stu'y 1OJling VE 

In the S"" ot<xytclling YE, users o<e placed in ~ ffiQillltainou<, outdoor envimnm<n'" dwk. In 
the d;,tance ~ gathering of S"" people can k ""'0 sitting .<ound on .rumated fire in a lo<ge rock 
, hdter or c~v" with S.n rock paintings on the c~ve w,jl •. The go.thering corni", of ~n ~ult 
= , twO young chikl"'" ond"" <Id<dy worn=, who ilio .ct, .. the storyteller. 1be gathering 
,ito in" ciille ~mund the fir,,; tlk storyteller ond mon 'it 00 ull rock, opposite each nth"" while 
the two children sit c'08o-1eggeJ on ohe 1100<. The VB,~, it i. fint ,>leWM by tk uscr, is ,ho,' .. I\ 
in Figur< 5.1 !>dow 

Figure 5.10 The cave in the S~n 5tory teJling VB a. it i . fin ' viewM by me u ' er. There aJ:e 
<ock paintings on the cave "..us along with ~ h~nging bag ~ quiver. The San 
gathering, seen in the distance, consi.,. of an ddcdy woman (the storyt"ller, sitting on 
the left), a San man (sitting on the right) and two San childr<·n (oltting on the floo<), is 
cioibl~. 

A ' imple Afri= m usic tuck pial' softly in the M ckground to ,et the ,<:ene. and "",bient 
ou tdoor .ound •. ,urn 0' wind blowing mel cricket:! chirping. create the outdoor .0und'Glp<. N 
the us<o, ,,".u.s tow1m the gathering, ohe Son rn"" ,1:aJ::\O:h up :tnd l()()b in the g""erl.l di'ection of 
th~ u.,et. Wh<:n the uSe' hos .Jmo" read>ed th~ go.thering. the b1Ckground mu,ic &de, out:tnd 
the Son mon 'p"oh to the m e" 

"Come closer, friend.'" 

However. in the ",·ent th~t the USe, tau' longe' than 10 second, to _1< ",ward the go.thering 
otter the Son m an lu-, 01«0<1;· "C>Od up, he '),0 offers this in'~tation to ""COU!og~ th~ usa to 
tno,"e tow=! the gathering (<ee Figure 5.2). 
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CHAJ'lER 5: CRE4TII\'G IRE SA",' 
STO RYTEU.lNG SCEJ'lAR10S 

After (hi, invi"'tion, the San man .its down :md the elckrly womo.n, who jo also the , rorytell<r, 

' p"ok" 

''1 was ju,t about to tell ~ ,tory, me one ohout how the man';' mMe 
the <hnd, please 'it down wim '" o.nd listen." 

1'be ,toryteller 'htn b<gim to tell the ' tory; st.e j, anim~too throughout the ,ror), narration, 
moving her head and body and using hond g .. tur<8 extemively. TI>e . torytdkt during narntion 
is ,hown in Figure 5 3 1M $.." g:;ttl1<!ing =1 during the ,tory telling by exclo.iming. gesturing 
ond moving thdr heMs (see Figure 5.4). Th< ned [»inling> on the ","ve ",-.J) rd~tt to the ' tory 
that is being told. For in,unc. , ~ luge painting of . n d:u>d, ,~s.ible in Figurt 5.4, jo one of ,ht 
ffiOI<t prominmt rock paintings . 

Brown ' f "I (2C(J3) found th~t including .tory rel.ted ,isualo, , ucb 0, rock ott, in ~ ",or:;~<lling 
VE locr="d u.,et', involvement in lhe otory. The ,tory narr~tion hs" .pptoxim.tely 10 
minute> , during which ,h< user;, fr<e to uplore the c.ve """'- The ",er m.y <nmi"" ,ht fLfe, 
rock pointing.< =d other .ttefoctl which ha'-e b<en ploc<d in tho "'"'-e, ouch" ~ grinding "one 
ond ~ ~ and quiver hung from woodrn p"g> in cruh on the aVe wall lXIhen the otorytelling 
h., finished ill ,ht light< in the VE gnduilly fade to bl.ck, indicating lh< rnd of ,h< vktual ",or:;' 
expen<nc<. 

f'ib'ille 5.2: The San ggthering in the cave, ,;itting around a fire, H ere the San man i . 
inviting the user to join the San go.thering. Thi. happen. a. the user walks up to the 
gathering <>r if the user take. mote than 10 secotI<b t<> walk toward t <> the gathering. 
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Figure 5. 3: The San storyteller model, .hOV,ill here, i. animated Ihroughout the " ory 
narration moving het head and body and ming hand gesture . =tcttsivdy. The 
animations of the storyteller model were totos<;oped !'tom video foolage of an actress 
nart"ting the San story. 

Figm e 5.4: The San storyteller (left) tells the story to the San gathering, \\"00 react by 
exclaiming .... d geoturing throughout the .tory narration. The rock painting. on the 
~a~ \\",,11 in background ,dale the <tory. 
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5.2.2 San Storytelling VE with intwduc!ory VE 

nu. >totytdling . c.nario i, idon<ical t<' tho on< d .. cribed in Section 5.2.1 .hove acq>t thot it:" 
puced.d by "" introductory VE "'~th a contemporary, cultunilly famihr ci>erno, nam.ly hip
bop. Here tho user ;, fir,t placed in an urbilil VI!., within. fenced in .lOI'., t.eing • hip-hop 
a""tar ,tanding ""It to ~ r.clio. Behind the hip-hop '"~t''' are a n\llllbor o[ graffiti covered wall, 
ond • door ",~th the ",ord '5111', in grointi, on i, (.ee Figure S.S). 1be hip.oop "-Otor i. r~pping 
the following lync' about the S"" ""d Kaggon, the m""ti" 

"Y'.u gots to und<c"tand da Son 
Iniligonom peepo of d. m"therl""d 
Maldn' tncl: art, working u .! h.rd and huntin' 
Your reepo be ["",tin' 
We be j==in', chncin' thytnin' 
MUing m.d boa .. now (0< keopo 
I hope. rnu like dh 'tory .bout Him 
Kagg'n d. :\I""ti, 'pe.h 
Don', dc'pi,e "m gifted, thtifttd, swiftcd and mighty 
Crcotor, d. <=ker of d~ Hartebeest, da moon, 
Soon you gun he.rhow he -"e the E-bnd too 
So ltm:n to m< m.n OS I usht<you imo the world ofm. 5=. 
Let'. i.m!" 

The hip_hop .n= r"P' these I}Tks through once and continue, to rap them in. loop untL the 
ll,er W2lk, ",,,,"lid him. Wben this h~pp"'" tho "-"tm .top. rapping .nd 'p<:ili '" tho u,er; 

"Yo! Old you kOCl'" d., ""'y bm in the dJ.;-, the S= people used to 

li"" tigbt he", in wuthcro Africa. They lived right off the f.t "fthe 
11l1d, hunting ond ""'ting root; and berrie'. One of til< things they 
love<! ro do "' .. , to ttll .torie" e.peciolly around. fire. Check it out' 
Through that dOClr you con hell • no.! S,n '''''y!'' 

'Thi, Jiologue along with the =licr rap p"'pare;. or prime, WIers (0< til< con!<nt of tho S1I1 VE. 
During the rap.nd dialogue, the hip-hop avatar j, .rum.tcJ with ropper.lili: movement<. After 
the diUogue, the light< in the urban VE fade do"", somowh." the door mOfked with "SOIl" 
graffiti 01'''''' 1I1d the hip_hop ~"'rn: tum. to indhte that tho user mal' ",-.Jk through tbe doo< 
(. "" Figure 5.6). 'Tho u,er walb through the dOClr ""d thmugb, ,hurt pas .. ge to emerge in the 
Son "myrclling VE (~, oc.cribed in &etion 5.2.1) through on .rch",.), canoed "ut of. mountoin 
(,ee Figure 5.7). Once tbe 11-,or 1= moved into the 5"" ,toI}~eIhng VE, the S1I1 door ,100., 1I1d 
~ boulder co,"',, the arch".a)' 00 that the m.er i. n"t ~bIC ro m,We back into til< introdUCtoI}' YE. 
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Figure 5,S; The hip-hop themed inttoouctory VE, this fig<lre shows the hip-hop a~atar 
tapping next to a radiu. The animatiun. of thc hip_hop modd werc roto!ICoped from 
,ideo footage of a hip-hop m,,,k artist rapping the San rap and monoiog<le. The l,'Taffiti
covered ",alh an vi<ible behind the hip_hop avatar. The door marked "San" Iuds into 
the San .torytelling YE. 

hgurc 5.(,: After tho hip-hop r"p "nd dialogue, the ligh<o in <he inlrod<lC<OlY YE fade 
down, the door malked "San" open. and the hip-hop ava,ar turns to indicate that the 
U.CI may walk through the duor. 
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I'igutt 5.7: When th~ us'" walb through the door nlarkc,1 "S""" in l.h ~ hip_hop l.h ~m~d 

in troductory VB, they en",, " short p""."g~ ""d ~rnHge in the San . wrytdling, ,';ewe,1 
here through an arclrn'''y at t h e end or the passage. 

5.3 VirtmLl Environmclll Dcsign: Storyhoards 

In p]=ning the S"" .nd hip-hop VEs described in Section. 5.2.] 2nd 5.22 .ooye. we oottowed 
from 1 well-knO\1." plaoning technique u.m:! in film, storyboarcling. Film storyboords serve two 
main pU'P""" during. film's pre-productioo pha.." Firstly. it i • • mea", of vi.u.lhlng ~ed 
,cme' .nd allow, for idea, to he r<fined, Mforc 1 Hlm .hoot heg1ru. Secondly. storyboord, 
fucilitate communication hctw= a film', director and producti.oc. crow (Kau, 1991). While 
thete j, no ."",dard format for ",oryhoordi, the), >te e,;ontial1y a ,erie, of annotated ,ketch .. 
representing a .'"quence of ,hot>. 1bc ,ketche, and annoution. ,hould co"''''' ill the d..-ecra<', 
requiremctlt> for exh ,hot (Ka"', 19')1; Bordwell & 1bomp,on, 2001), Given the direni\}' of 
people involved in film_tn2king, for in",nce cinematographers, edim"', lighting md "unt crew, 
"""tume and ;ot designers etc., ,torybolUd. mu" cony,,), I great deal of precise informatiOCl 
(Katz, 1(91). Thi. include, cincmarograpnv, sound, editing hctwren .hot.' 2nd mi.,,"cn-;a:ne, 
whim encompasse' swing, co,turne<, octing md ligb.ting. (Bo<dwdl & "Ibumpwn, 2(01). 

While VR ond film ;bore ;ome oimibritie" tht, ore oko vet)' different ('ee Section 2.32, 
Cflapter 2) . In VR, the mi;o-en-,ccne >od the 'ounrlscape may be controlled by the ""thor to ~ 
cert>in degree but cinem.tography and editing ""'ke little ",0'" ;inCt the u,e, controls their own 
viowpoint. Ht:Ilce, rcpr~,enting ~ery fr= •• mer will "'" i, not p"" iblt in • VE 'torybo1td in 
<he woy that. fJlm .rOIyb,,1td may rep1'€;ent I!'lery ,hot. For our purp",c." we created ~ 
,toryboard whim would .how <he fume . equence of a t;-picol v,alkthrougn of:he intended 
VE •. !be onOOtllti008 to the sto.,.b<w:d .ketene. conveyed infonn1tion about tho VE', mise
""'>CeIlO, namdy the ,erring. .VII"'" ond ligb.ting, tnd the >e>und. We .l>o lKided VR '?"cHje 
info<m.tion <cgo.rding inreract:ions, the user and ony required 'pocW efftet;. 

Refer to Appendix E for full de,eripticxH of the", c."'Sorie. >od for the ,toryboord cn:ated for 
the San Vii md the hip.hop therned introductory VE, Note th.t the Vii'. ultimately cre>ted 
(,"" Section 5.2) or< ve,,. ,imil., to, but not precbd)' .. tht)' we", initially plannod at the time of 
.toryoomling. 
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5.4 Virtual Environment Implementation 

The VE, descnbed in 5eCtiOfl 5.2 were implemented using ~ VR ~uthoting tool c:.ned VR 
Djrect, Thi, tool i< • wipring engine .nd u,a intortoce built on top of. commerciol games 
engine and w", created os part of tho CAVES (CoIhbontive African VlttUal Environment 
Sy,tems) r«<=:h pru)ect in the CoIl~borntive Vi,ual Computing Lab, University of Cape Ta",n, 

Most VE content "' ... , cr<~t<XI p<ofe"ionally, b)' Atomic Visuo.! EffecUl in C.pe Town, USing the 
meddling and .nim~tion tool M.y., 1be "o<yboo.rd. ond ,.fere,,"ce .k<~, were u .. d to 

specify the required modd" ('..on1<nt w: .. then imported into VR Dltect, who", user interf""" 
allow, obi""'" to be phced .. wished, sound and lightrng to be opplied IUld inter""tiOfl! be""« n 
object', .~tars orcl ust.'" to be ,cnp«d, e,er defined 'crip" wtitt= in the scnpting language 
Pythoo, moy :>lw be eX<cuted in • VE ~uthored in VR DJrect. 

Within the VR Direct <=<~rorun=t, any OCtot model may be st.t .. the US"" ~n"'" with fi", 0< 

third.person per<pccti,'" 1be mer o""to,', ""tiO<1< or< equiV2knt to the aninl1tion ''''IUCflCO> 

a''IIil.ble DO tho mod.! .. ,oci>ttd with the uscr's .vatar, So if the model hos 0 wolk .rumotion, 
t1-l< u.,.<', ~""= will be .ble to w.lk in the VE aod so on. A modd wa, crea«d to .. = .. the 
uSer ~~tar.nd WM gWen forword wl=bnrd w:>lking.nd olde stepping orumations, A first· 
persoo perspective w:» ct.o.en fo< the user ava""'. Additioo:>lly, tbe ,ound of fco,"«p' WH< ",t 
to .ccompanythe woIlUng ..,imo.tion/llCtioo of the u""t', =r. 

All ""dio, ",ith the exception of b""kgmund muoic ond :ttnbient ,ound, ",e'e 'P"wscd, ie, 
they W' « ~,.ociated with object' in the VE, Therefa<e, the ,ound, o"ociat<d with on ohj<ct 
would become louder or .ofle< ~ cl>< 11-"r moved toword or '''''y from the object. Additionally, 
the .tereo output of 0 'C<lIld ~ detetmined by the orientation of the user poin' of view in 
",1>tioo to the obiect, In our el.periment>, audio w"' ou'put ,,0 h<""phone. , thm the =<><mt of 
<ound pl.yed m each eor pi""" ,,,rled ~. u,"" mod the tnou'e ro look """",,,d the VE. 

5.4.1 Sa" St()t)" ~ lling V£ 

Giv-ctt the imponollce of ~uthenricit,. in culn=l heriuge exhibit> (sa Section 2,5, Chapter 2), 
every <ffort "'~ rm.<k to creatt the S"" storytelling VB os outh<nticolly os pos,ibl<. 

The outdoo< "'tting of the S"" storytelling VE w:IS created using a hIg< dom<_,haped ,kybox. 
Dif.,~tal photograph. ""ken in the C-,,<k'wg region of the Western C.pe, South Afnc. where 
,titched and biended rog<ther ,0 form 0 p~ imag<:, .... ed to tt= the 'k)'box. The San 
people once inru.hited the Cederberg ref.,~on and it is one of the ri<:hest "'si0n. of Son rock o>t 
(pukington, 2:(03). C~v<, moun\llin w boWdet model. ",ere placed m the .kybox, The cave 
W~, moddled on tho,e iound in the Cederh<rg region ond digital photog"ph, of Cederbetg 
c.ve, "'". used to me t=ture the c.ve model, 1be aV< willl. we'" also I=tn«d with 
phott:>gtaph' of S.n roc~ >IT (Emert, 2001; Porkington. 2(02). The rock o.rt textures were 
cho.en ruch th..t they tdo.ted to the Son stOr,.. Users were ft"« to n~vlgat~ most of till, .. tting 
freely, but to en,= tru.t the)' did not wander into the empty, outer part, of tho .~]box, in,,'ibl< 
bounduies where p.loc<d u the <dg<' of the cave IUld mounuins. Im~ges of the c~,'" model, 
"""k on u""d w VE', boonchrie, are shown in 5eCllon F.l, Appendix F, w th< roc~ an 
teXture, ore . hewn in Section F ,2, Appendix F. 

The ,etting"~ originally mtended to conwn ~ hut (se< s"crioo E,2, Appendix E), How",·"" 
con,ultaOO<l with orch~eologi" Prof. J. Pukington, revealed that till. """ oot typical of Son 
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dwellings in obe Cooerbug region, upoo. ",hid. we had b"ro our >clting. Thu" we w,,,tt:d " 
more typkal nomadic San =p, including a hearth. grinding ,wne and a bog md quiver in the 
cave model. s"n photogntph' md book. were usro by an :u-tkt to creat<: ,botches of the,e 
ohj<rt, which ><n'oo as modelling rderen.a:s (see Section F .3, Appendix F). Prof.]. Parkington 
",,," further con,ui(ed on the correct pl"",",,<m of oMs. objeers. ['or in.una:, bag. and qui"",. 
w",e typb.l1y hung hy wooden peg< in cr.ck, in tb<: co"e w:ill (parlington, 2002). 

The fire """ cre>ted ",'ing ~ combination of billboard. , .cripting and d)nmlk lighting. The 
fi~m<' w<re creoIro ushlg fifteen different billho.rds, e.ch textured with sJightl) """"parent 
flam<: Uru.g<:> of similo.r sjze and colouring. TI>e billbo.OO, were plaa:d in tb<: barth atea or tb<: 
,ame lX"ition, with only one vi, ible at a time. A Python ,cript iterated through the lifteen flame 
bllJb.oatch 'e'ting the currently moLble fhme billbo,oo to be invi, ible and ' etting tk n<:Xt to Ix: 
vi,ible every 0.2 ,<cond,. 1b.i:; ga"e tb<: "ppt:arance of mo'>'ing flames . \V1ihin the hearth, two 
light , our= were plaoed roughly next to e>eh, the,e rondomly chongul po>.itions within tht: 
Ix:orth every 0 .. ; .. c<;>od •. Thus the fire light .ppeoted to move along with the flame,. "Ille 
brighto.e., of tb<: t"m lights = also ,et w vary randomly, within ~ bounded intern!, <Very 0.7 
,eoond,. ThIlS the overall fire light .=ned to mntinu:ill), change, 

P.,ticu.lor .ttenrion was raid to creating model , wiob the clothing and phplque of tht: San 
people. ~umerou, photog>:~ph. of the San "",te u,ed I>j' on .rtist to cre.te det~iled sketches of 
the Son ~",thering in front, 'ide and back prof Lie. The ,keIche. WHe n:vicwed by Ptof. J. 
Patllilgton and relined in occordonce with his "'gge,tion,. The final '''etches were used as 
reference in d>t: modelling of the Son f~. A r<f<ance ,ketch of tho Son storytdle, is , hown 
in Figure 5.8, :ill the chWlct£f relereRCe . k",cht:. "'" , hown in Section F.3, Appendi~ F. 

The .rorytelld, ,,,ice """ provided by. be.! VOiCNW'" aar" .. '. During the n:oord.ing of the 
,tory n" ... tion, the .rtfe,,', natural hand ge'ture, were olso video (~ped. The .rum.tioo., of tho 
.rorytdla modd were m.de to mimic this foo"'g' u.,ing the mto>coping tt:chnique. Sinoe we 
wanted the reS! of the Son ~",thering w re.'" to tht: ,tory n~tion realistically, e,ch model w" 
given a ",t of :ul1to.ation, which were .cripted to pl,,)' thrO<lghout tht: ,torytelling. The San 
children were ~ble to tum ilicir heach left and right, leon forward and gesture with ooe ond boob 
hond,. The Son man ,,'" .hle to leon towocrd one of tb<: clilld,en. .itting on the ground and nod 
at him, leon for,,;ocrd to ploce hi. dUn on" hand,," though concentmting ond !!"'tu1'e wiob one 
on<! both ho:>d,. The Son mon'. onim~ti()<l .. quenc<ll for 6"<eting tb<: u;t:! ('ee St:crion 5.2.1) 
included .",nding up, gesturing to the user to join the gatb<:ring and "'!ting down, 

.\·.""dtra"k. 

TI>e San VE', musio trrl (,ee Section 5.2.1), """ oompo .. d ond remooed by a music artist'. 
"Ille tnck consi,ted of. ,imple .cou,tic guiw piece b,ckro hy . xylophone. Outdoor ,,,,,nd., 
,uch as • wind hJawing and crick"", chirping were olso tt:OOrdecl and edited togeoher to fonn the 
ambient, outdoor soundtrack. A ,p.cialisecl fire.ound clip "'all u'ed for the fir", A, mentioned 
e,rlier,' loco! vok.,,-o"et Wn," pwvided the voice of the storytellu. TI>e S>Il man'. voic< = 
pworidecl by the mu,ic .rti" who compo,ed tht: bockgtoillld music. Mditioruilly, three teenagers 
from an exira-mural high-school dr..".. d." in Oki<p were recorded malcing ""clamation 
sound" .u.ch OS 'ohl', 'oiee' .nd 'ioo!', =ultlng in ''''teen .ound clip" of mrpri«, i~ughing. 
astonishment etc. Th .. e were edited into tht: " Ofy nor",tion ;ound".d at appwf"'i.te P""" of 
the srory to gh'e tb<: ,ound of an audience re.cting to the 'tory n~".tion. 

1 Down L>.ng<'.own 
j.zzut. http://,,,,,,,,,.j,,,, .. rtoo ... /- :1.OOS. 
, o."..!d Mu~*= 
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Fi),'Ute 5.8: An example of" reference sketch used to model the San storytelk.t. Thio 
sketch shows the storyteller figure ~iewed from the front. The complete set of character 
tcference .ketches ,,-<e shown in Section F.3, Appendix F. 

inltmClifJlU 

Two trigger. w<!< med in th<: S= 'VE, both b",ed on proximity from the 'torytelle, avatar. The 
fint trigg<:r hOoS a wide mus which conn a !.u:ge proportion of tho S:m VB >round the 
.torytell<!. When oct:iV"J.ted, the San mon st.nds up =d look. in the general directioo of the ""er. 
A second trigger "...,; .et m fire when the mer i, quit< do," to the 5tOfytcllu. \X'h<n octh"ttd. 
the Son m=. ,till ,tanding .m, the o.ctivation of the first trigger, gesture. towml the rest of the 
San gathering. invi, .. the =, to join them >nd ,i" down. A fev,' ,<:cond, h= the ,torytelle, 
begin. t<lling the stOll'. \'1.';uoli,,,ion, of these two trigger. are ,hown in Section 1-'.1, Appendix 
1-'. \li'ha< if the mer doe, not continue to move to" .. ,d the gathering after .etting off the first 
trigger? We did not fOO i,would be nittUr:>l fo, the Son!n>n to ,tand waiting inddinittly fo, the 
u,er to ,e.ch the gathering. Therefor<, if the ot:Cood triAA'" i. not "" off by the u,er within 10 
"",ood. of the &.t trigJ,"" being fired, it i, scripted to Olltoma6calll' fire. So, if the user ha' 
M!ted or moncl in on opposite directioo. after .etting- off the fu:st trim', the San m:m'. 
invitation ""d the storyteller" ,tory may encou<2K" the lL"" '0 ITlOV-< ,,,,, .. ,rn the gathering 

We hoY< olre.dy de.,eribed how the San m:m >nd children model, were giwn animation' to bo 
pl~ye<l during the storytelling ond how sound. of <xchm.tlc.o. ,v<"" edittd into the >tor}~dling 
>owxltr.ck. Both of the,e were intended to c",.te the illmiO<1 of the San gathaing reacting to 

the .torytelle,. To mol<e the illu,ion complete, VR Din:et', scripting inte,face W2I! used 10 en,ure 
that the reactioo onimotioru; ond <,(lunrn w"",, re>!i5tkilly .ynchronised. Whe'e thae -= no 
re"-Ction ",und; from the S"" gathering for longer than 21l ,econd., fIll« =im~rio", """" 
,cripted "" the S:m figures moved 'lightiy every '0 often ntha than oitting un,eoli,6colly 
motionl.". Thi, idea borrow. from tha, ofPe.rlin noi,e wh<"" the u>< of animation> ~t unJom 
inteITal, illo",. virruol .clO" '0 appear 'oJj",,' hy moving. even if only .!ightiy, con'tantly (perlin 
& Goklberg, 1996). 
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5.4.2 Hip-hop TI,emed Intmduc""y V E 

UrlJan 5 ,tting 

A., in the Son VB. a ,kj'bux =s used to ctcote the urb:rn setting of the intruductory VB. 1b.L, 
sCyb<>x wo, textured with ~ J:'I!1oro.mic imoge of the Cape Town 'kyline ~t dusk. The user 
inte<ac" wim the hip-wI' ~""-tor within a fenced It""" which CO<lt:rin., a number of gr~ffiti_ 
covered walls . Digital photogr.phs of nrb~n gr.ffiti were used to te>:ll1<e doese walls. The door 
bding to th o &on world w,", ~ modd with NO uimotion sequrnco;: Open ond dOile. The "Son" 
graffiti on the Joor w"' digia lly created. We w>-nted to en,ur< thllt doc Wet interacted with ond 
hc""d ill the inform.tion givcn by the hip-hop av~tor. Therefore, the fence, were used a, visible 
barrie" prev<nting me lL'ICr from wondering around itrcie\'1Ilt pan, of the urbon VB. Simple 
building, meet and s",:<'1 light models were used to populate the reol of the ,euiag. l nuge' of 
the urbon .etting and models ~Te .ho"''tl in AWndix G. 

In o<der to ere.", the link between the introduCtory and Son VF4, the urbon , I:ybox w"' pl"Ced 
imiik mc San ,qoox. The doot in the introductory VE l<:d thc us,", through " I"'-""S" "'hich led 
out of th~ urban skyb-.-J~ and into the center of the San skybo:<. \\r,min the San VE the nrban 
skybo~ "'" m"ked by a mountain model Thc s"ybo" ,ctup is mown in I'ib'illC 5.9 

Figure 5.9: TIll. figure m ow. to the okybm: oetup for the San storytelling VE with 
introductory VE. The outer skybox is th'" of the S<tn VE; the urb~n okybox (left) of th e 
introductory VE "-..,, placed inside the San skybox. The two skybOl<es W~e joined by" 
short p""oage and, in San VE, the urban . kybox i. masked by a mountain model 
(center). The San c~ve i •• hown on the right. 

Hip-hop Awftn' 

The hip-hop ~votllr w~, rnod<ll<d with boggy clothing ~nd , n.,kc," to gin the ~ppe"'ance of It 
hip-hop r:oPV"". A mu.;ic artist' provided the voice of the hip-hop av~to.T, dUJ"ing the voice 
recording he octtd out the r:op and dhlugue phy,killy; this was "ideo-taped As with the S:rn 
stoI)~eIh:r , this footo.ge ",., used to onimllte the hip_hop model Wll1g the rotD.,coping technique 
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In order to set the scene of an urban environment in the introductory VE, ambient city sounds 
were played in the background. Further, it was important to ensure that the rap and dialogue 
contained priming information for the San VE but also demonstrated a hip-hop style. 
Therefore, we collaborated with the music artist who voiced the hip-hop avatar. We described 
the basic elements we wished convey in the introductory VE regarding the San people, their 
storytelling tradition and the character of Kaggen the mantis. Using this information, the artist 
wrote the lyrics for the rap and dialogue used in the VE (see Section 5.2.2). He also composed 
background music (consisting mostly of synthesised drum beats) for the rap. 

Interactions 

In Section 5.2.2 above, we describe how the hip-hop avatar performs a looped rap until 
approached by the user, at which point he stops rapping and speaks to the user. This was 
effected by a trigger which is set off when the user walks toward the hip-hop avatar. However, 
since all users were required to hear the full information given by the hip-hop avatar, we wanted 
to ensure that users would hear the entire rap at least once. Hence, if the user activates the 
trigger before the hip-hop avatar has run through the rap once, the hip-hop avatar will complete 
the rap first and then begin the monologue. Once the monologue is complete, an internal trigger 
reduces the lighting in the introductory VE, opens the door to the San VE and causes the hip
hop avatar to indicate the way through the door. We decided against using forced camera 
movements or textual menus as planned in the storyboards since this would likely have 
compromised the realism of the VE. 

Since the introductory VE was physically located within the San VE's skybox, we needed to 
ensure that users were not able to move back into the introductory VE once they had passed 
into the San VE. A straight line trigger was placed at the end of the passage connecting the two 
VEs, once crossed, the San door was closed. A small distance after the end of the passage, 
another straight line trigger ensured that the archway into the San VE was covered with a large 
boulder. So, if users in the San VE happened to look behind them, in the direction of the door 
and passage, it would have, seemingly, disappeared. 

5.5 Pilot Evaluation of Virtual Environments 

Before conducting any experiments, we ran a pilot evaluation of our VR storytelling scenarios to 
ensure there were no unforeseen problems with their design, implementation and overall 
usability. Five university students participated in this test; fIrst they were trained in the 
navigation of the VE's and then experienced one of the two VR storytelling scenarios. 
Thereafter, an experimenter asked them to give their comments on the YEs, in particular 
aspects which they did not like along with any suggestions on how they could be improved. 

The following issues were raised and resolved before conducting our experiments: 

/I Some participants found that the footstep audio that accompanied their avatar while 
walking was too loud; the volume of the footstep audio was lowered. 

/I Two participants reported missing the start of the San story and not being 'ready' to 
listen to the story at the start of the storyteller'S narration; the VE was altered so that 
the storyteller character began the story a few seconds later. We considered giving users 
the option of determining the start of the story themselves, for example, by pressing a 
key. But we felt that this kind of user input might compromise the realism of the VE, 
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since it might seem unusual for the storyteller to wait on the user. Additionally, 
requiring the user to give keyboard input might interfere with their presence in the VB 
as it would entail an action that would remind them of the computer mediated nature of 
their experience (Lombard & Ditton, 1997). 

• In Section 5.4.1 above, we describe how reaction sounds and animations were used to 
give the appearance of the San gathering reacting to the storyteller. Recall that 'filler' 
animations were also used so that the San gathering would not appear stationary for 
unrealistically long time periods. Two participants noted that these animations were not 
accompanied with sound and found them distracting. Obvious filler animations were 
therefore eliminated and those remaining were spaced out more sparingly over the 
duration of the story narration. 

There were a number of issues raised which we were unable to resolve: 

• Most participants noted that as avatars in the VB spoke, they lacked eye and mouth 
movements and this compromised their realism. Simulating the facial movements to 
accompany audio speech realistically is a very challenging and well-known computer 
graphics problem (Terzopoulos et al, 1997; Cosker et al, 2004). Unfortunately, we did 
not have the time or resources to add facial animation to our avatars before the 
experiments. After our experiments, however, the San storytelling VB was improved 
for possible use as a museum exhibit. As part of this, a professional animator added 
facial animation to all models in the San gathering. The storyteller's mouth movements 
were also partially synchronized with the story narration soundtrack. 

• Some participants commented that the user walking speed was too slow. One 
participant also noted that the speed of backward walking was slower than forward 
walking and this made navigation harder. As explained in Section 5.4, the actions 
available to users in the VB were tied to the animations sequences available on a user 
avatar's model. Thus, walking speed of a user's avatar was determined by the walking 
animation of the avatar's model. Altering an avatar's walking speed entailed adjusting 
the walking animation of the associated model in Maya. Time constraints prevented us 
from backtracking this far in our implementation pipeline. 

• In a related issue, one participant mentioned that they might have liked to be able to 
perform the action of sitting down to listen to the story and since the San storyteller 
invites users to "sit with us [the San gathering] ... " (see Section 5.2.1). Again, adding a 
sit action for users would have involved adding a sit animation to the avatar's model. 

There were also issues raised where, upon consideration, we opted not make suggested changes: 

• One participant wanted to be able to open the door in the hip-hop introductory VB 
themselves rather than waiting for the hip-hop avatar to open it. This was not changed 
since our study design required that all participants experiencing the virtual San 
storytelling with introductory VB experience the full introductory VB before entering 
the San VB. Thus the door to the San VB was kept closed until the hip-hop character's 
rap and monologue was finished. 

• A few participants reported that they did not understand the San story and found it 
confusing. One participant in particular mentioned that all the San names made the 
story difficult to follow. However, our research dealt with creating effective story 
experiences despite the use of material which was likely to be unfamiliar to users. Since 
we had chosen to use a San story for this purpose, it would have been incorrect to alter 
its content or nature. Indeed, if experiment participants found the story confusing or 
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incomprehensible this would be an important result, not one that we could seek to 
minimise by changing the very material we were aiming to impart. 

The following positive observations were made regarding the VB's: 

• All participants expressed either a desire to explore the cave environment or a sense of 
being drawn toward the cave and the San gathering. Most participants enjoyed having 
the freedom to explore while having the main cave area to attend to. One participant 
stated that while the VB encouraged exploration it was clear that the story was the focal 
point of the environment. While another participant reported a greater interest in 
exploring the VB than focusing on the story. Overall, this was afflrming since we had 
aimed to create a VB where the story would engage users' attention without noticeably 
restricting navigation in the VB. Furthermore, this result prepared us for the possibility 
that VB users might choose to explore the VB rather than attend to the story. 

• Four participants mentioned that they enjoyed the audio aspect of the VBs. Especially 
popular was the gradual fading in and out of background music, ambient sounds, 
sounds made by the San gathering during the story and the use of spacialised sound. 
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Chapter 6 

Psychometric Analysis 

The majority of the variables explored in our research were measured using questionnaires 
which were designed specifically for our studies. These questionnaires have been described in 
Section 4.5, Chapter 4 and are presented in full in Appendix B and Appendix C. These 
questionnaires were used in two studies which explored story experience in text and VR, the use 
of a culturally familiar introductory VE in virtual storytelling and the relationship between 
presence and story experience in virtual storytelling. These studies were labeled Study 1 and 
Study 2, respectively. Study 1 was conducted with a sample of high-school learners, while Study 
2 was conducted with a sample of undergraduate university students. After each study, before 
analysing the data gathered, comprehensive psychometric analyses of the custom-made 
questionnaires were carried out in order to determine their validity and reliability. 

The psychometric analyses involved identifying problematic questionnaire items which were 
then excluded from consideration. This is significant because the process of determining the 
values of all our variables from our data consisted of summing together the values of individual 
questionnaire items. For instance, an overall comprehension score was derived by adding 
together the scores obtained on each individual item in the comprehension questionnaire. 
Oearly no analyses could be performed before the total values for each variable were 
determined. And since the psychometric analyses determined which questionnaire items would 
be counted toward each variable's total value, it was a necessary initial step in the data analysis of 
each study. Additionally, knowing whether a questionnaire had worked as desired also had 
implications for the conclusions we were able to draw from our results. In particular if 
significant results had been obtained for a variable which was measured using an unsound 
questionnaire, then we would have been unable to make valid conclusions based on that result. 
This chapter describes the psychometric analysis of the custom-made questionnaires used in 
Study 1 and 2, namely those measuring hip-hop interest, comprehension, interest, enjoyment, 
confusion, boredom, attention and strangeness. We begin by describing the statistical 
procedures used to test the questionnaires' validity and reliability (Section 6.1) and to test for 
questionnaire level of difficulty and the existence of experimental bias (Section 6.2). Next the 
psychometric results for Study 1 and 2 are presented in Sections 6.3 and 6.4 respectively. The 
effectiveness of the custom-made questionnaires is summarised and discussed in Section 6.5. 
Finally, a summary of the outcomes of the psychometric analyses is presented in Section 6.6. 

6.1 Validity and Reliability 

The validity and reliability are two distinct properties of any questionnaire or test. Validity 
concerns the actual phenomenon which a test aims to measure and how well it succeeds in 
doing so. For instance, say a test aims to measure the usability of computer system by measuring 
the time it takes users to complete a task. However, this test also measures may not succeed in 
measuring usability but rather the subject'S overall speed of work, familiarity with similar 
systems etc. Therefore, because it measures something other than pure usability, it is a low 
validity test. This is termed construct validity and is generally a matter of judgment on the nature 
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of a test or its items. Another kind of validity, known as concurrent validity, is a commonly used 
objective method for evaluating validity. Concurrent validity may be defined as the extent to 
which different measures for the same phenomenon agree (Anastasi, 1982). This is equivalent to 
examining the extent to which a questionnaire's items appear to measure the same factor. If a 
set of items correlate significantly, then they likely measure the same factor and are, thus, 
concurrently valid (Anastasi, 1982). Since inter-item correlations are calculated, a scale must 
consist of at least two items for concurrent validity to be assessed. 

Reliability refers to the consistency of the scores obtained on the test when used repeatedly in 
different studies or the extent to which the individual questionnaire items agree on the 
measurement of a factor (Anastasi, 1982). For the latter, imagine a ten item questionnaire 
intended to measure subjects' impression of a computer system's usability. The ten items all aim 
to measure impressions of usability; a reliability calculation would measure the consistency of 
the scores for each item and determine the extent to which the items agree. This is also known 
as inter-item consistency (Anastasi, 1982; Cronbach, 1990). Reliability may be determined by 
calculating Cronbach's alpha coefficient or Kuder-Richardson 20 (KR20) value. Cronbach's 
alpha coefficient is used when dealing with continuous scales, where items may have a range of 
values and KR20 is applicable to dichotomous scales, where items may only take on one of two 
values (Gregory, 1991). A Cronbach's alpha coefficient or KR20 value of 0.8 or higher, within a 
range of 0 to 1, is considered acceptable for scale reliability (Anastasi, 1982). At least three items 
are required in order to calculate Cronbach's alpha coefficient and KR20 (Anastasi, 1982). It is 
also possible to determine which of a questionnaire's items decrease a scale's overall reliability 
value. We often found that those items which decreased overall reliability also did not show a 
high degree of concurrent validity with the other items in the questionnarre. Where this was the 
case, the item(s) in question were judged as problematic and excluded from consideration. 

6.2 Skew 

For some questionnaires, it was useful to examine the distribution of participants' responses to 
each item for skewness. More specifically, skewness was used to evaluate level of difficulty in 
the comprehension questionnaire and to test for experimental bias in subjective questionnaires. 
A standard normal distribution is . symmetric about its mean, whereas a skewed distribution is 
not symmetric, but leans toward either of the domain's extents. If a distribution leans toward 
the upper extent of the domain, it is negatively skewed; if it leans toward the lower extent, it is 
positively skewed (Underhill & Bradfield, 1996). Each distribution has a skew value; additionally 
95% confidence intervals for skew may be calculated based on sample size. Questionnaire items 
were judged as significantly skewed if their skew value lay outside its 95% confidence intervals. 

For the comprehension questionnaire, skewness gave an indication of items' difficulty level. If 
the items were too easy then participants' responses would be skewed toward the correct 
answers and vice versa if items were too difficult. Gaining an idea of whether the 
comprehension questionnaires had been too easy or difficult allowed us to make more informed 
conclusions from the comprehension results obtained. For the more subjective questionnaires, 
namely those that measured interest, enjoyment, confusion, boredom, attention and sttangeness, 
skewness gave an indication of whether experimenter bias might have influenced participants' 
responses. Experimental participants may use cues conveyed, implicitly and explicitly, by an 
experimenter or the experimental setting and procedure to form an idea of the experiment's 
nature and even its hypotheses. This may bias participant responses so as to fulfil what they 
perceive to be the experimenter's expectations (Orne, 1962). This was of particular concern 
since many of the subjective questionnaires contained items where the answer desired by the 
experimenter may have appeared obvious to the participants. For instance, there were items 
which asked whether participants found the San people interesting and whether they had 
enjoyed the San story. We believed that participants might easily infer that they were expected to 
find the San interesting and enjoy the San story. Therefore, we attempted to test whether 
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participants answered the subjective questionnaires according to personal opinion and their 
story experience or according to an experimenter effect For example, if the enjoyment items 
were negatively skewed, we would have to consider the possibility that that, rather than 
experiencing unanimously high enjoyment, participants answered in order to please the 
experimenter. In such a case, results for the variable in question would have to be interpreted 
with greater caution. 

6.3 Study 1 

6.3.1 Hip-hop Interest 

Two different measures were used for hip-hop interest (HI). First, a multiple choice question in 
which participants chose their favorite music genre from six options, one of which was hip-hop. 
Second, five items consisting of statements which participants were required to rate on a 7-point 
Likert-type scale (see Section B.2, Appendix B). The scores on these five items were summed 
together to give a HI score. For analyses these two measures were labeled as HImc and Hlrate 
respectively; the items in HIrate were labeled HI1 - HIS. Since HImc consisted of only one 
item, we were unable assess its concurrent validity and reliability. 

An inter-item correlation for HIrate showed that HI3, HI4 and HIS correlated significantly, 
while HI1 correlated significantly with only HI3 (See Table 6.1 below for correlation values). 
Cronbach's alpha coefficient for items HI1-HIS (0:=0.554, n=44) was not high enough to claim 
reliability. However, removing items HIt and HI2, which did not correlate completely with the 
other items, resulted in a high enough Cronbach's alpha coefficient to claim reliability (0:=0.755, 
n=44). Thus, HI3, HI4 and HIS formed a valid and reliable scale. A further significant 
correlation was noted between HIrate and HImc when hip-hop was selected in Hlmc (r=O.39, 
p<O.OS). No such correlations were noted for any of the other music choices in HImc. This 
indicated a concurrent validity between HImc and HIrate such that a high Hlrate score was 
related to having hip-hop as a favorite music genre. 

Item HIl HI2 HI3 HI4 HI5 
HIl 1.00 0.13 0.3.3 0.05 0.02 
HI2 0.13 1.00 0.11 -0.08 -0.00 
HI3 0.33 0.11 1.00 0 • .14 0.60 
HI4 0.05 -0.08 0 • .14 1.00 0.76 
HI5 0.02 -0.00 0.60 0.76 1.00 

Table 6.1: Correlation matrix for items HIl, HI2, HIl, HI4 and HI5 of the HIrate scale, 
used to measure hip-hop interest in Study 1. Significant correlations (p < 0.05, n=44) are 
shown in bold and italic. 

6.3.2 Comprehension 

The comprehension questionnaire used in Study 1 consisted of the following scales: 

• Ccloze: Ooze Test 
• Cseq: Sequence Test 
• Csvt: Sentence Verification Technique (SV1) Test 
• Cinf: Inference Questions 
• Cfact: Fact Questions 
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Ccloze consisted of two items, Cloze1 and Cloze2; these did not correlate significantly with each 
other, indicating a lack of concurrent validity within Ccloze. Since a minimum of three items are 
required to calculate reliability (see Section 6.1 above), Ccloze's reliability could not be evaluated. 
However, we did find that both Ccloze items were negatively skewed i.e. most participants 
tended to answer the items correctly; this suggested that the Ccloze items were very easy. 

The Cseq scale consisted of five items, labeled Seql - Seq5. The correlation matrix in Table 6.2 
below shows the high degree of inter-item correlation in Cseq. Seql was the only item which did 
not correlate with any other item and Seq3 correlated with only one other item. Cseq was a 
dichotomous scale since answers were either correct or incorrect. Hence the KR20 formula was 
used to calculate its reliability (see Section 6.1 above). Cseq's KR20 value was not high enough 
(KR20=0.634, n=44) to claim reliability. But, removing Seq1 and Seq3, the items which showed 
low correlation with the other items, increased KR20 sufficiently to claim reliability 
(KR20=0.778, n=44). Thus, Seq2, 4 and 5 formed a valid and reliable scale. These items were 
however, found to be negatively skewed, suggesting that they were very easy. 

Item Seq1 Seq2 Seq3 Seq4 Seq5 
Seq1 1.00 -0.01 -0.16 0.16 0.27 
Seq2 -0.01 1.00 -0.06 0.61 0.47 
Seq3 -0.16 -0.06 1.00 0.34 0.10 
Seq4 0.16 0.61 0.34 1.00 0.56 
Seq5 0.27 0.47 0.10 0.56 1.00 

Table 6.2: Correlation matrix for items Seq1, Seq2, Seq3, Seq4 and Seq5 of Cseq, the 
sequence test used to measure comprehension in Study 1. Significant correlations (p < 
0.05, n=44) are shown in bold and italic. 

As described in Section 4.5.2, Chapter 4, Study l's Csvt consisted of three sets of four 
sentences; these were labeled SVTl - SVT12. Among these, there were 66 potential correlations, 
but there were only 9 significant correlations suggesting very low concurrent validity (the 
correlation matrix is given in Table 1.1, Appendix I). Csvt also showed a low KR20 value 
(KR20=0.481, n=44). This value could have been increased by removing certain items, but this 
would have resulted in incomplete SVT sentence sets and would not have increased KR20 
enough to claim reliability. Furthermore, most of Csvt's items (with the exception of SVT7, 8 
and 11) were negatively skewed, indicating that they lacked difficulty. 

Validity and reliability could not be calculated for Cinf since all participants gave the same 
answers to two of its three items resulting an overall variance which was too low to perform any 
statistical tests. Cinf data was therefore discarded. Cfact consisted of three items: Fact1, Fact2 
and Fact3. Table 6.3 shows the high degree of inter-item correlation, indicating concurrent 
validity in this scale. But, the Cronbach's alpha coefficient for Cfact was not high enough to 
claim reliability (oc=0.594, n=37). The distributions of Cfact's items showed that Fact3 was 
positively skewed, suggesting a high level of difficulty in this item. It was noted that many 
participants did not, in fact, answer the Cfact items, effectively reducing the amount of Cfact 
data available for analysis and compromising their accuracy. 

Item Fact1 Fact2 Fact3 
Fact1 1.00 0.44 0.33 
Fact2 0.44 1.00 0.27 
Fact3 0.33 0.27 1.00 

Table 6.3: Correlation matrix for items Fact1, Fact2 and Fact3 of Cfact, the fact questions 
test used to measure comprehension in Study 1. Significant correlations (p < 0.05, n=37) 
are shown in bold and italic. 
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Once the problematic items in the comprehension scale had been identified and excluded, the 
concurrent validity between the comprehension scales was assessed (see Table 6.4 below). The 
total scores for Ccloze, Cseq and Csvt all correlated significantly, with exception that Cseq and 
Csvt did not correlate directly. Cfact correlated with only Cseq. Additionally, a reliability value 
for all the items in the comprehension questionnaire (with the problematic items excluded) was 
not high enough to claim overall reliability (a.=0.686, n=31). 

Scale Ccloze Cseq Csvt Cfact 
Ccloze 1.00 0 • .14 0 • .1,3 0.09 
Cseq 0 • .14 1.00 0.29 0.55 
Csvt 0 • .12 0.29 1.00 0.25 
Cfact 0.09 0.55 0.25 1.00 

Table 6.4: Correlation matrix for the total scores of the comprehension scales used in 
Study 1: the cloze test (Ccloze), sequence test (Cseq), svr test (Csvt) and fact questions 
test (Cfact). Significant correlations (p < 0.05, n=44) are shown in bold and italic. 

6.3.3 Interest 

The interest questionnaire devised for this research consisted of three scales, each measuring 
different variables: a tendency to show interest in folklore and South Mrican cultures (tIB), 
existing knowledge of the San and San folklore (sIB) and interest in the San (INT). tIB was 
measured using two items, tIBl and tIB2, sIB was measured using two items, sIBt and sIB2, 
and INT was measured using eight items, INTI - INT8. 

The two tIB items did not correlate with each other whereas the two sIB items did (r=O.44, 
n=44). This indicated concurrent validity for sIB but not for tlB. The reliability of these scales 
could not be calculated as they both consisted of only two items. All eight INT items correlated 
significantly (the correlation matrix is given in Table 1.2, Appendix I). Cronbach's alpha 
coefficient for the INT scale was also high enough to claim that it was reliable «(X=0.989, n=44). 
Furthermore, we found no significant skew in the distributions of the INT scale items. Thus the 
!NT scale was concurrently valid, reliable and did not appear to contain experimental bias. 

6.3.4 Enjoyment, Boredom and Confusion 

Enjoyment (EN]) was measured by two items, EN]1 and EN]2, while boredom (BaR) .and 
confusion (CON) were measured using one item for each: BORl and CONI respectively. Table 
6.5 shows the significant correlations between EN]1 and EN]2 and between CON1 and BORL 
There were also negative correlations between both EN] items and CON1 and BORL The 
number of items measuring these variables was kept low in order to keep the overall 
questionnaire length of the questionnaires reasonable. Consequence the EN], CON and BaR 
scales each consisted of too few items to compute their reliability. None of the items making up 
these scales were significantly skewed. 

Item ENJl ENJ2 CONl BORl 
ENJl 1.00 0.78 -0 • .12 -0.74 
ENJ2 0.78 1.00 -0.40 -0.83 
CONl -0 . .12 -0.40 1.00 0.48 
BORl -0.74 -0.83 0.48 1.00 

Table 6.5: Correlation matrix for the enjoyment items, ENJl and ENJ2, and confusion 
and boredom items, CONl and BORt, used in Study 1. Significant correlations (p < 
0.05, n=44) are shown in bold and italic. 
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6.4 Study Two 

6.4.1 Hip-hop Interest 

As in Study 1, hip-hop interest (HI) was measured using a multiple choice question (HImc) and 
a five-item scale (HI rate) (see Section 6.3.1 above). In Study 1, three of HIrate's, HI3, HI4 and 
HIS, were found to be valid and reliable, hence these were retained for Study 2. A further three 
items, HI6, HI7 and HIS, were also added. As before, HImc could not be psychometrically 
assessed as it consisted of only one item. 

A correlation matrix for the HIrate items HI3 - HIS is presented in Table 6.6; it shows that all 
the items correlated significantly with the exception of HIS. Cronbach's alpha coefficient for 
HI3 - HIS was sufficiently high enough (cx=0.7S1, n=S7) to claim reliability. Removing HIS 
improved the reliability even further (cx=0.S36, n=S7). Therefore, HIS was discarded since it did 
not correlate with the other HIrate items and decreased the scale's overall reliability. The 
remaining items, HI3 - HI7, formed a valid and reliable scale. As in Study 1, there was a 
significant correlation between the selection of hip-hop as a favorite music genre in HImc and 
HIrate (r=0.50, n=SS). This indicated concurrent validity between the two hip-hop interest 
measures and further validated HIrate as a measure of hip-hop interest. 

Item HI3 HI4 HIS HI6 HI7 HI8 
HI3 1.00 0.32 0.74 0.59 0.38 0.09 
HI4 0.32 1.00 0.46 0.32 0.45 0.11 
HIS 0.74 0.46 1.00 0.68 0.51 O.OS 
HI6 0.59 0.32 0.68 1.00 0.51 0.13 
HI7 0.38 0.45 0.51 0.51 1.00 0.12 
HI8 0.09 0.11 O.OS 0.13 0.12 1.00 

Table 6.6: Correlation matrix for items HI3, HI4, HIS, HI6, HI7 and HI8 of the HIrate 
scale, used to measure hlp-hop interest in Study 2. Significant correlations (p < 0.05, 
n=86) are shown in bold and italic. 

6.4.2 Comprehension 

The comprehension questionnaire used in Study 1 was found to be generally unsound. 
Therefore, we aimed to improve upon these scales for use in Study 2. In Study 2, we employed 
only the three comprehension scales that had correlated significantly with each other in Study 1 
(see Section 6.3.2), and included more items in each: 

.. Ccloze: Cloze Test 

.. Cseq: Sequence Test 

.. Csvt: Sentence Verification Technique (SVI) Test 

Here, Ccloze consisted of four sentences containing, respectively, three, four, three and one 
omitted word(s)/blank(s) which participants were required to fill in. This made eleven items, 
which were labeled according to sentence and blank: Cloze 1 a - 1 c, Cloze2a - 2d, Cloze3a - 3c 
and Cloze4. These items showed a very low degree of inter-item correlation, with only 4 
significant correlations of a possible 55, or 7% (the correlation matrix is given in Table 1.3, 
Appendix I). This indicated that, as in Study 1, Ccloze lacked concurrent validity. Additionally, 
Cronbach's alpha coefficient was too low (cx=0.460, n=36) to claim reliability. This reliability 
value could have been increased by removing certain items, in particular those which many 
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participants had left unanswered. But, the highest value attainable was not high enough to claim 
reliability (cx:=0.633, n=40), therefore we opted to retain all items and conclude that Ccloze was 
not reliable. Most of the Ccloze items were also significantly skewed: Oozela, lb, lc, 2a, 3b and 
3c were negatively skewed while Cloze2c, 2d and 4 were positively skewed. With the majority of 
its items negatively skewed, Ccloze appeared to have been too easy, overall. 

In Study 1 three of the five Cseq items, Seq2, Seq4 and Seq5, proved valid and showed a KR20 
value which was just high enough to claim reliability (KR20=0.778, n=44). In Study 2, we 
attempted to increase the reliability further by using all items from Study 1, Seql - Seq5, and 
adding new items, Seq6 and Seq7. Table 6.7 below shows a high degree of correlation between 
these items, with the exception of Seq2 and Seq3, in Study2. However, the KR20 value was too 
low (KR20=0.623, n=84) to claim reliability. Removing low correlation items, Seq2 and Seq3, 
increased KR20, but Cseq was still not reliable (KR20=0.663, n=84). Nonetheless, it was 
decided to discard Seq2 and Seq3 as this would result in a scale which was valid albeit not 
reliable. Interestingly, a KR20 computation for the items judged as reliable in Study 1, Seq2, 
Seq4 and Seq5, revealed a comparatively low reliability in Study 2 (KR20=0.423, n=85). All 
Cseq's items, except for Seql, were negatively skewed, implying a low level of difficulty. 

Item Seql Seq2 Seq3 Seq4 Seq5 Seq6 Seq' 
Seql 1.00 -0.02 -0.06 0.26 0.31 0.36 0.35 
Seq2 -0.02 1.00 0.04 0.12 0.04 0.02 0.06 
Seq3 -0.06 0.04 1.00 0.19 0.19 0.08 0.35 
Se--'l4 0.26 0.12 0.19 1.00 0.38 0.01 0.28 
Seq5 0.31 0.04 0.19 0.38 1.00 0.23 0.28 
Seq6 0.36 0.02 0.08 0.01 0.23 1.00 0.37 
Seq, 0.35 0.06 0.35 0.28 0.28 0.37 1.00 

Table 6.7: Correlation matrix for items Seql - Seq' of Cseq, the sequence test used to 
measure comprehension in Study 2. Significant correlations (p < 0.05, n=84) are shown 
in bold and italic. 

Study 2's Csvt scale consisted of the items used in Study 1, SVTl - SVT12, and an additional 
sentence set, SVT13 - SVTI6. SVTII was changed to remove ambiguity (see Appendix C). Of a 
possible 120 inter-item correlations, there were 45 significant correlations (38%). Only SVT4 
showed no direct correlation to any other item. Though there wasn't complete inter-item 
correlation, all the items, except SVT4, were indirectly related. Furthermore, the KR20 value for 
Csvt was high enough to claim reliability (KR20=0.768, n=85). This value could have been 
slightly improved by removing items SVT4, 9 and 11, but, as in Study 1, we preferred not to 
leave incomplete sentence sets. Csvt items were all negatively skewed, suggesting and easy test. 

The correlation between the total scores for each comprehension scale (see Table 6.8 below) 
indicated concurrent validity between the three comprehension scales used in Study 2. 
Additionally, the reliability value for the entire comprehension questionnaire was sufficiently 
high to claim overall reliability (cx:=0.852, n=45). 

Scale Ccloze Cseq Cm 
Ccloze 1.00 0.61 0.59 
Cseq 0.61 1.00 0.64 
Csvt 0.59 0.64 1.00 

Table 6.8: Correlation matrix for the comprehension scales used in Study 2: the cloze test 
(Ccloze), sequence test (Cseq) and SVT test (Csvt). Significant correlations (p < 0.05, 
n=86) are shown in bold and italic. 
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6.4.3 Interest 

The interest questionnaire used in Study 2 was identical to that of Study 1, consisting of three 
scales: tIB, sIB and INT. The two dB items correlated significantly (r=0.23, n=88) as did the 
two sIB items (r=0.37, n=88). Again, the INT items, INT1 - INT8, all correlated significantly 
(the correlation matrix is shown in Table lA, Appendix 1) and Cronbach's alpha indicated 
reliability (0I!=0.854, n=88). In general the INT items in the INT scale were not significantly 
skewed, only INT3 was negatively skewed and INT6 was positively skewed. As in Study 1, the 
INT scale proved to be valid, reliable and relatively unaffected by experimental bias. 

6.4.4 Enjoyment, Boredom and Confusion 

The same enjoyment (EN]), confusion (CON) and boredom (BOR) scales used in Study 1 were 
also used for Study 2. One new item measuring confusion, CON2, was added. The inter-item 
relationships were almost identical those of Study 1, Table 6.9 shows the correlation between 
the EN] items, the CON and BOR items and the negative correlations between the EN] items 
and the CON and BOR items. Additionally the two confusion items, CONl and CON2, 
correlated with each other. As in Study 1, these scales consisted of too few item to determine 
reliability. No significant skew was found in any of the items. 

Item CONI ENJI BORI ENJ2 ATTt CON2 
CONI 1.00 -0 • .18 0.50 -0.50 -0 • .18 0.42 

ENJI -0 • .18 1.00 -0.57 0.52 0.67 -0 • .17 
BORt 0.50 -0.57 1.00 -0.65 -0.52 0 • .16 
ENJ2 -0.50 0.52 -0.65 1.00 0.45 -0.4.1 
CON2 0.42 -0 • .17 0 • .16 -0.4.1 -0 • .1.1 1.00 

Table 6.9: Correlation matrix for the enjoyment items, ENJI and ENJ2, the boredom 
item, BORt and the confusion items, CONt and CON2, used in Study 2. Significant 
correlations (p < 0.05, n=88) are shown in bold and italic. 

6.4.5 Attention and Strangeness 

Attention to the story and perceived strangeness of the story were only considered in Study 2. 
Attention (AT!) was measured using one item, ATT1, thus Validity and reliability could not be 
assessed here. Strangeness (STR) was measured using four items: STR1 - STR4. As shown in 
Table 6.10, all these items correlated significantly with the exception ofSTR1. Cronbach's alpha 
coefficient for the STR scale was not high enough to claim reliability (0I!=0.594, n=86). 
However, excluding STR1 increased this value sufficiently for reliability (0I!=0.768, n=87). Thus, 
STRZ - 4 formed a valid and reliable scale. STR3 was negatively skewed, indicating a possible 
bias for this item. 

Item STRI STR2 STR3 STR4 
STRI 1.00 0.04 -0.03 0.08 
STR2 0.04 1.00 0.55 0.52 
STR3 -0.03 0.55 1.00 0.5.1 

STR4 0.08 0.52 0.5.1 1.00 

Table 6.10: Correlation matrix for the items, STRt, STR2, STR3 and STR4 of the STR 
scale, used to measure strangeness in Study 2. Significant correlations (p < 0.05, n=86) 
are shown in bold and italic. 
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6.5 Discussion of Questionnaires 

6.5.1 Hip-hop Interest 

Recall that two measures were used to measure hip-hop interest in Study 1 and 2: one multiple 
choice question and a questionnaire consisting of items rated on a 7-point Likert-type scale (see 
Section 4.5, Chapter 4). For the sum scale, three of its five items in Study 1 were valid and 
reliable. The two items which decreased the validity and reliability, HI1 and HI2, actually 
inquired into general music interest, whereas the three valid and reliable items referred directly 
to interest in hip-hop or rap, thus it is fitting that these two sets of items did not measure the 
same factor or agree (see Section B.2, Appendix B). 

Study 2's multiple item scale consisted of the three items judged as valid and reliable in Study 1 
as well as three new items. This was since we wished to increase the Cronbach's alpha 
coefficient for this scale to a solid 0.8 value rather than the 0.755 found in Study 1. All the items 
of the new scale were concurrently valid except the last item, which also decreased the overall 
reliability. This was not unexpected since this item inquired into participants' opinion on 
classical music's contemporary relevance. It was included based on the small chance that there 
might be a relationship between an interest in hip-hop and in classical music. With this item 
excluded, the scale was both valid and reliable. Also, Cronbach's alpha coefficient was higher in 
Study 2 at 0.836, indicating greater reliability. In both studies there was a sole correlation 
between the choice of hip-hop as a favorite music genre in the multiple choice question and the 
hip-hop interest scores. This showed a definite link between the choice of hip-hop as a favorite 
music genre and a high hip-hop interest score. 

6.5.2 Comprehension 

In Study 1 the comprehension questionnaire comprised five different scales: a cloze test, 
sequence test, sentence verification technique (SVT) test, inference questions test and a fact 
questions test. This comprehension questionnaire was amended for use in Study 2 such that 
only three scales, the cloze, sequence and SVT test, were used. In this section we consider the 
psychometric soundness of all the comprehension scales used in our research and evaluate Study 
1 and 2's comprehension questionnaires as a whole. 

Cloze Test 

The cloze test used in Study 1 showed no concurrent validity and its reliability could not be 
determined as it consisted of only two items. For Study 2 the cloze test was extended into eleven 
items; only 7% of these correlated. If we assume a 5% error rate, then we can conclude that 
these correlations were most likely spurious, showing an absence of concurrent validity among 
the cloze items. The cloze test also showed a low reliability and while eliminating certain items 
increased its reliability value, the increase was never high enough to claim reliability in the test. 

A major drawback of the cloze test in our research was that many participants did not £ill in the 
sentence blanks. In Study 2, for instance, there were only 36 fully completed cloze tests from a 
sample of 86 participants. This, of course, reduced the sample of complete cloze tests available 
for statistical analysis and, in tum, compromised the potential accuracy of these analyses. Recall 
from Section 6.4.2 that the items which decreased the reliability of Study 2's cloze test were 
those which many participants had left unanswered. Excluding these items effectively increased 
the sample of completed cloze tests. Since sample size is a major contributor to the Cronbach's 
alpha formula, it is possible that the increase in Cronbach's alpha coefficient was due to the 
sample size increase rather than improved scale reliability. Therefore, the cloze test ultimately 
proved neither valid nor reliable. 
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Sequence Test 

A five-item sequence test was used in Study 1; by eliminating two of these items, this test 
emerged as the most successful comprehension scale of Study 1, proving both valid and reliable. 
In an attempt to further increase the sequence test's reliability, all the sequence test items used in 
Study 1 plus two new items were used in Study 2. As mentioned in Section 4.5.2, Chapter 4, 
adding the new items required that the existing items change slightly to ensure that the items 
remained independent of each other. In this amended scale, we found that there were two items 
which decreased the scale's validity and reliability. The remaining items were concurrently valid 
but not reliable. 

At first it seemed that we had eliminated the reliability of the sequence test in Study 1 by 
retaining Study l's problematic items and adding new items. However, when calculating the 
reliability of just the items which proved reliable in Study 1, we found that they were not reliable 
in Study 2. From this we could conclude that the slight changes made to the existing, reliable 
items affected their reliability, however, it must be noted that only one of the three originally 
reliable items was actually changed. It is also possible that the larger sample of Study 2 simply 
responded differently to the sequence test. 

Sentence Verification Technique (SV1J Test 

The SVT test performed rather poorly in Study 1 with only a 14% inter-item correlation and a 
very low KR20 value, indicating a lack of validity and reliability. Despite this SVT was used 
again in Study 2 since it had correlated with the cloze test and sequence test. Additionally, SVT 
is very well supported by educational literature (Royer, 2001). In Study 2, an extra set of four 
sentences was added to the existing SVT test. The 38% inter-item correlation noted in Study 2 
was a vast improvement from Study 1 and ensured that all the items, with the exception of one, 
were either directly or indirectly related. Therefore we conclude that this test was concurrently 
valid. This SVT test also proved to be reliable, another improvement over the scale in Study 1: 
this may have been due to the larger number of items in the Study 2 scale and/or the larger 
sample in Study 2. 

Inference Questions Test 

In Study 1, all the participants answered two of the three inference questions correctly. This 
strongly suggests that the correct answers to these two items were too obvious. The lack of 
variance in participants' responses prevented us from performing any statistical tests with this 
data, thus inference questions were not used in Study 2. 

Fact Questions Test 

Three fact questions were used in Study 1; these were concurrently valid but not reliable. As 
with the cloze test, a number of participants left the fact questions unanswered. This slightly 
decreased the sample of complete fact questions available for psychometric analysis. A fact test 
was not used in Study 2 since it only correlated with one other comprehension scale in Study 1, 
namely the sequence test. 

Overall The Comprehension Questionnaire 

The majority of the five comprehension scales used in Study 1 did not prove valid or reliable. 
But, the total scores for three of the scales, the cloze test, sequence test and sentence 
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verification technique (SV'T) test correlated significantly, suggesting concurrent validity between 
them. Unfortunately, Study l's comprehension questionnaire was not found to be reliable 
overall. This meant that we were unable to draw solid conclusions from Study l's 
comprehension results. 

In order to improve the comprehension questionnaire, it was amended for use in Study 2. The 
three scales which showed overall concurrent validity in Study 1, namely the cloze, sequence and 
SVT tests, were selected for use in Study 2. The idea here was to focus on fewer scales and 
attempt to improve their individual validity and reliability so as to improve the comprehension 
questionnaire's overall soundness. More items were included in each scale because number of 
items is a key contributor in the Cronbach's alpha and KR20 formulae; the more items in a scale 
the more reliable it is likely to be. Although there were still some problems with the individual 
scales (as discussed earlier), the amended questionnaire fared better overall. Once again there 
was concurrent validity between the cloze, sequence and SVT tests, but also the comprehension 
questionnaire proved reliable overall. In both studies we also found that the majority of the 
comprehension scales showed a very low level of difficulty. 

A major difficulty in both studies was that of uncompleted comprehension items. This occurred 
in tests which required written answers, such as the cloze and fact questions tests, rather than 
those where an answer could be selected from a number of options, such as the sequence and 
SVT tests. This led us to conclude that tests requiring written answers are inconvenient since 
they may render incomplete data sets. 

6.5.3 Interest 

The same interest questionnaire was used for both Study 1 and 2. It consisted of three scales for 
measuring variables dB (a tendency to show interest in folklore and South African cultures), sIB 
(existing knowledge of the San and San folklore) and INT (interest in the San). The dB items 
did not correlate with each other in Study 1. However, this result made sense since one tIB item 
measured a tendency to enjoy myths and fairytales (tIBI) while the second measured a tendency 
to show interest in South African cultures (dB2). Thus each item tapped into different 
tendencies, but together they proved useful in interpreting effects on the interest variable (see 
Sections 6.3.3). In Study 2 the dB items did correlate implying that, for the sample in Study 2, 
the two different tendencies were, in fact, related. The sIB items were correlated in both Study 1 
and 2, showing concurrent validity as well as a relationship between existing knowledge of the 
San (measured by sIBt) and of San stories (measured by sIB2). Reliability for the tIB and sIB 
scales could not be calculated as they each consisted of only two items. 

The INT scale was the most successful custom-made scale of this research, consistently proving 
valid and reliable in Study 1 and 2. Furthermore, no significant skew was noted in the scale for 
Study 1, suggesting that experimenter bias had not affected participants' responses (see Section 
6.3.3). In Study 2, significant skew was found for two INT items: one negatively and the other 
positively skewed. The negatively skewed item (INT3) measured interest in attending a San 
museum exhibit; responses were skewed in favour of attending the exhibit. The positively 
skewed item (INT6) measured the likelihood of seeking books on the San at a library; here 
responses were skewed against seeking such books. Since these items were not skewed in Study 
lone could conclude that the university student sample of Study 2 were both markedly 
interested in visiting museums, yet disinterested in seeking out reading material on the San. In 
any event, since these items were skewed in opposite directions we cannot conclude that 
participants' responses were biased in anyone direction. 
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_ 6.5.4 Enjoyment, Boredom and Confusion 

Only a few items were used to measure enjoyment, boredom and confusion, this was done to 
keep the overall questionnaire length reasonable. We were thus unable to calculate reliability 
values for these scales. We did find that the two enjoyment items were concurrently valid in 
Study 1 and 2. Since the confusion scale consisted of one item each in Study 1, its validity could 
not be evaluated. In Study 2, the confusion scale consisted of two items which were 
concurrently valid. The boredom scale consisted of one item in both Study 1 and 2; hence its 
validity could not be assessed in either. 

The enjoyment, boredom and confusion scales, in both Study 1 and 2, showed no skew. This 
was a very positive result as there was a possibility that participants might try and answer these 
subjective questions 'correctly' in order to please the experimenter (see Sections 6.3.4 and 6.4.4). 
The lack of skew indicated that experimenter bias mostly likely did not influence participants' 
responses to these items. 

6.5.5 Attention and Strangeness 

Attention to the story and perceived strangeness of the San story were only measured in Study 
2. Since the attention scale consisted of only one item, its validity and reliability could not be 
assessed. We did note, however, that participant'S responses to this item were not skewed 
indicating that this item had not been affected by experimental bias. 

The strangeness scale consisted of four items asking participants to rate how strange or unusual 
that San story seemed to them. Three of these items formed a valid and reliable scale. The item 
which decreased the scale's validity and reliability asked whether participants thought that the 
San story was an 'ordinary fairytale' whereas the other items referred to the story's 'strangeness', 
'bizarreness' and 'unusualness'. It is likely that this item did not strictly measure strangeness as 
the other items did. Of the three valid, reliable items, one was negatively skewed. The skewed 
item asked whether the characters in the story were unusual. Given that the story characters 
consisted of a different species of animals which behaved as people and were related to each 
other, one could say that the characters were extraordinarily different from those which Study 
2's participants are likely to have encountered in stories and would judge as normal. So it is not 
too surprising that most participants found them unusual. Since skew was only observed for one 
item, which measured we concluded that, overall, the strangeness scale was had not been 
affected by experimenter bias. 

6.6 Summary of Psychometric Outcomes 

The following were the outcomes for each scale (note that validity could only be assessed where 
scales consisted of more than one item and reliability could only be tested for scales consisting 
of more than two items): 

II Hip-hop Interest: Two scales were used to measure hip-hop interest: a multiple choice 
question asking participants to select their favourite music genre from a choice of 
classical, hip-hop, alternative, rhythm and blues (RoB), rock and jazz; and a scale 
consisting of statements to be rated on a 7 -point Likert-type scale. The latter scale 
consisted of five items in Study 1; three of these formed a valid and reliable scale and 
two items were discarded. Three new items were added to this scale in Study 2 to form 
a three-item scale, one of which was ultimately discarded. In both studies the Likert
type scale was valid and reliable. Furthermore, there were was concurrent validity 
between the choice of hip-hop as a favourite music genre in the multiple choice 
question and high scores on the Likert-type scale. 
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• Comprehension: The comprehension questionnaire used in Study 1 consisted of five 
scales: doze, sequence, sentence verification technique (SVT), inference and fact 
question tests. Of these, the fact questions test was valid but not reliable and only the 
sequence test was both valid and reliable. On the whole, the scales showed a low level 
of difficulty. There was a certain degree of concurrent validity between these scales, but 
the comprehension questionnaire was not reliable overall. In Study 2 only three scales 
were used to measure comprehension. Of these, one was neither valid not reliable (the 
doze test), one was only valid (the sequence test) and one was both valid and reliable 
(the SVT test). While there were some problems with the individual scales, the three 
scales showed concurrent validity with each other and Study 2's comprehension 
questionnaire showed overall reliability. 

• Interest: The interest questionnaire set out to measure three factors: a tendency to be 
interested in folklore and South African cultures (2 items), existing awareness of the San 
and their folklore (2 items) and interest in and desire to find out more about the San (8 
items). The same interest questionnaire was used in Study 1 and 2. The two items 
measuring tendencies toward interest were concurrently valid in Study 2 but not Study 
1. However, since these measured tendencies toward interest in two distinct topics we 
did not expect concurrent validity between these items. The two items measuring 
existing awareness of the San and their folklore were concurrently valid in both studies. 
The eight-item interest scale was valid and reliable in both studies. Also, experimental 
bias did not appear to affect participants' responses to the interest questionnaire in 
Study 1 and 2. 

• Ef!ioyment: The same enjoyment scale was used measure enjoyment in both Study 1 and 
2. The two items in this scale were concurrently valid and free of experimental bias. 

• Boredom: A one-item scale was used to measure boredom in both Study 1 and 2; this 
item was free of experimental bias in both studies. 

• Cotifusion: A one-item scale was used to measure confusion in Study 1; this item was free 
of experimental bias. In Study 2 an additional item was added to the confusion scale, 
the two items were concurrently valid and also free of experimental bias. 

• Attention: Attention was measured in Study 2, using a one-item scale; this item was free 
of experimental bias. 

• Strangeness: Strangeness was measured in Study 2, using a four-item scale. The first item 
was discarded and the remaining three items formed a valid and reliable scale with only 
one item showed bias. 
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Results 

So far we have presented the two studies conducted in our research: Study 1 and Study 2. These 
studies investigated story experience in VR tis. text, as well as the use of a culturally familiar 
introductory VB to preface a virtual San storytelling environment. This was achieved by using a 
between-subjects design in both studies where participants experienced one of three storytelling 
scenarios: story text (1'), virtual storytelling with no introductory VB (VR. + NI) and virtual 
storytelling with introductory VB (VR.+ I) (described in Chapter 5). Study 1 was conducted with 
a sample of high-school learners while Study 2 was conducted with a sample of undergraduate 
university students. We have already presented the psychometric analysis of a number of 
questionnaires which were created specifically for these two studies in Chapter 6. In this chapter 
we proceed to describe the statistical procedures used to analyse the data from Study 1 and 2 
and the significant results obtained. First, the use of ANOV A's for testing our research 
hypotheses is described. Next, the results of Study 1 and 2 are presented: for each study we first 
cover descriptive and demographic statistics, next the relationships between the dependent 
variables is explored and, fmally, the outcomes of our hypotheses testing are presented. 

7.1 Hypotheses Testing: ANOVA's 

Analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used extensively in testing our hypotheses. ANOV A's test 
differences of means of one or more dependent variables across one or more samples (Howell, 
1987). An ANOVA makes two major assumptions: firstly, that within each sample, there is a 
normal distribution for the dependent variable under consideration, and secondly, that the 
dependent variable showed the same variance in all the samples being compared; this is also 
known as homogeneity of variance (Howell, 1987). However, Howell (1987) states that the 
ANOVA is robust and these assumptions may be violated to an extent without affecting results. 
In particular, if the dependent variables' distributions are not significantly skewed or significantly 
peaked or flat, an ANOVA may still be a applied (Howell, 1987; Becker, 1999) . .A distribution's 
"peakness" is measured by its kurtosis value. A distribution which has a significantly tall peak is 
called a leptokurtic distribution and a significantly flat distribution is platykurtic (Howell, 1987). 

Before conducting any ANOV A's, we tested the assumptions of normality and homogeneity of 
variances. The distributions of each dependent variable in each experimental condition under 
consideration were first tested for normality using the Shapiro-Wilks statistic (Becker, 1999). For 
those distributions reported as significantly non-normal, we further tested skew and kurtosis. 
Distributions whose skew lay outside the 95% confidence intervals for skewness where 
considered significantly skewed. Similarly, distributions whose kurtosis lay outside the 95% 
confidence intervals for kurtosis were considered significantly leptokurtic or platykurtic (Becker, 
1999). Homogeneity of variances was tested using Levene's Test (Howell, 1987; Becker, 1999). 
Where either assumption was significantly violated, the nonpararnetric Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA 
was used to test differences of means. While less powerful than a standard ANOVA, this test 
does not assume normality or homogeneity of variance and is, thus, it is more likely to render a 
more accurate result in cases where the ANOV A's assumptions are significantly violated. 

75 
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7.2 Study 1 

In Study 1, 88 high-school learners were randomly divided into three groups. One group 
experienced the San story as a printed text (1), the second listened to the story told in a VE 
(VR + NI) and the third group listened to the story told in a VE preface by a hip-hop themed 
introductory VE (VR+I). There were 22 participants in the T group, 11 in the VR+NI group 
and 11 in the VR+I group. 

7.2.1 Descriptive Statistics and Demographic Data 

The descriptive statistics for Study 1 are presented in Table 7.1 below. Note that half of the 44 
participants experienced one of the VR storytelling scenarios, thus there are 22 data points for 
presence (P). Each participant's grade, age and gender were recorded and their influence was 
analysed using general linear models; they were found to have no significant effect. 

Variable Valid Mean -95% +95% Min Max Std. 
N CI CI Dev. 

HI 44 16.32 15.11 17.52 5.00 21.00 3.96 
Ccloze 44 1.57 1.39 1.75 0.00 3.00 0.59 
Cseq 44 2.27 1.95 2.60 0.00 3.00 1.07 
Csvt 44 9.41 8.85 9.97 4.00 12.00 1.83 
Cfact 44 2.57 2.05 3.08 0.00 6.00 1.69 

C 44 15.82 14.70 16.94 6.00 23.00 3.69 
dB 44 9.43 8.56 10.30 3.00 14.00 2.86 
sIB 44 11.72 10.87 12.58 2.00 14.00 2.81 
INT 44 30.91 27.05 34.77 8.00 56.00 12.70 
EN} 44 9.07 7.95 10.19 2.00 14.00 3.68 
CON 44 4.48 3.85 5.11 1.00 7.00 2.08 
BOR 44 3.89 3.28 4.49 1.00 7.00 1.99 

P 22 62.64 56.63 68.65 24.00 91.00 13.56 

Table 7.1: Descriptive statistics for hip-hop interest (HI), cloze test (Ccloze), sequence 
test (Cseq), SVT test (Csvt), fact questions test (Cfact), overall story comprehension (C), 
interest tendency (dB), existing San knowledge (siB), interest (INT), enjoyment (ENJ), 
confusion (CON), boredom (BOR), and presence (P) in Study 1. 

7.2.2 Correlations between the Dependant Variables 

In Chapter 3, we proposed possible properties of an effective story experience and in Chapter 4 
we defined a number of dependent variables corresponding to these properties. In order to test 
our assumptions on effective storytelling, we looked at the correlations between these 
dependent variables. Comprehension (q did not correlate with any of the other variable we 
associated with story experience, although the sentence verification technique (SVT) test (Csvt) 
correlated significantly with enjoyment (EN]) (r=-0.30, n=44). Interest (INT) correlated 
positively with EN) while boredom (BOR) and confusion (CON) correlated significantly with 
each other and negatively with both INT and EN) (see Table 7.2). 
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Variable C INT ENJ CON BOR 
C 1.00 -0.04 -0.13 -0.02 0.06 

!NT -0.04 1.00 0.69 -0.47 -0.63 
ENJ -0.13 0.69 1.00 -0 • .18 -0.8.1 
CON -0.02 -0.47 -0 • .18 1.00 0.48 
BOR 0.06 -0.63 -0.8.1 0.48 1.00 

Table 7.2: Correlation matrix for dependent variables comprehension (C), interest (INT), 
enjoyment (ENJ), boredom (BOR) and confusion (CON) in Study 1. Significant 
correlations (p < 0.05, n=44) are shown in bold and italic. 

7.2.3 The Effect of Storytelling Medium on Story Experience 

To test for the effect of storytelling medium on the dependent variables, the T group was 
compared to the VR+NI and VR+I groups combined into one VR group. The VR+NI and 
VR + I groups were combined for this comparison since we found no significant differences 
between them for any of the dependent variables (this is presented in full detail later, in Section 
7.2.4). One-way ANOVA's and Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA's were used to compare the T and VR 
groups. 

Performance on each of the comprehension scales, the doze test (Cdoze), sequence test (Cseq), 
SVT test (Csvt) and fact questions test (Cfact) was assessed as well as the total C score. 
Participants who read the story text achieved significantly higher scores on the Cdoze 
(H(1)=6.19; p<O.Ol), Cseq (H(1)=4.51; p<0.03) and Csvt (H(1)=10.63; p<O.OOl) scales. Overall 
the T group had significantly higher total C scores than the VR group (F(1)=14.80; p<0.0004), a 
means plot of this effect is shown in Figure 7.1 bdow. The average total comprehension score 
achieved in the VR group was 63% as opposed to 77% in the T group. 

An opposite effect was observed for the INT variable: the VR group exhibited a significantly 
greater INT scores over the T group (F(1)=5.64, p<O.02). This effect is shown by the means 
plot in Figure 7.2. In order to gain a more accurate idea of the influence of storytdling medium 
on interest, the interest basdine data, namdy tIB (tendency to show interest) and sIB (existing 
knowledge of the San), was also considered. A general linear modd was built to test tIB, sIB and 
storytelling medium (VR/1) as predictors of INT. The modd is shown in Table 7.3 bdow. 
There were two significant predictors of INT: dB and VR/T. Even when taking into 
consideration dB, a highly significant INT predictor, storytelling medium still proved a 
significant predictor, such that VR resulted in greater INT. 

Storytelling medium also had significant effects on the EN], BOR and CON variables. A 
Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA showed that the VR group reported significantly greater EN] levds 
(H(1)=13.69, p<O.oo02) than the T group. One-way ANOVA's showed that the VR group 
reported significantly lower levds of both BOR (F(1)=15.54, p<0.0003) and CON (F(1)=7.44, 
p<O.009) than the T group. Means plots for these effects are shown in Figure 7.3 and Figure 7.4 
respectivdy. 
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hir~" ",1, Means plot of the drect uf Storytelling Medium (\'H/T) on Comprehetl>ion 
(C) in Study 1. C "'''' •• ignific.ntly higher in the kxt (T) conditiun than in the vinu~ 
,~ality (Vl~) condition. 
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Fignrt 7.2: ;>'1~an. plut of the effect nf Storyt~11ing Medium (VR/T) on Interest (INT) in 
Sludy 1. INT w,. .;gnificantly hi!!h~t in tlo~ "inu.l r~alit~· (VJt) conditiun than in th~ 
lexl (l) condition. 
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Effect M , P 

"" 
, .H.98 <0'(10(11 

f--, dB 
rp7 <en ,6(f) 

VR/T , 7.{)2 <().Oll 

T~bk 'U: Surnm~ry of effecIS for ~ gene<al linear model with 'ntel:e.' (TNT) "" th~ 
dependent "","i~ble ~nd teud.nc)' to show int~,~.t in fulklUlx and South Afric~n culture. 
(tIB), e>,i.tlng knuwkdgto uf th<o San ~nd S~n .. otic. (oIB) and . torytelling medium 
(VR/T) a. pt~dk~u,", in Study 1. Significam effect< (p < O.O.~, n=44) a,e . hOWl1 in bold 
and italic. 
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Fi&,,-uc °,3: Me~n. plot of the effect of Storytelling M~,Hum (VR/T) un Bo<~dum (BOR) 
in St.udy 1. BOR woo .ignific~ntly higher in the text (T) condition thall in th~ virtual 
rcolity (VR) condit;on. 
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P:gure 7.40 M ean. plot of the effect of Storytelling Medium (VR/T) on Confusion (CON) 
in Sna il' 1. CON wa. significandy higher in the text (T) condition than in the vinual 
« ali, ), (VR) condition. 

7.2.4 T he Effect of an ImroductOlY VE on Story Experience 

To test whether the incluoon of culrurally familiar llttoductory VE inflU<11.ced po.rticiponts' 
""p<tt.ne< of tho "'rtu,j Son storyt<liin& tb. VR • ."l =d VR-t l group" w<" compar<d. "0 
.ignificont difference' wen, ootc:i kt.",·em the'e rwo groups on:my of the C sc:tb Or on the 
total C >cor,,- Addition,,]ly, tb. introductory VE =, found to hav< no effect 00 1"7. A, in 
Study 1 above We testoo the ,ignifi=cc of the introductory VE 1S • predictor of INT .long 
with tIE :md dB in • g<n<rnilin<.r modd. One< ~n, tlB wu identified .. ~ 'ignifiemr I~T 
predictor, while the inttodlXtory VE hlKl nO df<rt, The introductory VE also hid no dEect on 
tho E"'JJ , BOR ond CO." ""ri.bl",. 

w~ Illw (t'ted how porticiponts' hip-hop interest (HI) levds influfIlCeci their response to the 
hip-hop th"",cd introductOry VE. HI w", tn<1>UrM by. multip)" ehok< qu .. tion (HItne) and 1 
numbt, of items consisting of nate=" which participants were required to rate 00. 1 7-poim 
Iib:rt_typ< ",al< (Hlmt<). Gen.,ollin= model. w<r< wed to re" for HI\ ml<.,. p,.dietm of 
the cieptndent v.n~bb within the VRTNI and VR-tl group" Within the VR+I group, Hlnte 
Wll, 1 . igniflcont predictor of EN] ond tb. .. owo variable, con-ela(td positivdy wi'hin wi, group 
(r=O.64,n=11) , 

7.2.5 The Relation' hip be""""" P<escnce and StD.)' Exp<rien= 

Correlations were perfonned to establish the rdarion,hip b"""een presence (P) ond th",e 
vo.riabb ",,<xi.t<d with ,tory ""perienco, oomdy C, Ihl, E"], BOR ond CON, How"",,,r, P 
only rorrd .. ted signific=tly with [NT (r=0.44, n=22). 
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7.3 Study Two 

In Study 2, ,rorytellins! scenario, invesri!,,,ted in Study 1 ... -ere tested ,,~th • ,=plc of 98 
univ=.itj' ,tuden"' , Again, the ,tuden" wcre "",<10m)}, dj",ideJ into thr<o grouP" one group 
""P"rioncod tho San story as a printed le>;t (I), the ,econd listened to the ,tory tdd in , VE 
(VR +)lI) 1Ild the third group li,tened ro the .to<)-- told in , VE prchced by a hip-hop thcmed 
introducmry VE (VR+l)_ Th.,.e ,,""0 30 portiClpan" in tho T group. 30 in the VR+~T gtoup 
and 28 in the VR+I group, )lotably, two !>OW ..mable;, .. tenrion (ATI) o.nd '=gcne", (SIR), 
were .dded for comidcntiOCl in :>rndy 2_ 

7.3.1 De.criptiv-e Stati, tic, and Demognphic Da'" 

Tho deoc'iptin 'Utistics for Study 2 ore prestnted in T:oble 7,4 below. Note that, from 1 ''''''pIe 
&8, there ore 58 d~u point> fur pr= (1'); thi. i, ililcc P WlO!I me.,ured for tho.e ponicir=" 
who experienced Onc of the virtu.! ,ro<ytclling ,cemno.. AddltiOClilly, theTe :uc only 87 do.ta 
poin'" fo' ,he comprehe""ion scole._ Thi, i, ,i!>:;e one P"'"'icipont did nOt complete any of the 
Cornp,.hen,;on queotionnoire i,.mo, therefur< this data rnt WOJ! excluded from >.noll's" 
involving comprehen,ion. 

, 

T1blt 7,4: De>Criptive _dstics for hip-hop int"",", (HI), doze teot (Cdoze) •• equence 
too .. (C.~q), SVT ' est (Csvt), over.n story C(Imprehension (C), in'erest 'endency (dB), 
<:Xioting &m knowJcd!,,'e (dB), intcteot (INT), enjO)'TIl<'nt (ENJ), confusion (CON), 
bo<~dom (BOR), an~n'ion (AT!'), s"angene •• (STR) ""d presence (P) in Study 2. 

For each p:uticip"flt, ogc, gendo, ond y""" 0< uni...,,,,ity ,tudy won 'cco<ded ond we """ted 
whether any of those demognplUe, influ.nc.d =y of the dependent vrui,bl", using gt:nenl 
linear model •. \V/e found ,ha, oge wa, " ' ignifICIlfl' p~ictor of AT! (F(1 )=5_O'-J. p<O_027) ond " 
neg;.til'e correlation W1.> noted bctwcon ,he tv,'o «=-0.14. n=88) .• 'U,o, you of , rudy WlO.' • 

, ignifiGillt prudic<o< of both r:ON (F(1)=3_75. p<O_014) and SIR ~(1)=5.022. p-<O,OO3). 
Porticipan", in this study rrngM from l~ to 4'" y= .tudrn",; therefore bo,,·r.:x; Iem were 
conciuC[<d to de[ormine where o;<aCtly the .ignifiCOlnt differences lay. A Fisher LSD te" .bowed 
'ignilic>.nt CO::;) diffcrcno=o; k"tWccn ,tud<ntl in 1" and 3" y"'" (P<O.OO9), 1 ~ """ 4" YO'" 
(P<O_028) and 2"" >.nd 3"' yoar (p<O,039) , All these differe""", were ,uch tho.t CO)l "'" lo,,;or 
for the .tudcntl with more yo:u, of ,tudy. For S'I'R, • Fimer LSO te,,, .howed , ignificll!lt 
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diff~enoo, 1","W""~ 1" OIIJ 2'" year (p<O.OOi}. 1" ""d Y" y= (p<0.OO3;' =d 3'" and ·1" l,,"r 
(1'<0.048) ,tudcrm. In "enwJ. STR :e,-cl, were 'igni fic~ncly :",,'er ror ,tuden" with mo,"" ye." 
of .,tuely, wim me e~oep:i[)(l :::'o~t -1" yBlr ,tudcau ,hO"Td ,ignific.nciy h'gher STR th.n 3'" y= 
,tud.,u,_ 

7.3.2 Correlations between Dependant Variable. 

A, in Study,], the C<1rreh'.i[)(l.' bem-een the depc~ dc~ I. y:"i~h:o, ro:"~d 10 'Iu<y exper:. nce w"" 
:llye<l.ig • .Ied .. , • '"" or oor 'lory e..l",rie"ce concepruii",;on :s.:x s<'o,;on 3.1, Ch,p'cr 3. 
Addi:iocd.1y W~ wi<'=I [Q >ee h",,-, ATr ~nd STR, :::'oo ,'ariabko in'mducod i~ Sludy 2, ro:.,d 
to the 0:""" dependent ",riab:e. 

Th~ dopenJ,,,, ,,,,;.ble, were 'Iuire mongl), reined, >'" .,h",vn in Tabk ,_5 be]",,-. (. o"",dated 
]>o";,;,,ely wi:~ IKT, IlKJ lOd .'1.11 and nog,:ivcl,. wim Jl(iR "nd (:Ok _~imihdy, lr-..T 
wrrdated pmitivdy wim E"l] "nd .-\Tr "~d ~"gat" "ly with RUR, COK ,nJ STIL EKJ "bo 
o~rro:H"" po,i:iyely \Vim ATr .nJ neg.t:\'eiy with B<JR, CO"J alld SrR. Meanwhile, lJ.(JR, 
COK, .",1 Sill corrd"tcd po,;,;vdy ,,-i:::'o e",,:' 0:::'"",- A TT cmrd"ted mp.tivoly wim !lOR ",-.d 

COr-... The only :mt~nce, ",,"e ~Oc," "Of'abb were "",dateci w.s in :;,., C"'" of STR with both 
CandATT_ 

Table 7.5; Corrdation matrix f", dq",ndent variable. comprehen<.ion (C), intereOI (INT), 
enjoyment (EKJ), confusion (CON), bor~dom (BOR), attdIrion (AT!) and strangcnc .. 
(STR) in Study 2. Significont correlation. (p < 0.05, n=87) are shown in bold .nd hallc. 

7.3.3 Th" Effect of StDtJ"ellina: 'l-iedium on Story El<perience 

A< i~ Study 1 no ,igni(,o.nl <tifference; wcre rc.,Uld ber",cm the \'R ~ "J! "ad \11. +l group' :,'00 
Sec:ion -U.4 below) fm on,. of :::'00 dependenl. ",nable;. Th",,,fore the VR+KI and VR+) 
gr011P' ,,'ere "gain comb:ned ;"to one VR ~rtoup fo, comp.n,on "~m:::'",, T h'TOUP_ 

Kru<b:I_W~lli, ;\:,>/OVA', wore u><d to o..nnne eliifcr=oc.' in me>n,< between mo \11. "nd T 
grC<lp< fcc the inelividu': {, ""ab "nd me lOl.al C '-C"",,. Th', was done b"c.u,e the d.t> to, ill 
,he C ,<.".,,1 .. ,-wia,o;l one or bom of me _,,---'"'OVA ""'mptiom eli",,,,,,,,, in o..:'.i[)(l ,.1 alxw,,
In patlicd,t, the comprch="ion .'oore, ,,-itnill tho T group woro ~ll <igni(,c"ntly ~<W',.iwly 
,k",-od_ We fou",1 <ignific,,,, difference, be"""",,, tho VR :md T group' for ,,;] the 
comprehen,ion '-CaiL,,: Colo.e (H(1)=.>6_M, p<ll_rlHI1), C<eq :H( t)_30.R7, 1'<0_(1;-.») 1; a~d 
C,," (H: I)= Ll_07, p<O,i)) )3), F", each ""Ie the T grC<lp comL,tently ><:hK"Vro ,ignifioamly 
hig~er '-Ccre' than me VR group_ Comcqumd), the T gmup achje,,,d a ,ignific"ndy h'g:""r 
m'e,,:1 C "'0!"C :H(t )=33.07, p<O,I))))]; than the VR group. Tje .vengc tot>'! oonlprehemic:<:L 
'-Core . chier ed in the \'R group "."" 511% a, oom,a<tcd w:,h 82"/0 in ,hoT grO"P 
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SwryteJi:lg rntxiirnn ,va, IUULld IO h~,'e ~o cfk C( OLl I"iT 'n • one-w.y A~OV .. \ or ill t:oe 
gencr"iline" model , <"own in Tabl. 7.6 lotlo>>" T"e only , ign:£c. nt predictur of r:vf ";'" • 
lendonCJ lo 'how inte>:es: in folklore and South Af"em cultu re, {ti ll;, W:Ohe "OfyteLing 
medilun (VR/T) h,d ilinmtzem cffee~ 

Effect 
,," 

dB 
VR!T 

," , ,< 
11£54 

<j ,j 8 

"'"' 

-" 
<OJ){){)1 

<OS" 
<0.811 

T~i~ e ,.6, Summary of effects for a gener../ linear mudd with in.terest (i:-":Tj as the 
dependent variable and tendency to . huw in.terest in folldor~ and South Africon mhu"". 
(tTBj, existing lmowlcdg<: of the San and San .rorie. (oI B) and story'elling m~dium 
(VR/T) ao predicmn , in Smdy 2. Signinc~nt effects (p <: 0.05, n=88) are sho.,.." in bold 
~nd italic. 

Therc were ~11O no " gni~ C"'" ,Uff.,.nf e, between the VR "nd T group' fot ':00 E :c-JJ "nd BOR 
"."wb. O ne-W"-y .. \l\OVN, ,lid 'how th" tho 'lit group «'pa«ed ,if.,""Ec;mt1y high"" CO~ 
th.n the T group (F:1)=S.lIi, p<IUi26; ""d 'ignific.miy Im,'cr .. \TI thon ~'}C T group 
<F(l;=H.t5, p <Ii.{~ i'i) . ~[c.n' pl (>(, for these eff.eli "re ' hown in FiHur< 7.S .:><1 Egu," 7,6, 
r"pecn,·e.y , A Kru,b.II-'X'.JJj, Ar->OV A fu'~OCf ,howed th~t STR =, 'ign i~c~n dy lowe, in 'he 
VR group 'hn in the T WO"P (H(1)=6.04, p<0,014) , 

•• ,.",. _ ICOM' "'M ~') 

_. '-"'V"-~ 
' (', ",:·_u ",. ,"."' ''' 

',,-, 

'"., 
.. , T " 
" 

! " 
" i 

1 ,., ' 
.... 
.. , : 
" , 

,,~- ....... 
f'ib".ll0 7.5: Meon, plot of the elT~c' of Storyt~lling Medium (VRjT) on Confu.;on (CON) 
in Study 2. CON w~s .ignillc~"t1y higher in. the virtual reility (VR) condi,ion than in the 
te>;t (Tj cundition, 

I 
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FiI,'1.u:e 7.6; Mem. plot of the effect of Storytelling Medium (>' lt/T ) on Attention (A TT) 
;n Study 2. AIT w,," .ignificandy higher in the text (T ) ~ondition tlwn in the ,i rtual 
reality (VR) condition. 

7.3.4 The EffeCT of.n In!",ductory YE on SW,"-,' Experience 

Tn urder to te" the effect of tho hip-hop themed introductory VE 011 <tory <x~ieo"'. 1 ,eri~ 
of A.."'lOVA'. Wld ge"erol lin,,,,,, mooch w<:r~ ""nducted I(l compo-co the VR-tNI and VR+I 
group., Howe>er, no .igniflOltlt d,ffecon""s were found for .ny of the dependent wnabb. The 
influence of pat'ticip1nts' hip-hop intere>t (HI) WIt. uo lO.ted miag generol linear modds, 
\\"ithin the VR + I group, Hlmc """ a .ignificant predictor of p=encc (Pl. :\for< 'pecir.colly, 
pm>cipo-nts who experiet1<ttl the inttoouctory VE .".J id<ntified hip-hop as their f.voritc mu>ic 
gnlte obo e:.iliibitcd . ignir.c=tly higr.er level> of P th.n th"'" idenrificd =y other mu,ic ~nre 
"" their favorite (F(1)=5.31, p<O.029). 

7.3.5 T he Relationship between Pre.ence and Story Experience 

In order to determine how pre,ence (p) re:..tcd to ,tory oxpone11C< , W. looked at the 
""IT<1.""",. between P :md the v..n.ble. L"OCl.,ed with '<or; e:.perience, ",,,ndy C. INT, EN], 
CON, BaR ATT, and STR. How",."r, we found that P did 110t =rdue >.igoificantly to ony of 
the", vari.bl.,_ 

7.4 Study One and Two: Compar ative Analyses 

In our onoly ... on the df"", of " orytclllng meJilUtl 011 ;<ory ~ence, a numboe of re, ults 
we.e not "",,"1""", from Study 1 to 2, Specificol ly, ''W'Jfic •. m dilforellcu were found between 
the VR :md T gwup" foe INT, EN] and BOR in Study 1, but not in Stud)' 2. W< wi,hed to 
inve, tig>'e the f'O',ible role that the ,tudie> thOImolve, might ho.ve plaY"d in these oonllic1ing 
outcom." Therefore Study 1 ond 2\ '=ple, were oombined :md r..c1:orial ANOVA', were 
pc:rormed to t<.( for the influence ofbuth the ,tudy (1 0< 2).00 .t,-,r;~e1lingmedi~m (VR otT) 
on INT, EK] . nd BaR, Luckily, th.", Ct"DOS-study comp..n,on, ",e,e fX",ub!< ,inc< INT, EN] 
",d BOlt were me.sured using the "=m"",ur"" in both Study 1 and 2. 
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7.4.1 T he Effce, of Study and Storytelling Medium on Interest 

In Study lINT in the VR f\£oup w .. oignificllfltl)- higher thon that of tho T group, but, w< did 
not find 0 . ignificant Il"T differoo<~ bet",« n th .. < twO grouP' Study 2, 'I'hh dhcrcpancy "'" 
further inv~,tigo.t<d ""ing a 1x2 facrorial ANOV A te'ting the df= of " OIl'telling "",di\llll (VR 
or T) and 'tudy (1 or 2) <Xl INT. :\bin dfects were found for both ,tudy (F(1)=4.57, p<O,034) 
and stotytdling lDCdiU.!n (F(1)=4.77, p<O.()JI) ,ut;h ,hu INT w"' oignifie.ntly higher in Study 
2', p.mcipllfl" ond io the VR group. acros, the twO studie" 

An iru=ctiuo effoct bctw= "orytelling r=dium and nudy u-a, a1.o ob'-"1'.'ed fur DIT. II 
m<am plot for thi. e££oct i. ' hown in Figur< 7.7. The graph .how' tru.t!NT in Study 1', T 
group is fior lower ,h"" thot of any of the other groups, Also, thore ;, 0 l'"'h'" L'-'T diff",,= 
h<tw""ll the T groups of Study 1 and 2. whik there w,n only a ,m,]] diff~ret>C< in INT b~""" 
the VR gwupi of Study 1 ""d 2_ The significllflce of ,he,e differences wa, investigated using. 
Pi,her LSD p"',-boc te,~ Th< Fi,her LSD test confirmed the significant It-..'T difference, 
al«:.dy pre" nted in Section 7.1,3 obove, lx:tv.=-n the VR ""d T group' in Study 1 (p<O.lXl9)_ It 
also showcci th~t the<e w .. 0 .ignificont differ<ne<: in Il"T botw<en Study 1 and 2'. T fl£O~P' 
(p<O.OO6) ond betwe<nStudy I', T group and Study 2', VR group (p<OOOl). 

7.4.2 The Effect of Study and Storytelling Medium on Enjoyment 

In Study 1 EN] wa. found to be ,ignificantly higher in the VR group th"" the T gro~p, howO'o-c:r 
thoro """ no .ignific.nt difference in EN] betw= the T Ilfl<i VR group. in Study 2. A 2>:2 
foctori2l ANOVA ,how<d th.t, OCto" Study 1 .nd 2, stor,~dling medium h.d. ":gnific.nt m,,;n 
<{f~ct on El"] in th" porticip""" in the VR grouP' « ported higher EN] l~l, ,han those in ,he 
T group' (F(1 )=8.47, p<D.OO4)_ 

There WIt' aJ.o an intencOon off~, botw""ll ,toryrelling medi\llll and study for EN], A Fi'her 
LSD rom-hoc reit showed thot Study 1', T group differM ,ignifJcantly in EN] from ill tho 
other group> in the ANOYA, rum<1y Study \', VR group (p<O,OOOO3), Study 2', T group 
(p<O.!XJ4) and Study 2', VR f\£oup (p<O.016)_ The mC>!15 plot in Pig= 7.8 ,how> thot Study 1', 
T group 'eported much lower El"] k vel. than .ny other f\£o~p. A ,ignific1Ilt diffcrcncc betw= 
the VR group. from Study 1 ""d Study 2 (p<O.OO1) WIt. oJ", noted, Ilflli Figw< 7.8 .hows tha' 
the VR K'Oup in Study 2 <q>O<ted much lower El"] th"" th~t of Study 1. 

7.4.3 The Effect Study and Storytelling Medinm on Boredom 

Sjmilor to our p<evio~' two c"e" BaR w'" .ignificantly higher in ,he T group th= the VR 
group in Study 1_ Bu~ no 'ignificant BOR difference. wo<e found f", thOle group' in Study 2_ 
The effect of the ,tudy and . to<ytdling medium on BOR wu ""ted in. 2>2 foctorial ANOVA. 
W< found main effect, fo, both . tudy:mel ,torytelling mcdi\llll '" well .. an interaction e££oct 
between the two. The BOR level in Study 1 wa. sjgnific.ntly less Ih= in Study 1 (F(1)=".60, 
p<O.034) and significantly greater fo< the T group' thon th o VR group' (F(1)=4,23, p<O.042), 

A man, plot of tho im<raction effoo, between ,tudy Ilfl<i ,torytdJing medium i •• hown in Figur~ 
7.9 helow which 'ho"",, mit the BOR of Study 1', T group""" lower than ill of the other 
group' uncia comiderntioo. II Fi'her LSD poot-hoc tOlIt ,bowed thot BOR level, in Study 1', T 
flrOUP differed .ignific.ntly fmm ,I><: VR group. in both Study 1 (p<O,OOO2) ""d Study 2 
(p<0,00l), The Fi'her LSD test 01,0 ,howM 0 'igninont diff<r<ne<: in BaR between T grouP' 
of Study 1 and Study 2 (p<O_()(()()6). 
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Figur< ' _" M ean . plm ofm., imeraction effecI b."wccn StorytdJing Medium (VR/T) and 
Study on Int<:test (1~"T). Fisher LSD post-hoc teSt , howed significam difference. in 
INT ~tween Srudy 1'. Ie,,' (T) and virtual reality (Ii R) gruup. (p<O.OO9), ix-twe~n Study 
1 ""d 2' , T gruup' (p<O_OO6) and ~'ween Study /" T group and Study 2 VR group 
(p<O,OOl). 
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0:::0 """ . ... ,. "'"n , 

I'i!,"-lre 7,8: .Mean; plot uf the interaction dIcet ix"tWcen Storytelling Medium and Study 
on Enjoymem (ENJ). Fisher LSD poot-hoc t~"' . ho"",d . ig nifican' difference. io E:-.;j 
bc"',"een Study 1' . tcxt (T) and virtual reality (VR) group. (p<O,OOOO3), ix"tWecn Study 1 
~nd 2'. T grOtlp , (p<O.OO4), l"'tween Study 1'. T group , and Study 2' . VR group 
(p<O.016) ~nd beIween Study 1 ~nd 2'. VR group. (p<O.OO7). 
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l'i~rc ., <), Mean. plot of me intemerion cffCL~ between SwtytdlinK Medium and Study 
on Boredom (BOR). Fbhe< LSD po'l_hoc te" . howed oigllificallt difference. in BOR 
b.otween Study 1'. text (T) and virtual rc:ility (VR) groups (p<O.OOO2), betwe~n Study 1 
and 2', T group, (p<O.OOOO6) and hetween Study 1'0 T g"'up alld Study 2'. VR group 
(p<O.OO2). 

7.5 Summary of Results 

7.5.1 Slor), El<perienco 

Corrdll;un> I><t,,:= wmpro'=>,;un, in:""t>t, =:,O)nlen', boredom "xl CO<1r,--,'on were 
enmined I 0 t~" our oonce,lIu":i",,:ion 01' ~n d'i'ecL'<", "ory crpcrimcc III Sn..d,. 1 i."" fo[owing 
';gnii:G,n: corrd.:iU:l, """'t :1UN,,!; 

• In:er",r and en:O)011en: correbtd po';"v,,")', 
• ilorer'.om ~nd c_onl'wion corrcl"d ,,,,, itiYeiy 
• In:er""t ",d "":O)011em X-L.O corrda:ed :>CR"tivdy ",';:h boredom and cun'"':oo1. 

h Sruch 2 the ' ,"11< ,et of mrrcl~::iom '()lLOO ic, Study 1 "'a> "'F',,,,d, ;Jong w;th tilt foLo""I:1g; 

• Coml're:'>Cn,ion correhtd l"',iL'<"ly ",i th l>or:o 'me,"",oo cniuymeLlt. 
• Compre,=>,wn WIrc.-",od neg,m-ely w;th b06 boredum "fill wnfll.ioo1. 

S;g:u!i",nt ""Ir,,"-,Iion> were;J", fu~nd ,0< atte"tion ,,,,I ","ngo",,"', ,--,ri"bb considered on:,
in S~.:d, 2, 

• Attemion correla,cc<. po,i,i,",iy with comrrehem'on, ic,tere" 'CA1 enjoyment ,00 
no)(ativel)' ",~i.o o.oredctn and conL;;un. 

• S "-~ngene" c.Qffeblcd o,,-p:ivd,- "';,:, in,","" ",d enjoymenl ",.1 ,lO'i::iydy ",th 
boredum -,nd con!i.l>lU:l. 
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7.5.2 The Effect of Storytelling Medium on Story Experience 

In order to evaluate VR as a storytelling medium, we intended to compare the text ('I) and 
virtual storytelling with no introductory VB (VR+NI) conditions since both conveyed the same 
story content using different media. However, in both studies, there was no statistical difference 
between the VR+NI and virtual storytelling with introductory VB (VR+I) conditions for story 
experience or presence. Therefore, the VR+NI and VR+I conditions were combined into one 
VR condition for comparison with the T condition. 

The following results were noted in Study 1: 

• Comprehension, boredom and confusion were significandy higher in the T condition. 
• Interest and enjoyment were significandy higher in the VR condition. 

The following results were noted in Study 2: 

• Comprehension was significandy higher in the T condition. 
• There was no significant difference between the T and VR conditions for interest, 

enjoyment and boredom. 
• Confusion was significandy higher in the VR condition. 
• Attention and strangeness were significandy lower in the VR condition. 

Interest, enjoyment and boredom (all measured using the same questionnaire items in Study 1 
and 2), were also compared across Study 1 and 2 revealing the following effects: 

• Interest was significandy higher in Study 2 (main effect). 
• Interest was significandy higher in the VR conditions (main effect). 
• Interest was significandy lower in Study l's T condition in comparison with Study l's 

VR condition and Study 2's T and VR conditions. 

• Enjoyment was significandy higher in the VR conditions (main effect). 
• Enjoyment was significandy lower in Study l's T condition in comparison with Study 

l's VR group and Study 2's T and VR conditions. 
• Enjoyment in the VR condition was significandy lower in Study 2 than in Study 1. 

• Boredom was significandy higher in Study 1 (main effect). 
• Boredom was significandy higher in the T conditions (main effect). 
• Boredom was significandy lower in Study l's T condition in comparison with Study l's 

VR condition and Study 2's T and VR conditions. 

7.5.3 The Effect of an Introductory VE on Story Experience 

Story experience and presence in the VR+NI and VR+! conditions were compared in order to 
judge the effect of using a hip-hop themed introductory VB to preface a virtual San storytelling 
environment. The introductory VB was found to have no effect on story experience or presence 
in Study 1 or 2. But hip-hop interest (familiarity and preference) played a role for those 
participants who experience the introductory VB (the VR+! condition): 

• In Study 1, hip-hop interest score was a significant predictor of enjoyment within the 
VR + I condition. 

• In Study 2, those who identified hip-hop as a favourite music genre showed 
significandy higher presence within the VR + I the condition. 
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7.5.4 The Relationship between Presence and Story Experience 

The relationship between presence and story experience was assessed via the correlations 
between presence and the properties of story experience (comprehension, interest, enjoyment, 
boredom and confusion): 

., In Study 1 presence correlated only with interest . 

., In Study 2 presence did not correlate with any of the variables associated with story 
experience. 
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Discussion of Results 

In this chapter, the results for Study 1 and Study 2, presented in Chapter 7, are discussed. Recall 
that these studies aimed to investigate story experience in virtual storytelling. Study 1 was 
conducted with a sample of high-schoolleamers while Study 2 was conducted with a sample of 
undergraduate university students. We will begin by discussing the influence of the sample 
demographics in our studies and the results regarding our conceptualisation of an effective story 
experience. Thereafter, we will discuss the outcomes of our hypotheses testing, namely the 
experimental comparison of text and VR as storytelling media, the effect of using an 
introductory VB to prime USers before a virtual storytelling experience and the relationship 
between presence and story experience. Rather than present the results of Study 1 and 2 
separately for each of these, the results from both studies are, generally, considered in 
conjunction. This way the results of both studies are used to inform overall conclusions 
regarding our research questions. Finally, we present a recap of our research hypotheses 
together with a summary of how our empirical findings either confmned or contradicted them. 

8.1 Demographics 

Demographics played no role in Study 1, but a number of the demographic factors measured in 
Study 2 significantly influenced dependent variables. Firstly, age emerged as a significant 
predictor of attention and the negative correlation between these two indicated that younger 
participants tended to pay more attention to the story. This result is difficult to explain 
theoretically and may be a sampling artefact; it is revisited later, in Section 8.3.1. 

Secondly, year of study of the university students who participated in Study 2 arose as a 
significant predictor of both confusion and strangeness. For confusion, 3rd and 4th year students 
showed significantly less confusion than 1st year students and 3rd year students showed 
significantly less confusion than 2nd year students. For strangeness, 2 nd and 3rd year students 
found the story significantly less strange than 1st year students. Thus, more years of tertiary 
study seemed to coincide with lower confusion and perceived strangeness of the story. Perhaps 
study experience enabled the students to process an unfamiliar narrative with less confusion. It 
is also possible that during the course of university study some students, might have been 
exposed to indigenous narratives and texts, and so did not find the San story as strange as those 
experiencing an indigenous story for the first time. Against this trend, however, we found that 
4th year students reported higher level of strangeness than 3rd year students. But since there were 
only two 4th year students in the Study 2 sample, this result is most likely spurious. 

90 
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8.2 An Effective Story Experience 

8.2.1 Comprehension, Interest, Enjoyment, Boredom and Confusion 

In Section 3.1, Chapter 3 a number of properties of an effective story experience were 
proposed. We speculated that an effective story experience, particularly in the case of an 
indigenous cultural story, was one in which story comprehension was achieved, an interest in the 
story's cultural context was engendered and the story was enjoyed. Additionally, we speculated 
that boredom and confusion in the story would be undesirable for conveying a story effectively. 
These properties were used as a basis for assessing text Vi. VR as storytelling media and the 
benefits of using an introductory VE as priming in virtual storytelling. First however, we wished 
to examine whether our assumptions regarding story experience were accurate. Therefore, in 
both studies, the relationships between the story experience properties we had conceptualised 
were assessed to see if they related to each other as we had anticipated. 

The results of Study 1 almost completely supported our conceptualisation of an effective story 
experience. Interest and enjoyment were related to each other while confusion and boredom 
were related to each other. Furthermore, interest and enjoyment were negatively related with 
both confusion and boredom. 'This means that high levels of interest and enjoyment were likely 
to occur in conjunction with low levels confusion and boredom. The only property which did 
not come into play was comprehension. While there were some scales in Study 1 's 
comprehension questionnaire which were valid and/ or reliable, the questionnaire as a whole was 
not reliable (see Section 6.5.2, Chapter 6). Therefore, no solid conclusions could be made 
regarding comprehension in Study 1. 

Of the three scales used in Study 2's comprehension questionnaire, one was neither valid nor 
reliable, one was only valid and one was both valid and reliable. However, the three scales 
showed concurrent validity with each other and the comprehension questionnaire proved 
reliable overall (see Section 6.5.2, Chapter 6). The same set of relationships observed in Study 1 
between interest, enjoyment, confusion and boredom also emerged in Study 2. In addition, in 
Study 2 comprehension was positively related to interest and enjoyment and negatively related 
to confusion and boredom. Thus those participants who reported high interest and enjoyment 
of the story were likely to also have achieved high comprehension scores. Also, those who 
reported high boredom and confusion were also likely to obtain low comprehension scores. 
'This matched our assumptions on effective story experiences. Because all of the questionnaires 
used in Study 2 were valid and reliable, we were able to place more reliance on results obtained 
from this study, especially regarding comprehension. 

In summary, the story experience variables in Study 1, with the exception of comprehension, 
correlated as we had expected. However, in Study 2 all the story experience variables correlated 
as we had expected. And in particular comprehension, measured using a valid and reliable 
questionnaire in Study 2, proved to relate to the other story experience variables in the way we 
had anticipated. Thus, correlations which emerged amongst those variables associated with story 
experience in our studies supported our conceptualisation of an effective story experience. 

8.2.2 Attention and Strangeness 

Two additional variables, in addition to those considered in Study 1, were measured in Study 2. 
We wished to measure attention since we observed a number of participants experiencing the 
virtual storytelling scenarios in Study 1 exploring the VE rather listening to the story. 
Strangeness was considered since we wished to distinguish between participant's confusion in 
the story and the extent to which they perceived the story as strange or unusual. The reasoning 
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behind adding these for consideration is discussed in more detail later, in Sections 8.3.1 and 
8.3.3, respectively. 

Attention related positively to comprehension, interest and enjoyment, all three of which were 
considered desirable for an effective story experience. Furthermore, attention also correlated 
negatively with confusion and boredom, both deemed undesirable in a story experience. Thus it 
Seems that attention to a story is also part of an effective story experience. Although causality 
cannot be judged from a correlation between two factors, we can speculate that paying more 
attention to the story allowed the story content to be absorbed, resulting in higher story 
comprehension. Similarly, paying more attention to the story may have allowed participants a 
greater opportunity to become interested in the story's cultural context. The correlation between 
attention and enjoyment makes sense since enjoyment has been shown to indicate a focus of 
attention (Csikszentmihalyi, 1991). It is also possible that participants did not pay attention to 
the story because they found it boring or confusing or that, participants who paid little attention 
to the story missed details of its content, and thus found the parts they did attend to boring 
and/ or confusing. 

Strangeness related differently to story experience in that it correlated negatively with interest 
and enjoyment and positively with boredom and confusion. Thus, it follows that those 
participants who found the story very strange were also likely to show a low interest in the San, 
a low enjoyment of the story and high levels of boredom and confusion. Interestingly, 
strangeness showed no relationship with comprehension, which seemed to imply that finding a 
story strange need not impact on how well it is understood. This bodes well for conveying San 
stories, which may easily be construed as bizarre by modem audiences. However strangeness 
was related to confusion and boredom and might indirectly relate to comprehension through 
these. 

Additionally, attention and strangeness also showed no relation to each other. Perhaps this 
means that the perceived strangeness of a story was not influenced by the amount of attention 
paid it. Whatever our speculation on the specific roles of attention and strangeness, it is dear 
that attention correlated with those factors we considered positive in a story experience and 
strangeness, mostly, with the factors we considered negative in a story experience. 

8.3 The Effect of Storytelling Medium on Story Experience 

The first question of this research dealt with the effectiveness with which VR can convey a 
story, as opposed to the more traditional and ubiquitous medium of text. We hypothesised that 
virtual storytelling would result in a more effective story experience than reading a story text, 
particularly for telling a San story (see Section 4.4, Chapter 4). Therefore, we expected that study 
participants who experienced the San story in a VB would achieve higher story comprehension 
scores, show a greater interest in the San culture and greater enjoyment of the story. We also 
expected that virtual storytelling would result in less boredom and confusion during the story 
experience. It was with regards to testing the effectiveness of text VI. VR as storytelling media 
that we observed the majority of our significant results. We will fust discuss the comprehension 
results, and secondly the results for interest, enjoyment and boredom. Lastly we will discuss 
some unexpected findings regarding comprehension, confusion and strangeness. 

8.3.1 Comprehension 

The most consistent result across Study 1 and 2 was that of a significantly higher 
comprehension for participants who read the story over those who experienced it in a VB. In 
Study 1 the text group scored higher than the VR group for three out of the four scales used to 
measure comprehension: the doze, sequence and sentence verification technique (SVT) tests 
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(Ladeira & Blake, 2004). Note, however, that in Study 1, only the sequence test was valid and 
reliable (see Section 6.3.2, Chapter 6). The sequence test scores indicate that text participants 
understood the narrative flow of events better than those in the VR condition. Due to the low 
validity and reliability of the other comprehension scales, we can not draw conclusions from the 
scores obtained on them. We also cannot draw conclusions from the total comprehension 
scores since the comprehension questionnaire was not valid and reliable as a whole. In Study 2, 
the cloze, sequence and SVT scales were amended, but, only the SVT scale proved both valid 
and reliable. Overall, however, Study 2's comprehension questionnaire was valid and reliable 
(see Section 6.3.2, Chapter 6). Text participants in Study 2 obtained significantly higher scores 
for the cloze, sequence and SVT testS. Since the doze and sequence tests were not valid and 
reliable, we will not draw conclusions from them. Scores on the SVT test indicate that the text 
group in Study 2 were better able to distinguish between events and details that did and did not 
appear in the story. The higher total comprehension scores in the text group indicate a better 
overall story comprehension than the VR group. 

Thus it seemed that the VR groups in both studies performed poorly in comparison to the text 
groups. Looking only at the percentage of correct answers in the comprehension questionnaires, 
we notice that the VR group did not perform too poorly on the comprehension test though. 
The VR group obtained 63.2% correct answers in Study 1 and 57.8% in Study 2, while the text 
group obtained 76.9% in Study 1 and 82.2% in Study 2. However, we cannot say that the 
comprehension achieved by the VR groups was acceptable since the comprehension 
questionnaires had a very low level of difficulty in both studies (see Section 6.5.2, Chapter 6). 
Thus comprehension scores were most likely inflated for all participants. 

There are a number of possible reasons for the higher comprehension noted in the text 
conditions as opposed to the VR conditions. Firstly, in Section 2.4, Chapter 2, we discussed 
Ricci & Beal's (2002) comparison of three storytelling modes: audio, audiovisual, and 
audiovisual with direct and passive interaction for storytelling. They found that the audio-only 
scenario consistently produced the poorest story comprehension (Ricci & Beal, 2002). Their 
finding, along with our results, suggests that reading may be better than hearing for achieving 
greater story comprehension. 

Secondly, in designing our studies, it was our intention that all participants experience the story 
once only. Therefore, the storytelling VE was created such that the storyteller character would 
only tell the story once. Also, participants in the text groups were specifically instructed to read 
the story through once only and then place the text face down on their desks so that they could 
not read it again. Nonetheless, we observed some participants rereading parts of the text. 
Indeed, rereading sentences in this way is a common reading technique (Rbo & Stewart, 1985). 
Additionally, a number of participants who finished reading the text before the rest of the group 
would glance over it briefly, before placing it face down. In both these instances text 
participants were able to experience parts of the story more than once. An important distinction 
between the text and VR groups here is that the text groups had the entire story content 
available to them throughout their story experience, whereas the VR groups did not. The text 
groups were, therefore, able to control their experience of the story in that they could pace their 
reading and reread sentences if they wished. On the other hand, the VR groups had no control 
over their experience of the story, once the storyteller avatar had begun narrating. They had only 
one opportunity to hear the entire story and could not pause or alter the narration pace. The 
ability to control the pace of reading, allowed text participants to determine the amount of time 
they had to absorb the story. This, coupled with the opportunity of repeated exposure to parts 
of the story could, very likely, have increased the text groups' comprehension of the story 
(Ladeira & Blake, 2004). However, it is important to note that this is not necessarily a limitation 
of virtual storytelling in general but rather of the specific design of our storytelling VE in which 
the story was only narrated once. The interactivity of VR could very well allow VE authors to 
provide facilities for rehearing parts of a story, possibly even interacting with the storyteller 
(Silver et 01., 2003). 
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Thirdly, the VE contained information over and above the story content, such as the setting, 
characters and navigation. So, the text group had only the story content to process and attend to 
while the VR group had the visual and audio information of the VE itself. It has been argued 
that VE features intended to increase realism may also increase the cognitive load on users (see 
Section 2.2.1, Chapter 2) (Wickens & Baker, 1995). An added cognitive load on the VR 
participants, may have adversely affected their story comprehension. 

The extra information presented in the storytelling VEs may also have provided distractions 
from the story. An important trend was observed in Study 1: we noted that participants would 
generally adopt one of two 'strategies' in the VE. Some would fInd a position in the VE from 
which they could see the storyteller clearly and stay there for the duration of the story, while 
others explored the cave environment during some or all of the storytelling. The fact that many 
participants explored the VE has implications for their story experience since they were not 
paying full attention to the story. Also, since the VE featured spatialised sound, the further away 
from the fIre-side participants wandered, the softer the storyteller's voice became. Therefore, 
exploring the VE during the story narration most likely decreased attention to the story and 
caused participants to miss parts of the story which, as pointed out earlier, they could not 
rehear. 'Ibis would certainly compromise the VR participants' ability to recall story information 
and understand the story as required by the comprehension questionnaire. 

Attention 

Since the VR group's low attention had only been observed on an ad-hoc basis in Study 1, 
attention to the story was formally measured in Study 2, leading to two important fIndings. 
Firstly, comprehension and attention were related and, secondly, the VR group reported paying 
signifIcantly less attention to the story than the text group. 'Ibis decreased attention may, in part, 
be due to the instruction given to the VR groups before they experienced the storytelling VE's. 
They were told that they were free to navigate as they pleased in the VE's (see Section 4.7.2, 
Chapter 4). 'Ibis might have prompted some participants to explore the VE rather than pay 
attention to the storyteller. Nonetheless, this result conflmled our speculation in Study 1 that 
the VR groups paid less attention. 'Ibis is similar to the findings of de J ong & Bus (2002) and 
Murphy & Pitt (2001) where the interactivity offered by a digital book and virtual museum 
application, respectively, were found to distract from story content (see Sections 2.4 and 2.5, 
Chapter 2). We thus conclude that the decreased attention in the VR condition was a factor in 
decreasing story comprehension. 

Since storytelling medium had such a strong effect on attention, we also tested whether it may 
have contributed to our finding that younger participants appeared to pay more attention to the 
story. In Section 8.1, we mentioned that this result may have been a sampling artefact. With 
general linear model which considered age as a predictor of attention while controlling for the 
effect of storytelling medium, we found that age was no longer a predictor of attention 
(F(1)=O.71, p<O.4) whereas storytelling medium was (F(1)=6.87, p<O.Ol). Thus the effect of age 
most likely occurred because there were a greater number of older participants in the VR 
condition. 

8.3.2 Interest, Enjoyment and Boredom 

Apart from, comprehension, we found very different results in Study 1 and 2 for the properties 
of story experience. Interest in the San and enjoyment of the story was higher for the VR 
condition in Study 1. Even when controlling for tendencies to show interest in folklore and 
South African cultures, VR was found to generate a greater interest in the San than text. The 
text group of Study 1 also reported fInding the story signifIcantly more boring than the VR 
group (Ladeira & Blake, 2004). On the contrary, in Study 2, storytelling medium had no effect 
on interest, enjoyment or boredom. These results, along with the correlations between these 
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variables suggest that they are inter-related; hence we will discuss them together. We will first 
tackle the results of Study 1 and then consider the implications of Study 2's results. 

Study 1 

We believe that the reasons behind the higher interest and enjoyment and the lower boredom of 
Study l's VR condition are likely related. For the high-schoolleamers who took part in Study 1, 
reading text is probably a common experience at school, whereas experiencing a story told by a 
San storyteller in a VB was probably out of the ordinary. This novelty in itself may have piqued 
participants' interest more than reading the story and thus generated a greater overall interest in 
the story experience and, in turn, San culture and folklore. The engaging novelty of VR may also 
have resulted in a more enjoyable, less boring experience of the story in comparison to the text 
group. However, the novelty of VR will wear off eventually and thus the benefits it offers could 
fade with repeated exposure. Furthermore, we cannot be sure whether novelty really did playa 
role in our studies since previous computer or gaming experience was not measured. 

We have already mentioned, in Section 8.3.1 above, that the story text presented only the story 
content whereas the storytelling VB presented the story plus additional information. Using VR 
we were able to present the story in a traditional San fireside milieu and give a visual and audio 
representation of San people telling and listening to stories. Thus the VB allowed the 
presentation of a cultural context with the story, giving VR participants a broader view of the 
San's storytelling tradition. This might have generated more interest in the San and their stories 
than the presentation of the story content alone. In Section 2.3.3, Chapter 2, we described three 
factors, proposed by Schell (2005), which may determine the interest value of an entertainment 
experience. One of these, termed 'poetry of presentation', describes the aesthetics of an 
experience (Schell, 2005). Presenting the San story in a visually and aurally appealing VB and 
avatars, as opposed to plain text, may be seen as a way of enhancing the poetry of presentation, 
thus creating a story experience which engages greater interest. The added VB information also 
offered more to experience in the VB, thus promoting enjoyment and minimising boredom. 

Also, the use of the of a virtual storyteller and the involvement of the user in the storytelling VB 
might have made the story experience more personal and appealing than reading a text. 
Psychological proximity, another Schell (2005) interest factor, describes the extent to which 
users are able to place themselves into a story experience. Involving users in a personal way can 
increase their psychological proximity to a story experience and increase their interest in a story 
and, in our case, possibly the story's cultural context (Schell, 2005). Similarly, increased user 
involvement may likely have increased enjoyment and decreased boredom in the story. Of 
course, the only concrete way to test this theory would be to bring real life storytelling into our 
comparison. It would be ideal to compare the story experiences attained by reading, hearing the 
story told by a virtual storyteller and hearing the story told by a real storyteller. 

Comparing Study 1 and Study 2 

Storytelling medium did not have a significant effect on interest, enjoyment or boredom in 
Study 2; this introduced uncertainty into our thinking on the differences between text and VR. 
In order to understand the discrepancy between the two studies better, we compared the 
interest, enjoyment and boredom for the text and VR groups across the two studies. These 
comparisons were possible since the same measures for all three variables had been used in both 
studies. We found a number of main effects in this cross-study comparison. The participants in 
Study 2 expressed a greater interest in the San than those in Study 1 and boredom was also 
significandy higher in Study 1. Additionally, interest and enjoyment were significandy higher, 
and boredom significandy lower, in the VR condition across both studies. This partially 
supported our hypothesis that virtual storytelling would result in a more effective story 
experience than reading a story text. 
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However, since Study 1 and 2 made use of different samples and slightly differing procedures, 
post-hoc tests were performed in order to understand the different outcomes of these two 
studies. These showed that enjoyment was significantly lower in Study 2's VR group when 
compared to Study 1's VR group. Also, a remarkably consistent pattern emerged: Study 1 's text 
group showed significantly lower levels of interest and enjoyment and higher boredom than all 
the other groups. There are two possible reasons for these differences. They may have been a 
consequence of differences in the two study's procedures or reflect differences in the high
school sample of Study 1 and the university sample of Study 2. 

The procedures for the two studies were largely identical but differed in a potentially important 
way. Study 1 was conducted with three classes during school time, thus it was necessary for each 
class to meet together, as they usually would, in their classroom. Each class, as a whole, was 
informed that some learners would be staying in the class while some would be leaving the 
classroom for part of the class period (see Section 4.7.2, Chapter 4). From there they were 
randomly divided into the text or VR conditions; the text participants stayed in the classroom 
while the VR participants were taken to the experimental computer room. \Vhile Study 1 's 
participants were not explicitly told what students staying in, versus those leaving, the classroom 
would be doing, it is possible that they concluded that each group would be doing something 
different. On the other hand, Study 2's participants signed up to partake in the experiment at a 
scheduled time. Here the scheduled time participants chose determined whether they would 
experience text or virtual storytelling. Thus, Study 2's participants did not witness any different 
activities occurring or division into different conditions. In other words, Study 1 's sample may 
have been aware of the existence of different experimental conditions, while Study 2's sample 
was not. Awareness of different experimental conditions may have influenced the response to 
the experiment in Study 1 (Orne, 1962). In particular, the text participants may have felt that the 
learners leaving the class were going to do something special or exciting whilst they had to stay 
behind and partake in the ordinary class time activity of reading. This might have lessened the 
enthusiasm of Study 1 's text group, resulting in low interest in the San and low enjoyment and 
boredom during their story experience. 

Similarly, the VR group may have experienced a sense of excitement at being selected (albeit 
randomly) to leave the classroom to do something different to most of the class and possibly 
out of the ordinary during school-time. This might explain the greater enjoyment observed in 
Study l's VR group as opposed to Study 2's VR group. In order to eliminate these extraneous 
effects, it would have been better to run Study 1 such that there was no perception of different 
activities occurring. For instance, all the learners in one class would fall into one condition only. 
However, since only eight VR participants could be accommodated per class period, it was not 
possible for a whole class to experience the virtual storytelling. Thus, it was necessary to have 
text and VR participants in each class. Furthermore, a visible division of learners into groups 
was difficult to avoid since each class was required to meet together at the start of the 
experiment. 

It is also possible that the different samples of Study 1 and 2 responded differently to the text 
and VR conditions. The text group in Study 2 expressed significantly more interest and 
enjoyment and less boredom than did Study 1 's text group. One can argue that the university 
students in Study 2 were a highly selected sample in comparison with the high-school learners in 
Study 1. University students may have more highly developed reading skills and may even find 
reading more appealing. Thus, reading the text may have been easier for the university students 
allowing them to enjoy the story more and experience less boredom during their reading. Ease 
of reading may also have allowed them more of a chance to develop an interest in the story's 
cultural context. Furthermore, the university students in Study 2 partook voluntarily in a study 
advertised as a San storytelling experiment. Those students who signed up for the experiment 
may have done so out of an existing interest in San storytelling, although existing knowledge of 
the San was not found to play a role in interest. Alternatively, the kind of student likely to 
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volunteer for a study, albeit it for small cash reward, may, at least, have been more open to the 
story experience. 

As for the lower enjoyment observed in Study 2's VR group over the Study l's VR group, it is 
possible that the university students' greater computer and media experience played a role. It is 
likely that university students had more computer and media experience than high-school 
learners. This may be due to their simply being older and thus having more media exposure or 
due to the use of computers during tertiary education. Given that computers are not as novel 
and exciting to university students as they are to high-school learners, one might have expected 
that they would respond to virtual storytelling somewhat less positively. This may explain why 
the university students expressed a lower story enjoyment than the high-schoolleamers in the 
VR condition. 

Enjoyment aside though, there were not differences in interest and boredom in the VR 
conditions of Study 1 and 2. This suggests that these variables were not affected by computer or 
VR novelty or experience. This is a positive result for VR; if the only effects possible using VR 
were achieved by virtue of its novelty, then its potential benefits as a storytelling medium would 
likely not endure after its novelty had worn off. Our results suggest that, for interest and 
boredom, a virtual story experience is relatively constant across audiences of different age 
groups. On the other hand, the applicability of text as a storytelling medium for different age 
groups and reading skills is uncertain. The response to reading the story text was much worse in 
Study l's high-school sample than in Study 2's university sample. But, given the differences in 
experimental procedures mentioned earlier, we cannot be sure of this result. 

Overall, the most plausible explanation for the discrepancy in Study 1 and 2's results is that story 
experience in Study 1, especially in the text condition, was influenced by experimental procedure 
and lower reading ability and affinity. If we ignore Study 1's text group for a moment and 
consider only Study 2's text group and the Study 1 and 2's VR groups. Amongst these three 
groups, the only significant difference was between Study 1 and 2's VR groups enjoyment. Thus, 
it may be that enjoyment of a story is harder to achieve in virtual storytelling for older samples, 
but we cannot draw this conclusion confidently since enjoyment may have been inflated in 
Study 1 's VR group. Further, there were no significant interest or boredom differences between 
the text and VR conditions. Therefore, the most conservative conclusion we can make is that 
text and VR were, at least, equally good for generating interest in the San story's cultural context 
and establishing enjoyment and low boredom in the story. 

8.3.3 Comprehension, Confusion and Strangeness 

An Unexpected Finding in Stutfy 1 

An unexpected result emerged in Study 1 where the text group reported significantly more 
confusion in the story than the VR group. On the one hand this made sense since boredom, 
which correlated with confusion, was also significantly higher for the text group. It also stands 
to reason that if a participant found the story confusing, they were likely to find it boring. But, 
this result was also conspicuously counter-intuitive in light of our comprehension results. One 
would expect that if participants found the story very confusing, then a high comprehension 
score would be difficult to achieve. Instead, the text participants reported higher levels of 
confusion and yet also achieved higher comprehension scores than the VR group! Interestingly, 
there was a zero correlation between comprehension and confusion (r=0.08). We speculated 
that, in rating their confusion, participants might have actually been reporting how strange the 
story seemed to them, rather than how incomprehensible it was (Ladeira & Blake, 2004). 
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Considering Strangeness in Stut/y 2 

We attempted to resolve the counter-intuitive result of Study 1 by testing whether participants 
had been reporting on strangeness instead of confusion. Therefore, for Study 2, we added an 
extra questionnaire item for measuring confusion and added a number of items to measure how 
strange participants found the story. The text group, again, achieved higher comprehension 
scores than the VR group, but, this time they also reported significantly lower confusion. 
Comprehension and confusion also showed a negative correlation indicating that they were 
inversely related. Note that the measure used for confusion in Study 2 was found to be valid, 
whereas we were unable to test validity in Study 1 since there confusion was measured with only 
one item. In terms of comprehension and confusion, these fmdings make more sense than those 
of Study 1, and are more reliable given that the confusion measure proved valid in Study 2. 
Furthermore, it seems likely that the higher confusion in the VR condition contributed to the 
lower comprehension shown in comparison to the text condition. 

The text group also reported significantly higher perceived strangeness than the VR group. 
Furthermore, there was no correlation between comprehension and strangeness. In fact, 
strangeness behaved almost exactly as confusion had in Study 1. This validated our suspicion 
that participants in Study 1 may have been reporting how strange, rather than how confusing, 
they found the story. We believe that adding extra items to measure confusion and strangeness 
made the questionnaire less ambiguous and measured confusion and strangeness more 
distinctly. Strangeness was also related to both confusion and boredom, which were negatively 
related to comprehension. Therefore, one might conclude that strangeness was, indirectly, 
negatively related to comprehension. However, the fact that the text group scored both high 
comprehension and high strangeness seems to indicate that they do not affect each other very 
strongly. 

The fmding that confusion was higher in the VR condition contradicted our hypothesis that 
confusion would be lower in virtual storyteller than in a story text, particular a San story text. 
The possible reasons for the higher confusion reported by the VR group are rather similar to 
those discussed in reference to the lower comprehension of the VR condition (see Section 
8.3.1). Firstly, the VR participants were only able to hear the story once, at a set pace, whereas 
the text participants were observed rereading parts of the story and were able to pace their 
reading. Secondly, the text participants were only given the story content to process, whereas the 
VR participants were not only processing the story content but also the setting, characters and 
navigation in the VB. The additional VB information may have posed an additional cognitive 
load making it harder to focus on the storytelling and leading to greater confusion in the story 
content (Wickens & Baker, 1995). Thirdly, many participants in the VR groups were observed 
exploring the VB rather than attending to the story and attention to the story was found to be 
lower for the VR group in Study 2 (see Section 8.3.1). Not paying attention to the story almost 
surely means that the VR groups missed parts of the story during the narration, resulting in a 
fragmented story experience. The text participants were probably able to gain a more coherent 
interpretation of the story by having only the story content to attend to and process, all without 
missing parts of the story. 

Our fmding regarding strangeness is also important. The idea of strangeness is quite interesting 
in the context of San stories, which are different to the western folklore and fairytales many 
audiences are familiar with. The fact that those who read the story found it stranger than those 
who experienced the story in the VB indicate a potential advantage in using VR to tell 
indigenous, African stories. Firstly, one could infer that presenting the story in a VB with a San 
gathering made the story content seem less unusual. It may be that the VB contextualised the 
story by recreating a traditional San oral storytelling experience with an appropriate setting and 
characters. When placed in context like this, the story might have made more sense than when it 
was presented as text, without any cultural context. Here, VR offers the benefit of allowing 
users to experience a situation which would, otherwise, not be easily possible since so there are 
few traditional San living in southern Africa today Oackson & Fagan, 2000; Pape et aL, 2001). 
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Secondly, it is also possible that hearing the story told by a San storyteller character, as opposed 
to reading it, made it seem more natural.. Recall that English was not the original language of 
the San stories, including the one used for this research. The San stories available as texts today 
were mostly transcribed directly from the oral storytelling of the San people (see Section 2.6.1, 
Chapter 2). These stories have a grammar and diction which may seem unusual to English 
speakers and contain innate rhythms which may not come across easily when read. Unlike the 
text groups, the VR participants did not have to grapple with foreign-sounding words or 
character names or the unusual grammar and diction. The spoken narration in the VE may also 
have made the rhythms more apparent. Lastly, in order to simulate a live oral storytelling 
situation, the storyteller avatar was animated throughout the story narration, using hand gestures 
almost continually. In addition, the San gathering reacted to the story through gestures and 
vocal sounds. These probably provided cues to the VR participants as to which parts of the 
story were amusing, shocking or climatic, also making the story easier to relate to (Ladeira & 
Blake, 2004). 

8.4 The Effect of an Introductory VE on Story Experience 

Our second research question dealt with the use of priming as possible means of increasing the 
effectiveness of virtual storytelling (see Sections 2.2.2, Chapter 2). We tested the effects of using 
a hip-hop themed introductory VE to preface the more historical content of a San storytelling 
VE. We hypothesised that presenting priming information about the San in a contemporary, 
culturally familiar introductory VE would result in a more effective story experience in the San 
VE. We theorised that such an introductory VE might act as a hook, piquing user's interest at 
the outset of their VE experience and make the San VE more accessible. However, in both 
Study 1 and 2, the introductory VE had no effect on story experience or presence, except for 
participants who showed a pre-existing interest in hip-hop, which was the theme of the 
introductory VE. It may be that presenting the San story in VR was sufficient for piquing 
interest and needed no auxiliary features. Alternatively, this result may indicate that strongly 
themed priming material or introductory VEs do not offer much additional benefit to historical 
virtual storytelling. Interesting though, familiarity with and preference for hip-hop played a role 
in participants' reaction to the introductory VE in both Study 1 and 2. 

8.4.1 The Role of Content Familiarity and Preference 

Interest in hip-hop was measured in order to control for any influence that participants' 
personal interest or disinterest in hip-hop might have had on their response to the introductory 
VE. Two measures were used for hip-hop interest: first, a multiple choice question which 
required participants to choose their favourite music genre. Second, a number of statements 
which participants rated on a seven point Likert-type scale; these measured preference for and 
familiarity with hip-hop as a popular contemporary subculture (see Sections B.2 and C.2 in 
Appendix B and Appendix C for the hip-hop interest questionnaires of Study 1 and 2, 
respectively) . 

In Study 1 we found that high scores on the Likert-type scale predicted high levels of enjoyment 
for the group who experienced the introductory VE. In Study 2, we found that those who 
identified hip-hop as their favourite music genre in the multiple choice question, and who 
experienced the introductory VE, showed significantly higher presence. No similar effects were 
noted for any other music genres in the multiple choice question. In both studies, favourite 
music genres and familiarity with hip-hop had no effect for those who were not primed with the 
introductory VE. This clearly shows an interaction between the introductory VE and the 
participants' hip-hop familiarity and preference. 
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Study 1 's result indicates that a pre-existing preference for and familiarity with hip-hop together 
with the introductory VB, served to increase the enjoyment of the San story. The likert-type 
scales in Study 1 measured enjoyment of hip-hop and rap music as well as participants' 
perceptions of hip-hop as a popular, contemporary subculture in a more objective sense. Thus 
we cannot be sure whether it was familiarity or preference that played the more important role 
in increasing enjoyment. The outcome of Study 2 is more clear: having hip-hop as a favourite 
music genre together with the introductory VB appeared to increase participants' overall 
presence. Here it is clear that preference for hip-hop influenced presence. Bear in mind, no 
effects were observed where any of the other music genres (classical, alternative, rhythm and 
blues, rock or jazz) were selected as favourites. This strongly suggests that a match between 
participants' content preference and priming affected presence and where there was a mismatch, 
presence was not affected. It may be that the introductory VB caught the attention of those 
participants with an interest in hip-hop music, allowing them to become more engaged in the 
subsequent San VB. In Study 1 this worked to improve enjoyment of the story and in Study 2 it 
worked to increase presence. 

One potential criticism of Study 2 is that the participants in the introductory VB condition may 
have confused the instruction of how to complete the presence questionnaire - rather than 
respond about the entire experience (introductory VB and San VB). they responded with 
regards to the introductory VB only, as it may have grabbed their attention initially. This is a 
small possibility though since that San VB was the last VB participants experienced before 
completing the presence questionnaire. However, if participants responded only about their 
experience in the introductory VB, it still shows that their interest in hip-hop interacted with the 
content of the introductory VB to increase their presence in the introductory VB. 

So, although our studies did not show that introductory VBs are capable of improving story 
experience or presence, they showed, quite convincingly, some interaction between VB content 
and user preferences along with experience (familiarity). However, since this interaction 
occurred differently in Study 1 and 2, we can make no certain conclusions regarding the exact 
roles of content familiarity and preference. 

8.5 The Relationship between Presence and Story Experience 

Our fInal research question considered the relationship between presence and story experience 
in virtual storytelling. We hypothesised that there would be a positive relationship between 
presence and effective story experience. Therefore we expected presence to correlate positively 
with story comprehension, interest in the story's cultural context and enjoyment of the story, 
and negatively with boredom and confusion in the story. Only one of these expected 
relationships was noted in Study 1, where presence and interest correlated with each other. In 
Study 2, we found that presence did not relate to any of the story experience variables. Since 
presence and interest were related in Study 1, but not Study 2, we could say that, for younger 
users, a storytelling VB that creates a sense of presence also fosters an interest in the story's 
cultural context. However, let us consider this correlation more closely. Interest was included as 
a property of story experience because we were specifIcally looking at storytelling in the realm of 
cultural heritage. So, strictly speaking, it has more to do with cultural heritage than story 
experience. Thus, the correlation between presence and interest is not a strong indication of a 
presence-story experience link. In terms of the other story experience variables, there was no 
relationship with presence. Therefore, we conclude that presence and story experience are not 
related. 

It was rather unexpected that presence and story experience should have no bearing on each 
other. Often user studies involving VR applications use presence as a metric of success (see 
Section 2.2.1, Chapter 2). But our study points out that presence should not necessarily be the 
sole goal for virtual storytelling applications. Virtual storytelling applications in which users 
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experience high levels of presence may not, in fact, convey stories effectively. For instance, we 
also found that participants in the VR condition paid significantly less attention to the story (see 
Section 8.3.1). So, while participants who explored the San VB extensively rather than focusing 
on the story may have felt a high sense of presence, they were not receiving the story content 
effectively. Our studies also did not show that presence detracts from story experience since 
there were no negative correlations between the two and there was no correlation between 
presence and attention. Rather presence and story experience seem to have very little to do with 
each other. So it seems that, as far as virtual storytelling is concerned, one should look to more 
than just presence to judge effectiveness. 

8.6 Summary of Hypotheses and Empirical Outcomes 

The following are our research hypotheses, along with a summary of the outcomes for each: 

1. Virtual storytelling will result in a more effective story experience than reading a story 
text. This implies: 

a. Virtual storytelling will result in greater story comprehension, interest and 
enjoyment than reading a story text. 

b. Virtual storytelling will result in less boredom and confusion than reading a 
story text. 

This hypothesis was contradicted by our findings. Comprehension was lower in the VR 
condition. Findings regarding interest, enjoyment and boredom differed in Study 1 and 2: 
there was higher interest and enjoyment and lower boredom in Study 1 's VR condition, but 
no differences between text and VR in Study 2. Further, the younger, high-school sample in 
Study 1 did not respond well to reading the story text, evidencing markedly poor story 
experiences. Study l's sample also enjoyed the virtual storytelling scenarios more than the 
older, university sample. Overall, however, we conclude that text and VR were equally good 
for generating an interest in a story's cultural context and creating high enjoyment, low 
boredom story experiences. Study 1 and 2's flndings for confusion contradicted each other, 
but we conclude that confusion was higher in the VR condition .. 

2. A contemporary, culturally familiar introductory VB used to preface a VB presenting 
traditional storytelling will improve story experience. As above this implies: 

a. The introductory VB will result in greater story comprehension, interest and 
enjoyment. 

b. The introductory VB will result in less boredom and confusion. 

U sing a hip-hop themed introductory VB had no effect on story experience or presence, 
except where participants showed a pre-existing familiarity with or preference for hip-hop 
music and subculture. In Study 1 hip-hop familiarity and preference was significant 
predictor of enjoyment while those with a preference for hip-hop music showed 
significantly higher presence than those who indicated preferences for music genres other 
than hip-hop. Both of these results occurred only for participants who experienced the 
introductory VB. This indicates that priming material needs strong familiarity in order to 
work as a means of improving a subsequent story experience. 

3. Presence will be related to an effective story experience. In other words: 
a. Presence will relate positively to the variables to comprehension, interest and 

enjoyment. 
b. Presence will relate negatively to boredom and confusion. 
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The only relationship found between presence and story experience was a posltlve 
correlation between presence and interest in Study 1. Therefore, we conclude that presence 
and story experience are not related. 

In Study 2 two additional variables were also considered: attention to the story and perceived 
strangeness of the San story. We formulated the following hypotheses regarding these two 
variables: 

3. Reading a story text will result in greater attention being paid to the story than 
experiencing the story in a VE. 

This hypothesis was confirmed by our result that attention was significantly higher in the 
text condition. 

4. Virtual storytelling will result in less perceived strangeness of the San story than reading 
the story text. 

This hypothesis was confirmed by our result that strangeness was significantly lower in the 
VR condition. 
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Conclusions and Future Work 

Is virtual reality (VR) really capable of being a good storytelling medium? How can virtual 
storytelling be optimised, particularly when presenting traditional, indigenous folklore? And, is 
presence related to the quality of storytelling in a virtual environment (VB)? These were the 
questions posed at the outset of the research presented in this dissertation. We have presented 
our research on virtual storytelling, as applied to indigenous San storytelling, in which we aimed 
to investigate VR as a storytelling medium. In this final chapter our aims, experimental design 
and findings are summarised and we make conclusions regarding these findings. The novel 
contributions of this work are detailed along with suggestions for future work. 

9.1 Summary of Aims and Experimental Design 

Our main aims, as discussed in Chapter 3 and formalised in Chapter 4, were as follows: 

1. To investigate the strengths andlor weaknesses 0/ VR as a storytelling medium. This was done by 
comparing story experiences achieved by VR and text. 

2. To investigate the effectiveness 0/ using a culturallY familiar introductory VB to preface a VB 
presenting traditional storytelling. This was done by comparing the story experience and 
presence achieved in a virtual storytelling scenario which included no introductory VB 
with one which made use of a contemporary-themed introductory VB. Hip-hop was 
chosen as a theme for the introductory VB since it is a popular, contemporary 
subculture with an easily-recognisable style and some interesting parallels with San 
culture. 

3. To investigate the relationship between presence and story experience in virtual storytelling. This was 
done by examining the correlations between presence and a number of variables 
associated with story experience. 

In this research, story experience was conceptualised in the context of using storytelling as a 
means of preserving cultural heritage, in particular the storytelling tradition of the San. We 
defined an effective story experience as one in which the story content was understood (i.e. 
comprehension), an interest in the story's cultural context was generated and the story was 
enjoyed. Additionally, boredom and confusion were considered undesirable in an effective story 
experience (see Section 3.1, Chapter 3). These properties, along with presence in a VB, 
comprised our dependent variables. Questionnaires were designed and validated for measuring 
these story experience properties, namely comprehension, interest, enjoyment, boredom and 
confusion. A questionnaire was also developed to measure interest in hip-hop, whose influence 
was considered when judging the effect of using a hip-hop themed introductory VB (see Section 
4.5, Chapter 4). 

103 
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Three storytelling scenarios, all conveying the traditional San story, entitled 'How Kaggen the 
Mantis CTr!ated the Eland and the Moon' (Bleek, 1923), were created for these experiments. The 
design and implementation of these storytelling scenarios is described in Chapter 5. These 
scenarios were: 

1. Story Text (T): The story printed on a page. 

2. Virtual Storytelling with No Introductory VB (VR+NI): A visual and audio desktop VB in 
which a San storyteller avatar tells the story to a San gathering and the user around a fire 
in a cave. This VB has no introductory VB. 

3. Virtual Storytelling with Introductory VB (VR+I): Same as the VR+NI scenario described 
above, but is preceded by a hip-hop themed introductory VB which conveys 
information about the San and their storytelling tradition. 

Two studies were conducted; both using a between-subjects design in which all participants 
experienced one of the above three storytelling scenarios (see Section 4.3, Chapter 4). Study 1 
was conducted with a sample of 44 high-school learners and Study 2 with a sample of 98 
undergraduate university students. Study 2 was a refined version of Study 1, taking into the 
account the effectiveness of Study 1 's questionnaires and improving them for use in Study 2 and 
considering two additional, emergent variables, namely atrention and strangeness. 

9.2 Validation of Story Experience Conceptualisation 

In Study 1, all the story experience related variables correlated with each other as predicted by 
our conceptualisation of an effective story experience, with the exception of comprehension. 
However, while there were some scales in Study l's comprehension questionnaire which were 
valid and! or reliable, the questionnaire as a whole was not reliable. The questionnaire was 
consequently revised for use in Study 2, where it proved to be both valid and reliable. In Study 
2, the same set of relationships found in Study 1 was repeated and comprehension, now 
measured using a valid and reliable questionnaire, related to all the other story experience 
variables, namely interest, enjoyment, boredom and confusion, as predicted by our story 
experience conceptualisation. Therefore, our conceptualisation of story experience was 
supported by our results. 

Additionally, atrention and strangeness, introduced as variables in Study 2, were also found to 
relate to story experience. As we suspected from our observation in Study 1, atrention correlated 
positively with all the proposed desirable story experience properties and negatively with all the 
properties proposed undesirable in story experience. This suggested that atrention to a story was 
also related to effective story experience. Strangeness, on the other hand, emerged as a negative 
aspect of story experience as it correlated positively with boredom and confusion and negatively 
with almost all the positive aspects of story experience, except comprehension and attention. 

9.3 Text vs. VR 

The most interesting and complex results in our research came from our comparison of text and 
VR as storytelling media. We hypothesised that virtual storytelling would result in a more 
effective story experience than reading a story text. Our conceptualisation of story experience 
consisted of a number of properties, so this was a multi-part hypothesis: mostly disproved by 
our results. Specifically, we hypothesised that virtual storytelling would result in greater story 
comprehension, generate a greater interest in finding out more about a story's cultural context 
and provide a more enjoyable experience of a story. We also predicted that the story would be 
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less boring and confusing when experienced in a storytelling VE. However, our results have lead 
us to the following main conclusions: fIrstly, story comprehension is higher when experiencing a 
story as text, secondly, VR and text are equally good for generating an interest and providing 
high enjoyment, low boredom story experiences and, thirdly, confusion in a story is higher in a 
storytelling VE. Observations and results noted in Study 1 prompted us to also consider 
attention to and perceived strangeness of a story in Study 2. We hypothesised that listening to a 
story in a VE would result in lower attention to the story, but with less perceived strangeness of 
the story; both of these were confIrmed by our results. In the rest of this section we will 
summarise the main results and reasoning which lead to our overall conclusions. 

In Study 1 comprehension, boredom and confusion were signifIcantly higher in the text 
condition while interest and enjoyment were signifIcantly higher in the VR conditions. So, we 
initially speculated that neither text nor VR provided perfectly effective story experiences, but 
VR seemed to offer more benefits (Ladeira & Blake, 2004). However, when considering the 
results of Study 1 and 2 together, there was a challenging mix of consistent, contradictory and 
unexpected fIndings. 

9.3.1 Comprehension and Attention 

In both Study 1 and 2, comprehension of the San story was higher in the text condition 
(although it is important to note that only the questionnaire used in Study 2 was valid and 
reliable). This was contradictory to our hypothesis; we posit three possible reasons for this result 
(see Section 8.3.1, Chapter 8). First, reading may be a more effective mode than listening for 
achieving story comprehension (Ricci & Beal, 2002). Second, text participants were able to pace 
their reading and reread parts where necessary whereas the VR participants were only able to 
hear the story once, at a set pace. However, it is important to note that this is not necessarily a 
limitation of virtual storytelling in general but rather of the storytelling VE used in our 
experiments, which were created to present the story once only. The interactivity of VR can 
allow VE authors to provide facilities for rehearing parts of a story (Silver et aI., 2003). Third, 
text participants were only given the story content to process while the additional information 
contained in the three-dimensional setting of the storytelling VE may have posed an additional 
cognitive load and! or distraction for the VR participants (Wickens & Baker, 1995). 

Some VR participants in Study 1 were observed exploring the VE rather than paying attention 
to the story. This prompted us to measure attention to the story in Study 2; we found attention 
to be lower in the VR condition. This confirmed the earlier fIndings of de J ong & Bus (2002) 
and Murphy & Pitt (2001). Therefore, we conclude that the setting and avatars in the storytelling 
VE distracted from the story, resulting in a fragmented experience of the San story. We believe 
that the decreased attention paid to the story in the VR condition was, very likely, a contributing 
factor to the lower comprehension in this condition. This is further supported by the positive 
correlation between story comprehension and attention. 

9.3.2 Interest, Enjoyment and Boredom 

In Study 1, we found signillcantly higher interest, enjoyment and significantly lower boredom in 
the VR condition; we put forward three possible reasons for these effects. Firstly, the novelty of 
VR, secondly, the storytelling VE presented a cultural context for the San story and gave the 
story experience a visual and aural appeal not present in the story text. Providing a cultural 
context may have provided a greater platform for generating an interest in the San culture. 
According to Schell (2005), the aesthetic appeal of an entertainment experience is a factor in 
improving the interest in and quality of that experience. And, thirdly, an increased personal 
aspect in the virtual storytelling achieved by using a virtual storyteller avatar may have involved 
users more in the story experience. This ties into another of Schell's (2005) factors for increasing 
interest levels during an entertainment experience, namely psychological proximity. 
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Psychological proximity refers the extent to which someone feds personally involved in an 
entertainment experience. These three reasons emphasise aspects of the storytelling VE which 
may have caused Study 1 's high-school sample to become more engaged with their story 
experience, resulting in more enjoyment and less boredom in the story and a greater, subsequent 
interest in the San culture. 

However, in Study 2 we found no difference between text and VR for interest, enjoyment or 
boredom. This contradiction between Study 1 and 2's results made it difficult to draw firm 
conclusions regarding text lJi. VR for these variables. However, comparisons of interest, 
enjoyment and boredom across Study 1 and 2 and the text and VR conditions made the picture 
clearer. These comparisons showed an important pattern, namdy that Study 1's text group 
showed lower interest and enjoyment, and greater boredom than the other three groups (Study 
l's VR group and Study 2's VR and text groups). 

There are two possible reasons for the poor story experience evidenced in this group. This may 
have reflected a sampling artefact; perhaps, high-schoolleamers do not enjoy reading as much 
as university students; the more advanced reading skills of university students may also have 
allowed for easier text reading. In other words, the university student sample may have over 
represented skilled, willing readers, resulting in a very positive story experience in Study 2's text 
condition. Another possibility is that awareness of different experimental conditions in Study 1 
influenced the text group such that interest and enjoyment were deflated and boredom inflated 
(see Section 8.3.2, Chapter 8). When considering only Study l's VR group and Study 2's VR and 
text groups, we noted that there were no significant differences in interest, enjoyment and 
boredom, except for a difference in enjoyment between Study 1 and 2's VR groups. Thus we 
concluded that text and VR were, at least, equally good for generating interest in a story's 
cultural context and providing enjoyment and low boredom in a story. Furthermore, there were 
no differences in interest and boredom between Study 1 and 2's VR groups. This suggested that 
the virtual storytdling was equally effective for both Study 1 and 2's samples for generating 
interest and providing a low boredom experience. 

9.3.3 Comprehension, Confusion and Strangeness 

An unexpected and puzzling finding emerged in Study 1: the text group reported significantly 
higher confusion in the story while also achieving significantly higher story comprehension. This 
seemed counter-intuitive and we speculated that participants may not have been reporting 
confusion at all but rather perceived strangeness of the story. So, confusion and strangeness 
were measured more distinctly in Study 2, where the text group showed significantly lower 
confusion and higher comprehension than the VR group. Also, strangeness behaved almost 
exactly as confusion had in Study 1: the text group reported significantly higher strangeness and 
there was no coudation between comprehension and strangeness. This validated our suspicion 
that Study l's participants may have reported strangeness rather than confusion. 

We proposed that the greater confusion observed in the VR condition was related to the 
reasons proposed in relation to the lower comprehension observed in the VR condition in both 
studies (see Section 9.3.1). The finding that perceived strangeness of the story was lower in the 
VR condition in comparison to the text condition is an important, albeit unexpected, finding. 
We believe that using a VE to depict the oral storytdling tradition of the San contextuallsed the 
story and made it seem less strange and more accessible. Additionally, the storyteller avatar's 
narration may have made the unusual grammar, diction and names of the story seem natural. 
The live narration may also have made the innate rhythms of the story more apparent. Lastly, 
storyteller's animations along with the visual and audio reactions of the San gathering to the 
narration provided cues as to the amusing, shocking and climatic parts of the story making the 
story more rdatable. 
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The results for comprehension and confusion were contradictory to our hypothesis where we 
expected that both would be higher in the VR condition. In terms of grasping the story content, 
the well established medium of text certainly showed its superiority. But the VR showed an 
advantage in cultural storytelling which we did not anticipate at the outset of our research: a 
lower sense of strangeness in an unfamiliar narrative through the ability to provide cultural 
contextualisation, a virtual storyteller's narration and cues through a virtual audiences' reaction. 

9.4 Introductory VEs as Culturally Familiar Priming 

The use of priming, in the form of an introductory VE, was explored as a means of improving 
virtual storytelling's effectiveness. We were also concerned that the historical nature of San 
storytelling might be too culturally remote for most users to relate to. We hypothesised that the 
use of a culturally familiar introductory VE used to preface a VE presenting traditional 
storytelling would improve story experience. Instead, a hip-hop themed introductory VE had no 
effect on story experience or presence, unless participants showed a pre-existing familiarity with 
and/or preference for hip-hop (Ladeira et ai, 2005). This suggests that strongly themed priming 
material or introductory VE's may not offer added benefit for historical virtual storytelling. 

The fact that the introductory VE priming only had an effect for participants who showed an 
interest in hip-hop, suggests that users' existing interest play a role in how VE content is 
received. In Study 1, priming together with hip-hop familiarity and preference increased 
enjoyment, whilst, in Study 2, priming together with hip-hop preference increased presence. We 
believe that, for participants with a liking for hip-hop, the introductory VE acted as a hook, 
piquing their interest at the outset of their virtual experience and, increasing their overall 
engagement in the San storytelling VE. But, since the effects were different, in cause and 
outcome, for Study 1 and 2, we cannot draw concrete conclusions about the exact roles of 
content familiarity and preference. 

9.5 Presence and Story Experience 

We hypothesised that presence and story experience would be related in virtual storytelling 
applications. Instead, we found only one significant correlation between presence and a property 
of effective story experience (interest) in only Study 1. Thus we conclude that presence and 
story experience are not necessarily related. If one bears in mind that a lower amount of 
attention to the story was observed in the VR condition (see Section 9.3.1), we might speculate 
that a high presence virtual experience may, in fact, detract from a story. However, this research 
shows no empirical evidence that presence detracts from story experience. Rather, presence and 
story experience appear to be unconnected, suggesting that presence is not the sole measure of 
virtual storytelling application's effectiveness. 

9.6Contributions of this Work 

This dissertation contains a number of novel contributions. The design and preparation for our 
experiments led to following theoretical and practical contributions: 

.. We set out to explore story experience in all our research questions. Thus, we proposed 
a number of properties of an effective story experience, with particular reference to 
preserving cultural narratives. We considered an effective story experience as one in 
which story comprehension was achieved, an interest in the story's cultural context was 
generated, and the story was enjoyed. Additionally, we considered boredom and 
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confusion in the story to be undesirable (see Section 3.1, Chapter 3). Our results show, 
generally strong support for our story experience conceptualisation (see Sections 9.2). 
We also found that atrention paid to a story and perceived strangeness of a story, were 
related to story experience. 

.. Questionnaires were developed to measure the properties of our story experience 
conceptualisation as well as familiarity with and preference for hip-hop suhculture. The 
validity and reliahility of these were extensively assessed (see Chapter 6). These 
psychometric analyses were used to refme the questionnaires during our research. 
Ultimately valid and reliable questionnaires were created for measuring hip-hop interest, 
comprehension, interest, enjoyment, boredom, confusion, atrention and strangeness. 
All questionnaires were also free of experimental bias; the only shortcoming was the 
low level of difficulty noted in the comprehension questionnaire. 

.. Two VEs were created, one to present a traditional San story, told by an elder 
storyteller to a San gathering in a cave, around a fire. And another, hip-hop themed, VB 
which presented information about the San and their storytelling tradition (see Chapter 
5). Effort was made to create an authentic San VB which allows users to experience San 
storytelling tradition first-hand. This would not, otherwise, be easily possible since there 
are very few San practicing their traditional lifestyle. The San VB, prefaced by the 
introductory hip-hop VB was installed as an interactive display in the San exhibit of the 
IZIKO South African Museum, Cape Town for a number of months in 2004. 

Two experiments were conducted, one with a sample of 44 high-school learners and another 
with 98 undergraduate university students, resulting in the following empirical contributions: 

.. A specific account of the advantages and disadvantages of VR as a storytelling medium 
in comparison to the more ubiquitous medium of text. We found that story 
comprehension was betrer with story text. While there were contradictory findings for 
interest, enjoyment and boredom, VR and text appeared, at least, equally good at 
generating an interest in a story's cultural content and achieving a high enjoyment, low 
boredom story experience. Findings for confusion were also contradictory in both 
studies but, we believe that a higher amount of confusion was experienced in the virtual 
storytelling. We also found that a VB may distract atrention away from story content. 
And lastly, situating a San story within a virtual storytelling experience seemed to 
decrease the extent to which the story was perceived as strange. 

.. We found that a contemporary, culturally familiar introductory VB used to preface a 
VB presenting traditional storytelling had no effect on story experience or presence. 
This suggests that strongly themed introductory VBs may not be worthwhile additions 
to virtual storytelling. 

.. We found that content familiarity and preference interacted with the introductory VE 
to increase enjoyment in Study 1 and increase presence in Study 2. 

.. We found that presence and story experience, as defined for this research, were 
unrelated. This suggests that presence alone cannot be considered when creating virtual 
storytelling applications and evaluating their effectiveness. 
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A well-established model of story experience would be very useful in the field of virtual 
storytelling. Especially, since presence may not be sufficient for measuring a virtual storytelling 
application's effectiveness (see Section 9.5 above). Our experiments produced strong empirical 
evidence supporting our story experience conceptualisation; further research toward testing this 
conceptualisation and proposing more story experience properties would strengthen and inform 
the idea of story experience. Future work could explore how story experience properties might 
influence each other. Also, more work on developing more extensive questionnaires for 
measuring story experience would serve to make its practical application more feasible in virtual 
storytelling research and evaluation. 

9.7.2 Considering VR vs. Real Life Storytelling 

In determining the strengths and weaknesses of VR as a storytelling medium, our research 
considered VR in comparison with text. This was appropriate as far as San stories are concerned 
since San stories are currently only available as texts. However, a more complete comparison of 
VR against traditional storytelling media might include live storytelling. One would probably not 
expect virtual storytelling to offer an improvement over real-life storytelling. But, it would be 
useful to know whether oral storytelling can be, at least, nearly as good in VR as it is in reality. It 
would be even more interesting to compare different kinds of real life storytelling with virtual 
storytelling, for instance by looking at the difference between experiencing a San story told by a 
traditional San storyteller and experiencing it told by a non-San person. But, a number of 
practical issues might hamper such a study since there are very few San people telling traditional 
stories today. Moreover, even if a traditional San storytelling experience could be arranged there 
might be issues around telling the story in a language that the audience can understand. 

9.7.3 Exploring the Effect of Interactivity on a Virtual Story Experience 

In our discussion we mention that text participants may have scored higher story 
comprehension than VR participants as a result of having the opportunity to reread parts of the 
story while VR participants could listen to the story only once (see Section 8.3.1, Chapter 8). 
However, we also note that this need not be the case in virtual storytelling since storytelling 
VE's can be designed such that users could, interactively, choose to re-experience parts of a 
story and, even, ask questions and influence the narrative. Virtual storytelling research has 
already been done using VE's which allow repetition of story chunks (Silver et ai., 2003). 
However, it would be useful to measure the quality of story experience in an interactive 
storytelling VE. It would be particularly interesting to see how story comprehension fares. 

9.7.4 Generating Interest in Text Reading 

The results of our VR tis. text comparison suggest that story comprehension is better achieved 
using text, while VR may be useful for generating an interest in a story's cultural context in 
younger audiences. Thus, virtual storytelling might be useful as a vehicle for encouraging story 
reading. Using San storytelling as an example: if virtual storytelling generates an interest in a San 
story and its cultural context but the story content is not fully grasped, users may still be 
encouraged find out more about the San and, possibly, go on to read more San folklore. It 
might be informative to run studies in which cultural stories are presented in VR and the story 
texts are subsequently made available to users. Such a study would test whether virtual 
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storytelling fosters enough interest to prompt subsequent reading, as this could provide the 
complement to our ideal story experience: comprehension of the narrative. 

9.7.5 Boosting Attention in Virtual Storytelling 

The finding that attention to the San story was significantly lower in a VB as opposed to text 
indicates an important shortcoming of virtual storytelling. Similar findings have also been noted 
in previous studies (Murphy & Pitt, 2001; de Jong & Bus, 2002). It has been proposed that, 
theoretically, VB user's attention may be indirectly controlled without curbing freedom in the 
VB (Schell, 2005). While we attempted to draw user's attention to the storytelling in the San VB 
by placing points of interest near the storyteller. This wasn't sufficient to focus all participants' 
attention exclusively on the story. Further research on innovative ways, direct or indirect, in 
which user's attention may be focused on VB's narrative content would be very valuable in 
resolving the problem of attention in virtual storytelling. 

9.7.6 Determining the Roles of Content Familiarity and Preference 

One of the outcomes of our research was the discovery that content familiarity and preference 
interacted with priming to affect story enjoyment and virtual presence. However the nature of 
this interaction varied in both studies and further research would be helpful in determining the 
precise roles of content familiarity and preference. Foremost, studies which distinguish between 
familiarity and preference and test for their effects separately would allow us to clarify which has 
the greater effect in combination with priming. It would also be helpful to measure familiarity 
and preference for the content of both a priming/introductory VB and main VB, then the effect 
of familiarity and preference to be tested over both VBs. Lastly, the finding of an interaction 
between priming and content familiarity and preference would be more generalisable if 
replicated with different types of content. For instance, it may be that individuals preferring 
classical music will not be affected by classically themed priming in the same way. 

9.7.7 Tailoring Introductory VEs 

Our studies showed that a culturally familiar introductory VB only had an effect together with 
familiarity and/or preference for the themed content of the introductory VB. This suggests that 
strongly themed introductory VBs may narrow their appeal to users and limit the benefit 
offered. Thus, if one were to then employ an introductory VB, its content should be carefully 
chosen to appeal as widely as possible in order to gain any benefits. On the other hand, one 
could also eliminate the effects of content familiarity and preference by ensuring that 
introductory VBs are not themed too strongly. But then the potential benefits of appealing to 
users' personal interests might be lost. Before discounting introductory VBs as a means of 
priming, it might be useful to consider tailoring introductory VBs to the user population. The 
content interests of a user population could be surveyed to ensure that an introductory VB 
presents content that is most familiar and popular. But, since it might not be possible to find a 
theme which appeals to everyone, a number of differently themed introductory VBs might be 
created and users could choose one based on their personal preferences. Testing the 
effectiveness of tailored introductory VBs could show whether attempting to appeal to user 
interests can improve story experience or presence in virtual storytelling. 

9.7.8 Exploring Story Presence in Virtual Storytelling 

In virtual storytelling there is the potential for a double-barrelled presence experience. Presence 
may be experienced in the VB in which a story is presented or narrated, but presence might also 
occur in the story or narrative itself. For example, if one considers the storytelling VB used in 
our research, presence could be experienced in the San VB, i.e. in the cave, at the fireside with 
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the San avatars, but one might also experience presence in the San story, i.e. in the world of 
Kaggen and the eland. Since our research has shown no connection between presence and story 
experience, it might be interesting to investigate the possibility that participants, rather than 
experiencing presence in a storytelling VE, might actually experience presence in the world 
painted by a narrative being conveyed in that VE. Perhaps there might be a link between story 
experience and this new kind of presence: story presence. We have investigated this notion 
briefly in past work, but not rigorously and not while also considering story experience (Brown 
et ai, 2001). 

9.7.9 Considering a Greater Diversity of Users 

In the two studies presented in this dissertation we attempted to consider a range of participants 
by considering hlgh-schoolleamers and university students. Our results show that there may be 
some differences in how each sample reacted to the different storytelling media of VR and text. 
This suggests that it would be useful to consider an even greater sample diversity in future 
virtual storytelling research to determine how story experiences differ from group to group. 
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The San Story 

How Kaggen the Mantis Made the Eland and the Moon 

Kaggen, the Mantis, is wise and he is gifted with special powers. We believe that he made the 
earth and the many animals that we hunt for food, but his favorite animal of all is the Eland. 
This is the story of how Kaggen, the Mantis, made the Eland and the Moon. 

Kwammang-a, husband of the Mantis' daughter, the Porcupine, had taken off a part of his shoe 
and thrown it away - and Kaggen, the Mantis picked it up, this piece of Kwammang-a's shoe, 
and soaked it in the water down where reeds stand. Then Kaggen went away, and then came 
back again, and when he looked, he saw the Eland, who was still small. The Mantis called to the 
Eland: 

"Kwammang-a's shoe's piece." 

And the Eland walked up to the Mantis, his father. Then the Mantis went to fetch some honey 
for the Eland. Then before the sun was up he came back to the water. He approached while the 
Eland was standing in the reeds. He called to it again: "Kwammang-a's shoe's piece." The 
Eland walked up to his father, the Mantis. Kaggen, the Mantis, took honeycomb from his bag 
rubbed sweet honey on to the Eland's ribs, while he splashed them with water, making them 
grow very nice. Then the Mantis went away to find more honey. Once more he came back to 
the water and again rubbed honey into the Eland's ribs making him grow nice. Then the Mantis 
went way. Three nights passed before the Mantis visited the Eland again - and the Eland grew, 
becoming big like an ox. 

The people did not know that it was the Eland to whom the Mantis was giving honey, for the 
Mantis used to come home and tell them that there was no honey. Then Kwammang-a said to 
his son, the young Ichneumon: "Ichneumon, you must find out why Grand-father does not 
bring honey home, you must lie down in the grass and cover your head with a kaross, while you 
look at what Grand-father does." 

The Ichneumon saw the Mantis go to the water and call the Eland. The Ichneumon saw the 
Mantis rub honey onto the Elands ribs. Then Ichneumon jumped up! And the Mantis drove the 
Eland back into the reeds. The Mantis said: "Ichneumon, let us go home!" Then the young 
Ichneumon told his father, Kwammang-a, about what he saw, and Kwammang-a said the young 
Ichneumon must guide him, take him and show him the Eland. Then the young Ichneumon 
took his father, Kwammang-a, to the Eland, while the Mantis was at another place. Ichneumon 
and Kwammang-a went up to the Eland at the water. Kwammang-a looked at the Eland and he 
knocked it down! 

When the Mantis arrived, he saw Kwammang-a and others cutting up the Eland. The Mantis ran 
up to the people meaning to strike them with a knobkerrie. But a Mierkat snatched the 
knobkerrie from the Mantis's hand. The Mierkat beat the Mantis and told the Mantis to bring 
wood for a fire to cook the Eland. The Mantis brought wood, but then he saw the Eland's gall, 
on the bush. 

112 
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Kaggen the Mantis whispered that he could prick the gall open; and it would cover him with 
darkness. And so the Mantis pricked the gall and sprang into the darkness, but he could not see 
the ground. The Mantis's thinking-strings quickly told him to take off his own shoe and throw it 
up into the sky. So he quickly snatched off the shoe from his foot - he quickly threw it up. And 
the Mantis' shoe became the moon that shone. 

The Mantis said: ''The sun was shining brightly when I grew angry, so I pricked open the 
Eland's gall, and the sun set behind the mountain; darkness covered the earth. Then I quickly 
snatched off my own shoe and spoke to it as I threw it up. I said: 'I am the Mantis and my shoe 
shall become the moon which shines in dark. '" 

That is why the Moon shines at night. That is why the Moon is cold, because it is a shoe, it is 
leather. It is red because it has earth on it, the dust in which the Mantis had walked. 
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Study 1 Questionnaire 

This questionnaire was used in the Study 1. All participants received the following set of 
questionnaires with the exception that participants experiencing a virtual. storytelling scenario 
also completed the IGroup Presence Questionnaire (IPQ) (Igroup, 2000). The solutions to the 
comprehension questionnaire are also given. 

B.t Questionnaire Cover Page 

San Storytelling Questionoaire4 

Please fill in your age and grade: 

Age: __ 

Grade: __ 

Please circle your gender: 

Gender: Male I Female 

The following questionnaire relates your experience of the San story which has just been presented to 
you. 

Please answer the questions in the order in which they appear. Do not to skip any questions or return to 
a previous question to change your answer. Your answers will not be used as a reflection of you or your 
abilities since all questionnaires in this study will be filled in anonymously. 

4 The empty box on the top right of the cover page was used to mark the experimental condition of each 
participant's questionnaire. 

114 
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B.2 Hip-hop Interest 

Please circle the music genre that is closest to your favourite type of music:5 

a) Classical 
b) Hip-hop 
c) Alternative 
d) Rhythm and Blues (RnB) 
e) Rock 
f) Jazz 

115 

In the following questions, please indicate the answet most applies to you by circling the appropriate 
number. Circling a 1 means that the statement fully applies to you and circling a 7 indicates that the 
statement fully does IlQl; apply to you. Consider the entire scale when making your response since the 
numbets between 1 and 7 may also apply to you. For instance, if the statement applies to you only very 
slightly then you might want to choose a 2 or 3. If the statement applies to you but not fully you might 
choose a 5 or 6. 

1. I listen to music often. 6 7 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
FULLY DISAGREE FULLY AGREE 

2. I don't spend money buying CD's or tapes. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
FULLY DISAGREE FULLY AGREE 

3. I enjoy listening to rap music.8 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
FULLY DISAGREE FULLY AGREE 

4. Hip-hop culture is popular nowadays.9 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
FULLY DISAGREE FULLY AGREE 

5. I enjoy listening to hip-hop music. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
FULLY DISAGREE FULLY AGREE 

5 Hip-hop interest multiple choice item (HImc) 
6 Likert-type scale (H1rate), consisting of five items (labelled HI1-HI5). 
7 Items 1 and 2 measured general interest in music; these were eliminated from Study 2'5 questionnaire. 
s Items 3 and 5 measured enjoyment of hip-hop and rap music. 
9 Item 4 measured familiarity with hip-hop as a popular contemporary subculture. 
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B.3 Comprehension 

The following questions relate to the San story, tty to answer them to the best of your ability. 

Complete the following by filling in the blank spaces:10 

The story was about how the Mantis made the _____ and the _____ ' 

116 

Please answer the following questions by circling Qll£ of the possible options a, b or c for each question. 11 

1. What happened first in the story? 

a. The mantis went to find some honey. 
b. The mantis rubbed sweet honey into the Elands ribs. 
c. The mantis picked up a piece of Kwammang-a's shoe and soaked it in the water by the reeds. 

2. What happened after the mantis rubbed sweet honey on the Elands ribs? 

a. Kwammang-a ordered his son, Ichneumon, to spy on the Mantis 
b. The Eland gtew nice and big, becoming like an ox. 
c. Kwammang-a knocked the Eland down. 

3. What happened last in the story? 

a. The Mantis threw up his shoe into the sky and it became the moon. 
b. The Mantis pricked open the Eland's gall. 
c. The Mantis saw Kwammang-a and others cutting up the Eland. 

4. What happened ~ the Mantis threw his shoe up into the sky and it became the moon? 

a. The Mantis saw Kwammang-a and the others cutting up the Eland. 
b. The Mantis pricked open the Eland's gall and it covered him with darkness. 
c. The Mantis went to find some honey. 

5. What happened immediately after the Mantis saw Kwammang-a and the others cutting up the 
Eland? 

a. The Mantis ran up to them meaning to strike them with his knobkeme. 
b. The mantis picked up a piece of Kwammang-a's shoe and soaked it in the water by the reeds. 
c. The Mierkat snatched the Mantis' knobkerrie and beat the Mantis. 

10 Ooze Test (Cdoze), consisting of one sentence with two blanks (labeled Oozel and Cloze2) 
11 Sequence Test (Cseq), consisting of five items (labeled Seql-Seq5). 
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Please indicate whether the following sentences are true or false according to the San story. Answer by 
circling ~ TRUE or FAlSE next to each sentence.12 

1. Kaggen the Mantis whispered, "If I prick the gall open, it will cover me with darkness". 

TRUE / FALSE 

2. Kaggen the Mantis whispered to himself that he could cover himself with darkness if he pricked 
open the Eland's gall. 

TRUE / FAlSE 

3. Kaggen the Mantis whispered, "IfI prick the gall open, it will cover me with moonlight". 

TRUE / FAlSE 

4. Kaggen the Mantis whispered, ''The Eland's gall is dark in colour". 

TRUE / FAlSE 

5. Ichneumon and Kwammang-a went up to the Eland at the water, Kwammang-a looked at the 
Eland and he gently patted it. 

TRUE / FAlSE 

6. Ichneumon and Kwammang-a went to the water to try and find some fish. 

TRUE / FAlSE 

7. Ichneumon and Kwammang-a went up to the Eland at the water, Kwammang-a looked at the 
Eland and he knocked it down! 

TRUE / FAlSE 

8. Kwammang-a struck the Eland to ground when he and Icheumon went to see the Eland at the 
water. 

TRUE / FAlSE 

9. The shining moon in the night sky was once the Mantis's shoe. 

TRUE / FAlSE 

10. The Mantis' shoe became the sun, that shone. 

TRUE / FAlSE 

12 Sentence Verification Technique Test (Csvt), consisting of twelve items (labelled SVT1-SVT12) 
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11. The Mantis's shoe was broken and old. 

12. The Mantis' shoe became the moon, that shone. 
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TRUE I FALSE 

TRUE I FALSE 

Please indicate whether the answers to the following sentences are yes or no. Answer by circling either 
YES or NO next to each question.13 

1. Does the Mantis possess magical powers? 

YES I NO 

2. Was the Mantis upset when he found Kwammang-a and the others cutting up the Eland? 

YES I NO 

3. Were Kwammang-a and the Mierkat kind to the Mantis? 

YES I NO 

Please answer the following questions in your words. Answers need not be detailed and should be a 
maximum of 1- 2 sentences long.14 

1. What did the Mantis use to create the Eland? 

2. Why did Kwammang-a send his son, Ichneumon to spy on the Mantis? 

3. In the story Ichneumon lies under a kaross in order to spy on the Mantis and the Eland. How 
did the Mantis react when he saw Ichneumon jump out from under the kaross? 

13 Inference Questions (Oni), consisting of three items (labelled Inn-InS); these were eliminated from 
Study 2's questionnaire. 
14 Fact Questions (Cfact), consisting of three items (labelled Factl-Fact3); these were eliminated from 
Study 2's questionnaire. 
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B.4 Interest, Enjoyment, Boredom and Confusion 
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In the following questions, please indicate the answer most applies to you by circling the appropriate 
number. Circling a 1 means that the statement fully applies to you and circling a 7 indicates that the 
statement fully does nQ1 apply to you. As before, consider the entire scale when making your response 
since the numbers between 1 and 7 may also apply to you. 

1. I enjoy hearing/reading myths and fairytales.15 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
FULLY DISAGREE FULLY AGREE 

2. I would like to hear/read more San stories like the one today.16 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
FULLY DISAGREE FULLY AGREE 

3. Reading a book about the San / Bushmen would be very little fun for me. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
FULLY DISAGREE FULLY AGREE 

4. I had never heard of the San / Bushmen people before today.17 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
FULLY DISAGREE FULLY AGREE 

5. I would not be interested in going a San show or exhibit at a museum. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
FULLY DISAGREE FULLY AGREE 

6. I would like find out more about the San. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
FULLY DISAGREE FULLY AGREE 

7. I would enjoy watching a movie about the San people. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
FULLY DISAGREE FULLY AGREE 

15 Items 1 and 10 measured participants' tendency to be interested in folklore and South African cultures 
(tIB; items were labelled tIBl and tIE2). 
16 Items 2, 3, 5-8, 11 and 12 measured interest in and desire to find out more about the San Oabelled 
INT1-INTS). 
17 Items 4 and 9 measured participants' existing awareness of the San and their folklore (sIB; items were 
labelled sIBl and sIB2). 
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8. At a library, I would look for book with more information about the San. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
FULLY DISAGREE FULLY AGREE 

9. I have not heard / read any San stories before today. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
FULLY DISAGREE FULLY AGREE 

10. I enjoy leaming new things about the cultures of South Africa. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
FULLY DISAGREE FULLY AGREE 

11. I think the San people are very interesting. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
FULLY DISAGREE FULLY AGREE 

12. I would not enjoywatcrung a video based on a San story. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
FULLY DISAGREE FULLY AGREE 

13. I found the San story confusing.IS 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
FULLY DISAGREE FULLY AGREE 

14. I enjoyed my experience of the San story.19 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
FULLY DISAGREE FULLY AGREE 

15. I found the San story boring.2o 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
FULLY DISAGREE FULLY AGREE 

16. I did not enjoy the San story. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
FULLY DISAGREE FULLY AGREE 

IS Item 13 measured the extent to which the story was confusing (labelled CON1). 
19 Items 14 and 16 measured the extent to which the story experience was enjoyable (labelled EN]l and 
EN]2 respectivdy). 
20 Item 15 measured the levd of boredom during the story experience (labelled BOR1). 
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B.5 Comprehension Questionnaire Solutions 

The following questions relate to the San story, try to answer them to the best of your ability. 

Complete the following by filling in the blank spaces: 

The story was about how the Mantis made the _____ and the _____ ' 

Answer: eland; moon 
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Please answer the following questions by circling.Q!'!k of the possible options a, b or c for each question. 

1. What happened first in the story? 

a. The mantis went to find some honey. 
b. The mantis rubbed sweet honey into the Elands ribs. 
c. The mantis picked up a piece of Kwammang-a's shoe and soaked it in the water by the reeds. 

Answer: c 

2. What happened after the mantis rubbed sweet honey on the Elands ribs? 

a. Kwammang-a ordered his son, Ichneumon, to spy on the Mantis 
b. The Eland grew nice and big, becoming like an ox. 
c. Kwammang-a knocked the Eland down. 

Answer: b 

3. What happened last in the story? 

a. The Mantis threw up his shoe into the sky and it became the moon. 
b. The Mantis pricked open the Eland's gall. 
c. The Mantis saw Kwammang-a and others cutting up the Eland. 

Answer: a 

4. What happened ~ the Mantis threw his shoe up into the sky and it became the moon? 

a. The Mantis saw Kwammang-a and the others cutting up the Eland. 
b. The Mantis pricked open the Eland's gall and it covered him with darkness. 
c. The Mantis went to find some honey. 

Answer: b 

5. What happened immediately after the Mantis saw Kwammang-a and the others cutting up the 
Eland? 

a. The Mantis ran up to them meaning to strike them with his knobkeme. 
b. The mantis picked up a piece of Kwammang-a's shoe and soaked it in the water by the reeds. 
c. The Mierkat snatched the Mantis' knobkeme and beat the Mantis. 

Answer: a 
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Please indicate whether the following sentences are true or false according to the San story. Answer by 
circling ~ TRUE or FALSE next to each sentence. 

1. Kaggen the Mantis whispered, "If I prick the gall open, it will cover me with darkness". 

TRUE / FALSE 
Answer: TRUE (Original) 

2. Kaggen the Mantis whispered to himself that he could cover himself with darkness if he pricked 
open the Eland's gall. 

TRUE / FALSE 
Answer: FALSE (paraphrase) 

3. Kaggen the Mantis whispered, "If I prick the gall open, it will cover me with moonlight". 

TRUE / FALSE 
Answer: TRUE (Meaning Change) 

4. Kaggen the Mantis whispered, "The Eland's gall is dark in colour". 

TRUE / FALSE 
Answer: FALSE (Disttactor) 

5. Ichneumon and Kwammang-a went up to the Eland at the water, Kwammang-a looked at the 
Eland and he gently patted it. 

TRUE / FALSE 
Answer: FALSE (Meaning Change) 

6. Ichneumon and Kwammang-a went to the water to tty and find some fish. 

TRUE / FALSE 
Answer: FALSE (Disttactor) 

7. Ichneumon and Kwammang-a went up to the Eland at the water, Kwammang-a looked at the 
Eland and he knocked it down! 

TRUE / FALSE 
Answer: TRUE (Original) 

8. Kwammang-a struck the Eland to ground when he and Icheumon went to see the Eland at the 
water. 

TRUE / FALSE 
Answer: TRUE (paraphrase) 

9. The shining moon in the night sky was once the Mantis's shoe. 

TRUE / FALSE 
Answer: TRUE (paraphrase) 
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10. The Mantis' shoe became the sun, that shone. 

Answer: FALSE (Meaning Change) 

11. The Mantis's shoe was broken and old. 

Answer: FALSE (Distractor) 

12. The Mantis' shoe became the moon, that shone. 

Answer: TRUE (Original) 
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TRUE / FALSE 

TRUE / FALSE 

TRUE / FALSE 

Please indicate whether the answers to the following sentences are yes or no. Answer by circling ~ 
YES or NO next to each question. 

1. Does the Mantis possess magical powers? 

YES / NO 
Answer: YES 

2. Was the Mantis upset when he found Kwammang-a and the others cutting up the Eland? 

YES / NO 
Answer: YES 

3. Were Kwammang-a and the Mierkat kind to the Mantis? 

YES / NO 
Answer: NO 

Please answer the following questions in your words. Answers need not be detailed and should be a 
maximum of 1- 2 sentences long. 

1. What did the Mantis use to create the Eland? 

Possible answers: Kwammanga-a's shoe, honey, water. 
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2. Why did Kwammang-a send his son, Ichneumon to spy on the Mantis? 

Answers: We wanted to know why the Mantis was not bringing honey home. 

124 

3. In the story Ichneumon lies under a kaross in order to spy on the Mantis and the Eland. How 
did the Mantis react when he saw Ichneumon jump out from under the kaross? 

Answer: The Mantis drove the Eland back into the reeds and said "Ichneumon, let us go home!" 
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Study 2 Questionnaire 

This questionnaire was used in the Study 2. All participants received the following set of 
questionnaires with the exception that participants experiencing a virtual storytelling scenario 
also completed the IGroup Presence Questionnaire (IPQ) (Igroup, 2000). The solutions to the 
comprehension questionnaire are also given. 

C.1 Questionnaire Cover Page 

San StO!:ytelling Questionnaire21 

Please fill in your age, you year of study at UCT and your course major/s: 

Age: __ _ 

Year of Study: ____ _ 

Major/s: _________________ _ 

Please circle your gender: 

Gender: Male / Female 

The following questionnaire relates your experience of the San story which has just been presented to 
you. 

Please answer the questions independently and in the order in which they appear. Do not to skip any 
questions or return to a previous question to change your answer. Your answers will not be used as a 
reflection of you or your abilities since all questionnaires in this study will be filled in anonymously. 

21 The empty box on the top right of the cover page was used to mark the experimental condition of each 
participant's questionnaire. 
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C.2 Hip-hop Interest 

Please circle the music genre that is closest to your favourite type of music:22 

a) Classical 
b) Hip-hop 
c) Alternative 
d) Rhythm and Blues (RnB) 
e) Rock 
f) Jazz 
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In the following questions, please indicate the answer most applies to you by circling the appropriate 
number. Circling a 1 means that the statement fully applies to you and circling a 7 indicates that the 
statement fully does nQJ; apply to you. 

Consider the entire scale when making your response since the numbers between 1 and 7 may also apply 
to you. For instance, if the statement applies to you only very slightly then you might want to choose a 2 
or 3. If the statement applies to you but not fully you might choose a 5 or 6. 23 

1. I enjoy listening to rap music. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
FULLY DISAGREE FULLY AGREE 

2. Hip-hop culture is popular nowadays. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
FULLY DISAGREE FULLY AGREE 

3. I enjoy listening to hip-hop music. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
FULLY DISAGREE FULLY AGREE 

4. Most of my favourite music artists produce hip-hop or rap music.24 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
FULLY DISAGREE FULLY AGREE 

5. Fashion inspired by hip-hop culture is cool and looks good. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
FULLY DISAGREE FULLY AGREE 

6. Classical music is outdated and irrelevant to today's youth.25 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
FULLY DISAGREE FULLY AGREE 

22 Hip-hop interest multiple choice item (HImc) 
23 Likert-type scale (HIrate), consisting of six items: items 1,2 and 3 were retained from Study 1's Hip
hop Interest questionnaire (these retained their original labelling of HI3-HI5); items 4, 5 and 6 were added 
in Study 2 (labelled HI6-HI8). 
24 Items 4 and 5 measured enjoyment of hip-hop music and fashion. 
25 Item 6 measured participants' opinion on classical music's relevance today. 
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C.3 Comprehension 

The following questions relate to the San story, try to answer them to the best of your ability. 

Complete the following by filling in the blank spaces:26 
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1. The story was about how the Mantis made the _____ and the _____ using 

2. Kaggen the _____ is wise and he is gifted with _____ . The San believe that 

he created the _____ and the _____ . 

3. The Mantis took the _____ from his bag and rubbed _____ onto 

the Eland's _____ ' 

4, Ichneumon lay down in the grass under a _____ and spied on the Mantis. 

Please answer the following questions by circling ~ of the possible options a, b or c for each question.29 

1. What was the first thing to happen in the story? 

a. The Mantis saw the Eland who was still small. 
b. Ichneumon went to spy on the Mantis. 
c. Kwammang-a threw away a part of his shoe. 

2. Which of the following happened soonest after the mantis rubbed sweet honey on the Elands 
ribs? 

a. The Mantis threw his shoe up into the sky. 
b. The Eland grew nice and big, becoming like an ox. 
c. The Mantis soaked a part of Kwammang-a's shoe in water. 

3. Which of the following happened soonest after Inchneumon took Kwammang-a to the Eland? 

a. Kwammang-a sent Inchuemon to spy on the Mantis. 
b. Ichneumon hid lay down in the grass under a kaross. 
c. Kwammang-a knocked the Eland down. 

4. What happened last in the story? 

a. The Mantis' shoe became the moon. 
b. The Mantis pricked open the Eland's gall. 
c. Everything was covered in darkness. 

26 Ooze Test (Ccloze), consisting of four sentences with eleven blanks (labelled according to sentence and 
blank: Ooula-1c, Cloze2a-2d, Cloze3a-3c and Ooze4). 
Z7 Ooze sentence 1 is an extended version of that used in Study 1. 
28 Ooze sentences 2, 3 and 4 were added in Study 2. 
29 Sequence Test (Cseq), consisting of six items: items 1, 2, 4, 5 and 6 are modified versions of the items 
used in Study 1 (these retained their original labelling of Seql-Seq5); items 3 and 7 were added in Study 2 
(labelled Seq6 and Seq7 respectively). 
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5. What happened right before the Mantis threw his shoe up into the sky and it became the moon? 

a. The Mantis saw Kwammang-a and the others cutting up the Eland. 
b. The Mantis pricked open the Eland's gall. 
c. The Mantis went to find some honey. 

6. Which of the following was the first thing to happened after the Mantis saw Kwammang-a and 
the others cutting up the Eland? 

a. The Mantis ran up to them meaning to strike them with his knobkerrie. 
b. The mantis picked up a piece of Kwammang-a's shoe. 
c. The Mierkat snatched the Mantis' knobkerrie and beat the Mantis. 

7. Which of the following was the first thing to happen after the Mantis pricked open the Eland's 
gall? 

a. The Mantis's shoe became the moon that shone. 
b. The Mantis rubbed honey onto the Eland's ribs. 
c. Everything was covered in darkness. 

Please indicate whether the following sentences are true or false, base your answers only on the 
information ftom the San story. Answer by circling ~ TRUE or FALSE next to each sentence.3O 

1. Ichneumon and Kwammang-a went up to the Eland at the water, Kwammang-a looked at the 
Eland and he gently patted it.31 

TRUE I FALSE 

2. Ichneumon and Kwammang-a went to the water to try and find some fish. 

TRUE I FALSE 

3. Ichneumon and Kwammang-a went up to the Eland at the water, Kwammang-a looked at the 
Eland and he knocked it down! 

TRUE I FALSE 

4. Kwammang-a struck the Eland to ground when he and Icheumon went to see the Eland at the 
water. 

TRUE I FALSE 

5. The Mantis was beaten up by the Mierkat, who then ordered him to fetch wood for a fire on 
which the Eland was to be roasted.32 

TRUE I FALSE 

6. The Mierkat ignored the Mantis and continued digging in the san. 
TRUE I FALSE 

30 Sentence Verification Technique Test (Csvt), consisting of sixteen items: items 1-4, 9-16 were retained 
ftom Study l's SVT Test (these retained their originallabeUing of SVT1-SVT12 ); the ordering of these 
items was altered. 
31 Items 1-4 correspond to items 5-8 in Study l's SVT Test (SVT5-SVT8). 
32 Items 5-8 were added in Study 2. 
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7. The Mierkat beat the Mantis and told the Mantis to bring wood for a fire to cook the Eland. 

TRUE / FALSE 

8. The Mierkat embraced the Mantis and told the Mantis to bring wood for a fire to cook roots. 

TRUE / FALSE 

9. Kaggen the Mantis whispered, "If I prick the gall open, it will cover me with moonlight". 33 

TRUE / FALSE 

1 O. Kaggen the Mantis whispered, "If I prick the gall open, it will cover me with darkness". 

TRUE / FALSE 
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11. Kaggen the Mantis whispered to himself that he could cover himself with darkness if he pricked 
open the Eland's gall. 

TRUE / FALSE 

12. Kaggen the Mantis whispered, "The Eland's gall is dark in colour". 
TRUE / FALSE 

13. The shining moon in the night sky was once the Mantis's shoe.34 

TRUE / FALSE 

14. The Mantis' shoe became the sun, that shone. 
TRUE / FALSE 

15. The Mantis's put his shoes out to dry in sun.35 

TRUE / FALSE 

16. The Mantis' shoe became the moon, that shone. 
TRUE / FALSE 

33 Items 9-12 correspond to items 1-4 in Study l's SVT Test (SVTI-SVT4). 
34 Items 13-16 correspond to items 9-12 in Study l's SVT Test (SVT9-SVT12). 
35 This distractor sentence was modified from Study 1 where it read: 'The Mantis' shoe was broken and 
old'. This was since participants might erroneously infer this sentence to be true even though it is not 
mentioned explicitly in the story. Indeed more participants incorrectly answered 'true' to this disttactor 
than to any other in Study 1. We felt that the version used in Study 2 was much less likely to be 
erroneously inferred as true and more participants answered this modified item correctly. 
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C.4 Interest, Enjoyment, Boredom, Confusion, Attention and 

Strangeness 

In the following questions, please indicate the answer most applies to you by circling the appropriate 
number. As before, circling a 1 means that the statement fully applies to you and circling a 7 indicates 
that the statement fully does !lQl; apply to you. Remember to consider the entire scale when making your 
response since the numbers between 1 and 7 may also apply to you. 

1. I enjoy hearing/reading myths and faitytales.36 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
FULLY DISAGREE FULLY AGREE 

2. I would like to hear/read more San stories like the one today.37 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
FULLY DISAGREE FULLY AGREE 

3. Reading a book about the San / Bushmen would be very little fun for me. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
FULLY DISAGREE FULLY AGREE 

4. I had never heard of the San / Bushmen people before today.38 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
FULLY DISAGREE FULLY AGREE 

5. I would not be interested in going a San show or exhibit at a museum. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
FULLY DISAGREE FULLY AGREE 

6. I would like find out more about the San. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
FULLY DISAGREE FULLY AGREE 

7. I would enjoy watching a movie about the San people. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
FULLY DISAGREE FULLY AGREE 

36 Items 1 and 10 measured participants' tendency to be interested in folklore and South African cultures 
(dB; items were labelled dBl and dB2). 
37 Items 2, 3, 5-8, 11 and 12 measured interest in and desire to find out more about the San (labelled 
INT1-INTS). 
38 Items 4 and 9 measured participants' existing awareness of the San and their folklore (sIB; items were 
labelled sIBl and sIB2). 
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8. At a library, I would look for a book with more information about the San. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
FULLY DISAGREE FULLY AGREE 

9. I have not heard / read any San stories before today. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
FULLY DISAGREE FULLY AGREE 

10. I enjoy learning new things about the cultures of South Africa. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
FULLY DISAGREE FULLY AGREE 

11. I think the San people are very interesting. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
FULLY DISAGREE FULLY AGREE 

12. I would not enjoy watching a video based on a San story. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
FULLY DISAGREE FULLY AGREE 

13. The San story was an ordinary fairy tale.39 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
FULLY DISAGREE FULLY AGREE 

14. I found the San story confusing.4O 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
FULLY DISAGREE FULLY AGREE 

15. I enjoyed my experience of the San story.41 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
FULLY DISAGREE FULLY AGREE 

16. The San story seemed strange to me. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
FULLY DISAGREE FULLY AGREE 

39 Items 13, 16, 19 and 21 measured how strange the story seemed to participants; these items were added 
in Study 2 (labelled STR1-STR4). 
40 Items 14 (retained from Study l's questionnaire) and 22 (new item) measured the extent to which the 
story was confusing (labelled CON1 and CON2 respectively). 
41 Items 15 and 18 measured the extent to which the story experience was enjoyable; these items were 
retained from Study 1 's questionnaire (labelled EN]l and EN]2 respectively). 
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17. I found the San story boring.42 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
FULLY DISAGREE FULLY AGREE 

18. I did not enjoy the San story 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
FULLY DISAGREE FULLY AGREE 

19. The characters in the San story were unusual. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
FULLY DISAGREE FULLY AGREE 

20. The San story held my attention.43 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
FULLY DISAGREE FULLY AGREE 

21. The San story was completely bizarre. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
FULLY DISAGREE FULLY AGREE 

22. I did not understand the San story. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
FULLY DISAGREE FULLY AGREE 

C.S Comprehension Questionnaire Solutions 

The following questions relate to the San story, try to answer them to the best of your ability. 

Complete the following by filling in the blank spaces: 

1. The story was about how the Mantis made the _____ and the _____ using 

Answers: eland; moon; Kwammanga's shoe or honey or water or magic 

42 Item 17 measured the level of boredom during the story experience; this item was retained from Study 
l's questionnaire (labelled BOR1). 
43 Item 20 measured the extent to which the story held parricipants' attention; this item was added in 
Study 2 (labelled ATIi) 
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2. Kaggen the _____ is wise and he is gifted with _____ . The San believe that 

he created the _____ and the ____ _ 

Answers: mantis; special powers or magic; the earth and the creatures or eland and the 
moon 

3. The Mantis took the _____ from his bag and rubbed _____ onto the 

Eland's ____ _ 

Answers: honeycomb; honey; ribs 

4. Ichneumon lay down in the grass under a _____ and spied on the Mantis. 

Answers: kaross 

Please answer the following questions by circling ~ of the possible options a, b or c for each question. 

1. What was the first thing to happen in the story? 

a. The Manris saw the Eland who was still small. 
b. Ichneumon went to spy on the Mantis. 
c. Kwammang-a threw away a pan of his shoe. 

Answer: c 

2. Which of the following happened soonest after the mantis rubbed sweet honey on the Elands 
ribs? 

a. The Mantis threw his shoe up into the sky. 
b. The Eland grew nice and big, becoming like an ox. 
c. The Mantis soaked a part of K wammang-a's shoe in water. 

Answer: b 

3. Which of the following happened soonest after Ichneumon took Kwammang-a to the Eland? 

a. Kwammang-a sent Ichuemon to spy on the Mantis. 
b. Ichneumon hid lay down in the grass under a kaross. 
c. Kwammang-a knocked the Eland down. 

Answer: c 

4. What happened last in the story? 

a. The Mantis' shoe became the moon. 
b. The Mantis pricked open the Eland's gall. 
c. Everything was covered in darkness. 

Answer: a 
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5. What happened right before the Mantis threw his shoe up into the sky and it became the moon? 

a. The Mantis saw Kwammang-a and the others cutting up the Eland. 
b. The Mantis pricked open the Eland's gall. 
c. The Mantis went to find some honey. 

Answer: b 

6. Which of the following was the first thing to happened after the Mantis saw Kwammang-a and 
the others cutting up the Eland? 

a. The Mantis ran up to them meaning to strike them with his knobkeme. 
b. The mantis picked up a piece of Kwammang-a's shoe. 
c. The Mierkat snatched the Mantis' knobkeme and beat the Mantis. 

Answer: a 

7. Which of the following was the first thing to happen after the Mantis pricked open the Eland's 
gall? 

a. The Mantis's shoe became the moon that shone. 
b. The Mantis rubbed honey onto the Eland's ribs. 
c. Everything was covered in darkness. 

Answer: c 

Please indicate whether the following sentences are true or false, base your answers only on the 
information from the San story. Answer by circling.ritlw: TRUE or FALSE next to each sentence. 

1. Ichneumon and Kwammang-a went up to the Eland at the water, Kwammang-a looked at the 
Eland and he gently patted it. 

TRUE I FALSE 
Answer: FALSE (Meaning Change) 

2. Ichneumon and Kwammang-a went to the water to try and find some fish. 

TRUE I FALSE 
Answer: FALSE (Disttactor) 

3. Ichneumon and Kwammang-a went up to the Eland at the water, Kwammang-a looked at the 
Eland and he knocked it down! 

TRUE I FALSE 
Answer: TRUE (Original) 

4. Kwammang-a struck the Eland to ground when he and Icheumon went to see the Eland at the 
water. 

TRUE I FALSE 
Answer: TRUE (paraphrase) 
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APPENDIX C: STIJDY 2 
QUESTIONNAIRE 

5. The Mantis was beaten up by the Mierkat, who then ordered him to fetch wood for a fire on 
which the Eland was to be roasted. 

TRUE / FALSE 
Answer: TRUE (paraphrase) 

6. The Mierkat ignored the Mantis and continued digging in the san. 
TRUE / FALSE 

Answer: FALSE (Disttactor) 

7. The Mierkat beat the Mantis and told the Mantis to bring wood for a fire to cook the Eland. 

TRUE / FALSE 
Answer: TRUE (Original) 

8. The Mierkat embraced the Mantis and told the Mantis to bring wood for a fire to cook roots. 

TRUE / FALSE 
Answer: FALSE (Meaning Change) 

9. Kaggen the Mantis whispered, "If I prick the gall open, it will cover me with moonlight". 

TRUE / FALSE 
Answer: FALSE (Meaning Change) 

1 O. Kaggen the Mantis whispered, "If I prick the gall open, it will cover me with darkness". 

TRUE / FALSE 
Answer: TRUE (Original) 

135 

11. Kaggen the Mantis whispered to himself that he could cover himself with darkness if he pricked 
open the Eland's gall. 

TRUE / FALSE 
Answer: TRUE (paraphrase) 

12. Kaggen the Mantis whispered, "The Eland's gall is dark in colour". 

TRUE / FALSE 
Answer: FALSE (Disttactor) 

13. The shining moon in the night sky was once the Mantis's shoe. 

TRUE / FALSE 
Answer: TRUE (paraphrase) 

14. The Mantis' shoe became the sun, that shone. 

TRUE / FALSE 
Answer: FALSE (Meaning Change) 
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APPENDIX C' ffiJDY 2 
QUESTIONNAIRE 

15. The Mantis's put his shoes out to dry in sun. 

Answer: FALSE (Disttactor) 

16. The Mantis' shoe became the moon, that shone. 

Answer: TRUE (Otiginal) 

136 

TRUE I FALSE 

TRUE I FALSE 
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AppendixD 

IGroup Presence Questionnaire 

The IGroup Presence Questionnaire (lPQ) was used to measure the presence of those 
participants who experienced a virtual storytelling scenario in Study 1 and 2. In both studies this 
questionnaire was completed last. 

The following questions relate to your experience of the virtual environment/world you saw on computer 
today. Please indicate the answer most applies to your experience in the virtual environment by circling 
the appropriate number on the seven point scale. Circling a 1 means that the statement fully applies to 
you and circling a 7 indicates that the statement fully does llQ1 apply to you. As before, consider the 
entire scale when making your response since the numbers between 1 and 7 may also apply to you. 

Remember to answer the questions in the order in which they appear. Do not skip questions or return to 
a previous question to change your answer. There are no right or wrong answers, only your opinion 
counts. 

You will notice that some questions are very similar to each other. This is necessary for statistical reasons. 

1. How aware were you of the real world while navigating in the virtual world? (for example: sounds, 
room temperature, other people, etc. from the real world)? 

1 2 
EXTREMELY AWARE 

3 4 
MODERATELY 
AWARE 

2. How real did the virtual world seem to you? 

1 2 
COMPLETELY 
REAL 

3 4 

5 

5 

6 7 
NOT AWARE 
AT ALL 

6 7 
NOT REAL 
AT ALL 

3. I had a sense of acting in the virtual environment, rather than operating it from the outside. 

1 2 
FULLY 
DISAGREE 

3 4 5 6 
FULLY 
AGREE 

7 

4. How much did your experience in the virtual environment seem like a real world experience? 

1 2 3 4 
NOT AT ALL MODERATELY 

5. How real did the virtual world seem to you? 

123 
ABOUT AS REAL AS AN 
IMAGINED WORLD 

4 

137 

5 

5 

6 
ALOT 

7 

6 7 
INDISTINGUISHABLE 
FROM THE REAL 
WORLD 
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APPENDIX D: IGROUP PRESENCE 
QUESTIONNAIRE 

6. I did not feel present in the virtual world. 

1 2 3 
DID NOT FEEL 
PRESENT 

7. I was not aware of my real environment. 

1 2 3 
FULLY DISAGREE 

4 5 

4 5 

8. In the computer generated world I had a sense of "being there". 

1 
NOT 
AT ALL 

2 3 4 

9. Somehow I felt that the virtual world surrounded me. 

1 2 3 4 
FULLY DISAGREE 

10. I felt present in the virtual space. 

1 2 3 4 
FULLY DISAGREE 

11. I still paid attention to the real environment. 

1 2 3 4 
FULLY DISAGREE 

5 

5 

5 

5 

12. The virtual world seemed more realistic than the real world. 

1 2 3 4 5 
FULLY DISAGREE 

13. I felt like I was just seeing pictures. 

1 2 3 4 5 
FULLY DISAGREE 

14. I was completely captivated by the virtual world. 

1 2 3 4 5 
FULLY DISAGREE 

6 7 
FELT 
PRESENT 

6 7 
FULLY AGREE 

6 7 
VERY MUCH 

6 7 
FULLY AGREE 

6 7 
FULLY AGREE 

6 7 
FULLY AGREE 

6 7 
FULLY AGREE 

6 7 
FULLY AGREE 

6 7 
FULLY AGREE 

138 
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AppendixE 

Virtual Environment Storyboards 

This Virtual Environment (VE) storyboard document consists of three parts: 

• The storyboard template used for specifying the requirements of a VE (Section E.l). 
• The storyboard for the San storytelling VE (Section E.2). 
• The storyboard for the hip-hop themed introductory VE (Section E.3). 

Two VEs will be developed from these storyboards: 

• The San storytelling VE, represented by the frames Sl - S4 (Section E.2). 
• The San storytelling VE with hip-hop themed introductory VE will consist of frames 

HI - H3 (Section E.3), and the frames S1 - S4 (Section E.2). 

E.l Virtual Environment Storyboard Template 

The following template was used for the annotations accompanying each frame and should 
comprehensively cover the VE's specifications: 

Interactions: 
• This stipulates whether the storyboarded frame represents the typical state/appearance 

of the VE after a particular interaction or event. If this is the case, details of the 
interaction or event and its consequences should be given. 

• Details of possible interactions. 

Setting: 
• Description ofVE setting and required objects and elements in terms of appearance, 

placement and static or dynamic behaviour. 

Avatars: 
• Description of required avatars in terms of appearance, placement and static or dynamic 

behaviour. 
• Requirements and labels for avatars that will forge interaction with the user. 

Lighting: 
• Type of lighting 
• Position of individual lights if significant 
• Details of any dynamic light behaviour 
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APPENDIX E: VIRTUAL 
STORYIELllNG STORYBOARDS 

Sound: 

140 

• All required sound and their desired effects (such as which VE element or avatar the a 
sound clip is associated with) 

• Position of sound clip if significant 
• Any dialogue (whether between two avatars or directed at the user) 

User: 
• Specify whether user is constrained in any way in their navigation or point of view 
• Position if significant 
• Point of view if significant (for instance if the point of view is a result of a forced 

camera change or is otherwise constrained) 

Special Effects: 
• Any specific audio or visual effects required 
• This category may also act as a 'miscellaneous' for anything that doesn't fit into any of 

the above categories. 
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APPE. .... 'DlX E: VIRTUAL 
JTORYTHUlNC SfORYBOARDS 

E.2 Storyboard for San Storytelling VE 

F,mIlC Sl; 

• • 

l"',OT~ct;on, . San T "m' I i, in front of rOC ll!.er and onei".", the or .. cuntaining the gathering, 
c~"" =d hu~ 

Setting: . Dry, trid .erring with nighH;me Iky 
· Open C:IV< (t}'picol of tho,", fOWld in the Codetbt:rg) 
· S"" famill' gathered >round "" animated fire at rOC mouth of the c~"" 
·1bt:tci, a .mill hut imtoutsidc the cave 

Avatars: . Sao m=, oldo, W<lman (,"'ylOll"! and two clilldren, they ate 'itting ""lund ,he Ii", 
qu;ecly till<!ng amongst tht:lmclvc> (po,,,,b/y .. ""turing to o=±I <>the, now ood then) 

Ligilling: . Low ombion',lighting '0 gi"e the appe=ce of dmk 
. Dynamic firelight 
. Soft light po,itioneci in,iJ., the mO<:Xl 

Sou"d: · Ambient night sou,,:h 
· "'Iuttering! 10fr Wking ,ound, to accomp""y gathering" chattering 

U8Cr:· Free navigation ood point of view 
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APP&VDIX E: VIRTUAL 
JTORYlbU l1VC STORYllOARDS 

Frame S2, 

iPtel'llCtiop; - Sa~ T,;ggr f is Ctolsed. 
, S"" T tWtr Ji •• till in front of [he mer, if;[ i, not cras'ed in .wut 5 ,econd. , the 

gathering will look ,,,,,,yond cantin11<- ~ the)' wert or offer f~rtht:t etICouug==t. 

".uing; _ As in SI 

Anton; 'The Son family ,top' chattering ond acknowledges tho usn', pre.cnce by 
greeting! ge>turing/ nodding 

Lighting; , .... in 81 
- 'The mlbien[ lighting ,lowly becomes dorm ond the light from the moon and ij" 

bt:rotnt: brighter (t:b.h i, to .imuhtc the &.!ling af nighHime) 

~ol1nd; _ A, L~ 81 
- S"" M",,; C""", closer mond 

Uoer: _ F",," "",';gation >.nd point ofvi=within the arc. cncl03Cd by S"" T~ 1 
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APl'b ... ·J)fXb: VlRTUAL 
STORYlEJ J JlI.TG STORYBOARDS 

Fram< S3: 

, 

Selling: _ A, in SI 

, 

Ava'~"" _ Th< mrykilu,t=d. one! gree", tl>< US" 

• 

~, 

( \ . , 

\ ' 

- 11>< So.n childr<" are looking in the dir<etion of tho user. 
_ Th. s/o'J'ft&rin,~= the wer ill Ih,en to. £an .wry_ 

\ 

. Th",. ~ction, ,hould be po,,,",l. from wh.the. the gathering i, c,",""ing OS in SI or 
ach .owl<dging the us<r ", in S1. 

Lighting: . & in S2 

SOUIJ<I: - As in SI 
_ S"" "''''' ""J chiidmJ: hello 
- Stm),wl= I """ ja< t abou' to ~ , tory, the on< ~boUt bow the manti, tmde tb~ eland. 

PI""", 'it and li'tell with us. 
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APPE','DIXE: VIRTUAL 
STORYTEUJ.I\'G STORYBOARDS 

F,ame S4: 

Tn'~" ,,'inn :, None 

SH' ing: _ AI. in 51 

AVala", _ Th. #'ryMkr .i" down ""d b . _ The San fumil di! . egono narration. 
y oct. th"'" attention to the skJrylflkr 

Lighting: ' A., in 52 

• 

I~ \ 
I I 

~ 

_ At the end of the n.rration there is vetV . 
"fini'hed ill n:mru~,~a-l"'" . ' low =bl=t light ond when th . ....." 'W,t 10 the VE fade, to blocL e'to,)teller 

L smoothly. 

Sound" A, in Sl 
- ~ryMkr'I numtlon of S"" l';'"""ti«.· V[",,,if Pm 

""III Mak" EhnJi, marc genorally di:octed. k>g1t. i, din:cted .t the uSer .00 Tht 

User:, Free navi=cio<t -" . b" an" pomt at.""" within th =:rion is novor too w out of'=shoc:' e ""'. cncio,t:d by J"" T~'T I ,uch th'" tho 

Special Effects' - V;,u>.! ,tory-related mediation ci . fmm.tion,) ( thor In the fann of rod: "";n';~'.· , r--." 0, ,mOhC 
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APPEf\.'DIX E VIRTUAL 
rmRYTEUE\TG STORYBOARDS 

E.3 Storyboard for Hip-Hop Thcmcd Introductory VE 

Fra'Il~ Hl; 

• 
0_ 

• Q 0 0 

:~ g o 0 
, 

, 0 0 

\ DO 
0 

a n I \ I 

D 

~----

Jnt~ra",iun, - Hip-hop T,*" 1 is in ftont of tho u.,or who h., bccn pI<>ecd very close to the 
go.thcring ,ucb th.t cro'>ing tho <rimr i, inevj",ble 

S<tdIlI:' - Urb:m 
- Pa,-ement 0< ol"'n illcy 

- Thorc i. ~ l.'ge "",11 with hip_hop graffiti on it, it shoukI al.o h.ve. door ta_cd 
with co!OIlrful ,,"o-Sall on 

Avatars: . 3·4 hip_hop ~v~M' ch~tting!bro"k_d=cing/ Sp"'ying graft'ti! tapping 
- 11>0 hip-hq>guirk i, ciooest to the user as shown 

Ligh'ing::. D.yligh< .ppro.ching du.,k (to motch time of d~y in ,,,,sequent Son VEl 

Sound: - Ambient Il<bao ,ound (.uch .. ttaffk, "'"2lking etc) 
. Sound, to .ccompony ~V>.t2n' movcmen~ "'-pping ond 'p""y pointing etc 
- 0". of the characters be.t boxe, 

U ocr: _ Proo ",.vigooon and point ofvi= 
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APP8VDIX E: V1R7UAL 
JTORYTELI1.l,'G .lTORYBOARDJ' 

Frame H2: 

lm."w ion: - Hlp-hfip T riu/r 1 " crossed 

Seo'ing: _A'in Hl 

AYa'aI>: _ TM hlp_hop .w~tlln' =Nityc",,, •• ond tbey .cknuwkdgt: the mer by 
gr.e~ng/ ge'Miny oodding 

- The hlj>-JJ.p",,;M i. closest to :mel directly f.c<, the Wle, 

lighting: _ .... , in HI 

Sound, - As in HI m1nw the o.ound th., .ocomponied the hip_hop .vat.,,' .ctlvity 
- So\ln<h <0 .ccompanyavatar,' tnoyemen" tapping ond 'pr.yp";n~ng "'" 

'" 

- H.,V-kp ",,;M: Yo! Did yuu know da' WIly Mck in d. day da Son people used to Ii.." 
right h<re in southern Ama. Th<)' lived off rOC fat of the lond, 
hunting .nd .... ting rootS =Ii benh. One of the thing. they 10"00 to 

du w>S to tell ",one., <spec.Wly """"nd • fire. Check it out! 

U oer: · Fru n.vigat'.oo:md point of view 
- At the md of th<: hip-h<p guid,', di.Jogue rher. i • • ,mooth, but for<OO clII><:n tnuYetncnt 

(m.y involve point of view ond po,i,>on chang~) to foce the porr.J to the Siln VE a, 
.hownin l-U 
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APPENDIX B: VJRTIIAL 
STORYTELL.L\'"C STORYBOARDS 

Fram~ H3, 

D 

-----

, ~'" , .. 

'" 

lru~racdon: _ Th~ option to open th< door is given to the u&<:r in the fO<IIl of an o""c«<O. 
HUD! menu, once the door u opened the hip-hop .~",d, p<ompt> th< 11.,"" (D 

"fIter (perinp' hy ,aying "Go on" "00 !:"'tufjng 1O=-oos th< doorwo.y) 
- If the n.e' doe. not open the door within obont 5 .econch, the door OP"'" 
autom.til~y. 

Setting: _ A. in HI 

Ava",,": _ Th. hip_hop ,va,"" ore all silent and h:>lcing at the door 

Lighting: A, in Hl 

Sound, _ A, in H2 
- Hip-!x;p tllitk ( .. the dO<)!" flr.t cotn<, into \-i=): Through thot doc>< you <= meet" 

S= f.unily and hoar a.to<y dud.' 

u .... : - N~,.;g.tion constroin.d by vi,;ble (!"tali'tic) or invi>ib.lc bounding box to "",ur. the m « 
can't moVe away from the will or tum to &.ce .way from it 
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Appendix F 

San VE Setting and Reference Material 

T:us apP""Kli. sho\", image' of the wIl<e:l' mod In tl->t ,ct~ng of the S," "or~r'lling VE 
(Section, l'. 1 and l'.2) ':(~lg wi,h rcfcrCLlcc ,"«cr." " .. d '11 rncxl<llhf' ":ei.e,, ',nd ~HUr> 
(Sectiun F.3;'. 

F.l Cave Setting 

Fip''''' F l' A bird. _eye view of the cave model "sed it, ' he San storytelling Vii. 

Figu" P.2, A ground lerel ~jew of the c,,,,e IIlodd ".cd in t he San otory<clling V1>. 
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rlPPT'.,'>'DIXF- .V"-'V VE JT'TTJ:';G & 
REFT'.RE.'XE ,\£.ITERML 

l"S"fo Fl: Tho ho""h "rea of the cave model, ,hi. i. ,he ~,ea in which ,he Sm, gathering 
and f-'r~ ",er~ sit.uakd. 

Fig~'e l'.4: A blrd-~)'~ vi~w of the cave modd , luming ,he boundarie. hoyo!ld which 
u .... could !lot n~"igate in tho VR. TIl~se boundaries w~t~ imisible to u.e.£>. 
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APl'E.';D1X i': j,~-I.:.\' VE JLlTJ..','(. 6-
Rl:;J'billi:';Cb AHHikL4J, 

F*~J:c F.5: This birds-eye ,jew of the c""e model show, visualisation. of the two 
prm.:irnity ttiggcrs u.ed in the San .torytelling VI>. When the out~r tngger i. ac.in,~d 
th~ Sall mall ill the San gath~rin~ ",~nds up attd looks in the ,,"',<:Tal dir~ctiOll of the 
u.~r. Wh"" th~ inn~I "igg~r i. acti"at~d, th~ San man imit~. th~ ill<~r'o join the 
~athering and .it. down. A few r.econd. Ia'er the .. oryteJJ~r begins tdling th~ story. 

F.2 San Rock Art TcxtlllCS 

The followi;)", >Ie ill Ihe IO"k ~n ,.>io:",.o, used lO le",u'" ,:"" w.~s uf the C",'e '!lucid. "l11C'" 
p>'ming' " .. ""< 0.1 "bud to th< ",orr to:d in ,:"" Sa:! VE Th< orig'nal photograph w.,< <ok<;) 
fIuat Ba"c~. 200 1 .",1 P"J:kingtun. 2001, 

Figure F.6, A p~iming of ~ hun.er. Thi. painting relat~d to the San story , illce the 
storyteJJ~r mentions hunting at the start of the ",ory. 
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APPf':\'DIXF: .i/I,\' VE JETTr-.'G ~"" 
REFf'RE;"'CE AUTERI..-1L 

151 

Fig"re F .7, A pajo,jog of ~ young huck or elmd. The S ... sto,y mendolU the young dand 
when it i. fi,,, created by Kaggen, the rnamj •. 

hg,;.r< F.b: A painting of a larg~ eland. Th~ painting was included .joce !he Sao ",Oty 
de~llargely 'With the fi"t eland c,eated hy K~ggeo,!he mao'; • . 
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AJ'PhNIJIX r:- SA\; VF J£TU,,'(. & 
Rtd'£!lJ:iNO: MATI iRIAI_ 

1.i2 

h~c, 1'.9, A painting of a gaIh~ring of p"0pl~. Thi. paiming w"" intended to tebt~ W 

the pan uf th~ S"n stury wh~,~ a !,.'TUUp uf ch"'a~ttl. ,et uut to lind the d~nd which 
Kaggen ha. cr~a'ed. 

Fj~c< F HI: A painting of a group of eland ~nd" group of peopk a'e attaclcing one ofth~ 
eland. This painting w", int~nd~d to cott~.pond W th~ attacking of Kaggcn'. eland in 
the S"" ,w'y. 
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APPE.,VDlX F: JA.1\' V1:i SETi1NG & 
REFEREI'KE MA1ERJAL 

F.3 Reference Sket<.:hes 

153 

The fullowing rclt:rt:IIce .ketche. wore create<! hy"" a<ost, Ve,. Vukovic, u'ing vartorn San 
hook., photographs and in ooasultatioa with Prof, J olm hrlcington. These ,ketche, Were used 
." rdt:rt:nce for cteotlng tht: moot:!. of the artefac", placed in the cave and the fib'Ute. of the SIUl 
gathering_ 

Figure F.12; Agrinding &tol1e. 
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APPENDIX F- SAJ.VVE SET11XG ¢ 
REFER&:CE.MA1ERIAL 

Fpc F. 13: A bmo- "",d quin . ycucl. 

'" 
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AI'I'I\.'IJIX P·.fA."I.' vr; fb'f'lJ.W. 0 
fl.rpEKr~'rE AfA1T:RlAI. 

F.3.2 San Gathrring 

I 1&= 1'.1;: £Ide. San ,,~..,cl!c< ",fetcn"" .kc!dl.; front '-;""'. 

, 

Figur •. F 1~: Elder San "",y'eller ,de,..,ct .\<j,!~b; ! ide view. 

m 
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APPi::.. '>'VIX F: ~ ... ' tIE SErl1"G ¢ 
Rl:::FEIU:.. "GE MA1ERlAL 

I , 
I 

FiJillro F.17: EWe, San storyteller ",{ero!\c~ .k<I<-,h; b"ck vicw. 

Figure F. 18: Sail man rekre",,~ ;.ketCh; ff(lnt .-in<. 

'" 
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APPENDIX F . .fA..V VE SEITING ¢' 
REI't::RE.NCE MATERIAL 

Fiijun: F.19: San man reference &ketch; aide ";ew. 

= 
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AJ>PESfJ/X F; JA.." ; '"E 5ETI1 ... -C & 
/tEIERE\'CE M41ERlAL 
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APPENDIX F: SAN VE .rEITING 0-
Rf,fl;RBt-U MATERiAL 

Figllro F.23: San child reference oketclt; ba~k viorw. 
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Appendix G 

Introductory VE Setting 

nj, ap?,,,dix ,hm"" im'g'" of "'" 3D u,ban moo:kl mcd in hip_hop "",med in1rodllCiory VE. 

Fgu'e G.t, _.\ bird""'ye vie<>- ofth" urb= model u.ed in tbe hip-bop themed intmductO<Y 
YE. The use, h\tefaC," with the hip-hop avatar within the fenced ",ea. 

l·i£1:.<O C .2, A ground lewl of the area in which the u<er imeracts wi,h the hip-hop avatar 
in 'he introdu ctory VE. The gtaffiti-c uy~,~d ,,-..u. ",-ithin thi. "'~ •• Ie aho ~i.iblc. 
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Appendix H 

Training VE Screensho!s 

11\;, Ap l""ncii" ,how, ,cr""""ho" of :1", 'rr"-'ning 'liE ~,cd i" o~r f:Xf"'r;m oc" <. ,\I: I"'r,;,~p;;m; 
exp<:."ic",ing a virrua: "uryt<lling ''''1:uio 'OJor< i'nl J.,, ;eid 00 :he n"";g,ion principle< and 
c()(llmh or OilC VF" 1l:<y 'h<n <xp<r'<ncod tho 'It,,,ru:>g VI', wheeh wa, mod '() .Ilow 
p""uip,,nt> to DeCOlI"" fmIili"" ",oth the navigaim of ~ VE ,,-,'ng ~ '",i>oorci (foe wolki:%, md 
mo,,-," (for danging "i<Wl'oinc). 1l:< VE ,,,",,i m of • l;oo;"" 1[ld woro par:ic:pm:, ,,-,--,uk'] 

pm",;,,,, wolki:>;( :h,o ,,~I: doorway> (r"'lu;rd in the Sa" 'wI)'tcll'ng VEl. Tox, W~< used;n :he 
Tr:>ining VE to fc;tcrate 'he n~"ii:"jon~l .oft l 10k 

Fig"'" Ho i, The Training \'1: a. it is first .iewed by a user. The Tr~ining v"E oonsi>;tcd uf 
a huu;e and participants we", able to practice na\'ig~!ing both inside and Qu,"ide ,he 
huu .. ullilg the kerboafd and mou<e. 

'" 
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APPE \'DIX H : TRA!:'"C' ,C VE 
SCREE}\ 'SH01" '" 

l'ib'llfC H2: Aft'" a f"w s"cund. in the Training VE, the text change. to di. play <h e use of 
a mouse fo< changingvi~in<. 

Figur" H.3; 'TIl" door in Ihe Training VB upen. ,lttd patticipanu are encouraged <0 
<>trempr w.tking through it. Walking through an 01''''' doo, ; . required in the 
introductory VE, tim. p:lrIicip:uu. were encouraged to practice rhi>. 
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A J'I'I;,VDJX fl: JR.-11'\T\'G VE 
JCRE("YfHOE 

Figur~ 1I.4: .... yiew from inside the house in the T~.liltinl: VE. The keyhoatd '''''iz".dion 
control. arc reiterated u.ing- t=t ..... t thi, puint in the VE, participant. were allowed to 
n",igate ulltil they felI comforrable with the control • . The text .hown in thi , , creemhot 
remained di'played until the 'ill: was .hut cio"m by the experimenter. 

Iii J 
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Appendix I 

Psychometrics: Inter-item correlation matrices 

This Appendix gives the correlations matrices which were not included, referred to in Chapter 6. 

1.1 Study 1 

Item 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
1 1.00 0.21 -0.17 0.15 0.06 -0.12 -0.07 0.02 -0.16 0.04 -0.08 
2 0.21 1.00 0.10 0.06 -0.04 0.07 0.04 -0.23 -0.02 0.32 -0.24 
3 -0.17 0.10 1.00 0.01 0.26 0.16 0.11 -0.06 0.07 0.07 -0.28 
4 0.15 0.06 om 1.00 0.36 0.62 0.19 -0.24 0.04 0.24 0.29 
5 0.06 -0.04 0.26 0.36 1.00 0.28 0.15 -0.01 0.15 0.32 O.JO 
6 -0.12 0.07 0.16 0.62 0.28 1.00 0.17 -0.04 0.19 0.19 0.08 
7 -0.07 0.04 0.11 0.19 0.15 0.17 1.00 0.33 0.47 0.18 0.06 
8 0.02 -0.23 -0.06 -0.24 -0.01 -0.04 0.33 1.00 0.14 -0.01 -0.04 
9 -0.16 -0.02 0.07 0.04 0.15 0.19 0.47 0.14 1.00 0.32 0.06 
10 0.04 0.32 0.07 0.24 0.32 0.19 0.18 -0.01 0.32 1.00 0.06 
11 -0.08 -0.24 -0.28 0.29 0.30 0.08 0.06 -0.04 0.06 0.06 1.00 
12 -0.12 0.07 -0.11 -0.12 0.07 -0.07 -0.02 -0.04 0.19 0.47 0.08 

Table I.1: Correlation matrix for items SVTl-SVf12 of Csvt, the sentence verification test 
used to measure comprehension in Study 1. Significant correlations (p < 0.05, n=44) are 
shown in bold and italic. 

Item INTI INT2 INT3 INT4 INT5 INT6 INT7 INT8 
INTI 1.00 0.64 0.50 0.82 0.75 0.83 0.65 0.52 
INT2 0.64 1.00 0.31 0.55 0.51 0.61 0.52 0.47 
INT3 0.50 0.31 1.00 0.48 0.46 0.53 0.48 0.38 
INT4 0.82 0.55 0.48 1.00 0.87 0.81 0.60 0.48 
INT5 0.75 0.51 0.46 0.87 1.00 0.77 0.65 0.52 
INT6 0.83 0.61 0.53 0.81 0.77 1.00 0.66 0.58 
INT7 0.65 0.52 0.48 0.60 0.65 0.66 1.00 0.39 
INT8 0.52 0.47 0.38 0.48 0.52 0.58 0.39 1.00 

Table I.2: Correlation matrix for items INTI-INT8 of the interest questionnaire used to 
measure interest in Study 1. Significant correlations (p < 0.05, n=44) are shown in bold 
and italic. 
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APPENDIX I: PSYCHOMETRICS: 165 
INTER-ITEM CORRELATION MATRICES 

1.2 Study 2 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 
1 1.00 0.43 0.35 0.09 0.16 0.33 0.25 0.22 - 0.24 0.15 0.23 0.41 0.24 0.42 

0.06 
2 0.43 1.00 0.19 0.03 0.09 0.27 0.33 0.33 0.10 0.25 - 0.04 0.17 0.02 0.12 

0.01 
3 0.35 0.19 1.00 0.07 - 0.19 0.36 0.29 0.17 0.10 0.09 0.19 0.25 - 0.38 

0.01 0.07 
4 0.09 0.03 0.07 1.00 0.20 0.11 0.02 0.14 0.03 0.16 - 0.14 0.05 0.00 0.02 

0.04 
5 0.16 0.09 - 0.2 1.00 0.10 0.45 0.18 - 0.07 0.16 0.39 0.26 0.30 0.06 

0.01 0 0.06 
6 0.33 0.27 0.19 0.11 0.10 1.00 0.11 0.37 - 0.26 0.23 0.31 0.18 0.10 0.16 

0.00 
7 0.25 0.33 0.36 0.02 0.45 0.11 1.00 - 0.09 0.06 0.14 0.34 0.26 0.14 

0.44 0.05 
8 0.22 0.33 0.29 0.14 0.18 0.37 0.44 1.00 0.03 0.17 - 0.08 0.22 0.24 0.17 

0.10 
9 - 0.10 0.17 0.03 - - - 0.03 1.00 0.17 - 0.25 0.01 0.10 -

0.06 0.06 0.00 0.05 0.11 0.D1 
10 0.24 0.25 0.10 0.16 0.07 0.26 0.09 0.17 0.17 1.00 - 0.18 0.21 0.21 -

0.02 0.D3 
11 0.15 - 0.09 - 0.16 0.23 0.06 - - - 1.00 0.16 0.18 0.06 0.24 

0.01 0.04 0.10 0.11 0.02 
12 0.23 0.04 0.19 0.14 0.39 0.31 0.14 0.08 0.25 0.18 0.16 1.00 0.30 0.13 0.11 

13 0.41 0.17 0.25 0.05 0.26 0.18 0.34 0.22 0.01 0.21 0.18 0.30 1.00 0.43 0.63 

14 0.24 0.02 - 0.00 0.30 0.10 0.26 0.24 0.10 0.21 0.06 0.13 0.43 1.00 0.13 
0.07 

15 0.42 0.12 0.38 0.02 0.06 0.16 0.14 0.17 - - 0.24 0.11 0.63 0.13 1.00 
0.01 0.D3 

16 0.52 0.24 0.24 0.17 0.25 0.02 0.26 0.08 0.10 0.23 - 0.10 0.39 0.25 0.38 
0.09 

Table I.3: Correlation matrix for items SVTl-SVT12 of Csvt, the sentence verification test 
used to measure comprehension in Study 1. Significant correlations (p < 0.05. n=44) are 
shown in bold and italic. 

Item INTI INT2 INT3 INT4 INT5 INT6 INT7 INT8 
INTI 1.00 0.39 0.38 0.49 0.54 0.51 0.45 0.30 
INT2 0.39 1.00 0.24 0.36 0.37 0.33 0.40 0.37 
INT3 0.38 0.24 1.00 0.45 0.50 0.32 0.41 0.35 
INT4 0.49 0.36 0.45 1.00 0.61 0.52 0.53 0.37 
INT5 0.54 0.37 0.50 0.61 1.00 0.51 0.61 0.41 
INT6 0.51 0.33 0.32 0.52 0.51 1.00 0.45 0.31 
INTI 0.45 0.40 0.41 0.53 0.61 0.45 1.00 0.49 
INT8 0.30 0.37 0.35 0.37 0.41 0.31 0.49 1.00 

Table 1.4: Correlation matrix for items INTt-INT8 of the interest questionnaire used to 
measure interest in Study 2. Significant correlations (p < 0.05, n=44) are shown in bold 
and italic. 
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